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CHAPTER I
Introduction

During the past two decades aperture synthesis radio telescopes have revealed
the structure in strong, extragalactic radio sources associated with galaxies
with increasingly high resolution and sensitivity. A study at several radio
wavelengths of the total and polarized intensity structure of a sample of such
"radio galaxies" forms the major part of this thesis.
A morphological characteristic of radio galaxies is that they are often
quite symmetric, with two radio "lobes" straddling an associated (optical)
galaxy. Often a compact radio component ("radio core") is found to coincide with
the nucleus of the galaxy. The characteristics of radio galaxies have naturally
led to the idea that the radio sources originate in the galactic nuclei with
which they are associated.
Since the radio emission is partially polarized it was suggested (Ginzburg
1951; Shklovskii 1952, 1953) that this radiation was of non-thermal origin,
caused by charged particles moving at relativistic speed in a magnetic field.
Because such radiation was first observed in synchrotron accelerators it is
called "synchrotron radiation". Using the theory of synchrotron radiation together with many, plausible, assumptions about the astrophysical circumstances
prevailing in radio galaxies it became clear that the amount of energy required
to power a radio galaxy is enormous. Since no general steepening of the radio
spectrum (^ 10

Hz - 10

Hz) has been found for the radio lobes at high fre-

quencies (the radio cores constitute a different class), it also became evident
that compensating for the radiative energy losses at a nearly constant level
over a long period of time is necessary. Contrary to what was previously believed, the radiating nonthermal plasma could not have been formed in a single
event after which its further evolution is determined solely by radiative and
expansion losses. During its lifetime some replenishment or reacceleration of
the relativistic particles is required. It was therefore proposed that radio

•/>

galaxies are powered by their parent galaxies (quasi) continuously (e.g. van der

'-ig;

Laan and Perola, 1969) and various models were conceived to do this in the most

-#£

efficient way. Two of the most important models are the recurrent form of the

^

"plasmon" ejection model (de Young and Axford 1967; Christiansen et al. 1977)

^jj

and the "beam" model (Rees, 1971; see Blandford and Rees 1978 for later ver-

fS

sions).

In the first model plasmons (blobs containing thermal plasma, relativistic
particles and magnetic fields) are assumed to be shot out intermittently from
a galactic nucleus and, to avoid severe adiabatic expansion losses, are supposed
to be confined by rampressure of an external, intergalactic gas. Such models
have been applied, for example, to radio galaxies with a head-tail morphology
suggestive of the motion of the parent galaxy through such an ambient intergalactic gas (Miley et al., 1972; Jaffe and Perola, 1973).
In the original version of the beam model it was not suspected that the
energy transport would be visible at radio wavelengths. However strong observational evidence for the existence of energy beams was provided by the discovery
of radio "jets" extending between the galactic nuclei and the radio lobes. In
current versions of the beam model it is assumed that the energy is transported
in a directed flow containing bulk matter, including relativistic particles and
magnetic fields. A jet presumably delineates the path along which most of the
energy is transported and the strength of the jet may well be inversely correlated with the efficiency of the energy transport.
Due to the increasing resolution and sensitivity of aperture synthesis
radio telescopes over the past few years, radio jets have been ODServed in many
radio galaxies. With the exception of the strong double source 3C 219 (Turland,
1975), initially radio jets were found only in the less powerful radio galaxies
with complex morphologies. Observations with the Westerbork Synthesis Radio
Telescope (WSRT) of three such sources are presented in Chapter II of this
thesis.
Clearly the study of radio jets is very important for understanding the
energy transport mechanism and much observational and theoretical work is currently being done. The closest galaxy with a radio jet is the giant elliptical
galaxy M 87 and its well known optical counterpart was discovered nearly 60
years ago (Curtis, 1918). The optical jet is highly polarized (Baade, 1956) and
its structure closely matches that of the radio emission (Wilkinson, 1974; Owen
and Hardee, 1980). It is therefore generally assumed that the optical emission
is caused by synchrotron radiation. Because of the large energy losses the radiative lifetime of relativistic particles radiating at optical wavelengths are
very short and studies of optical synchrotron jets therefore can place severe
constraints on models of the energy transfer processes involved in radio
galaxies.
With the use of modern optical detectors it is possible at present to search |£
succesfully for optical emission associated with radio jets in radio galaxies
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which are further away than M 87. Together with Dr. G.K. Miley and Dr. H. Butcher
such a search was conducted using the ISIT Vidicon Video Camera on the 4 m Mayall
telescope of Kitt Peak National Observatory and two more cases (3C 31, 3C 66B) of
seemingly closely related optical and radio jets were found (Chapter III).
Perhaps the most valuable information about the physical conditions in radio
galaxies can be provided by studying the structure and the wavelength dependence
of the polarized radio emission. The combined presence of ionized gas (i.e. thermal electrons) and magnetic field causes Faraday rotation of the polarization
direction between the location of emission and the observer. After determining
the amount of foreground rotation which is mostly caused by the magnetoionic
medium of our own Galaxy, it is then possible to obtain information about the
thermal gas density and the magnetic field structure along the line of sight
through the radio source. Thus use of radio polarization measurements in principle allows us to study a radio source in three dimensions. At present only few
radio wavelengths are available for radio continuum studies with high resolution
radio telescopes and detailed models to fully exploit the wealth of information
encoded in the radio polarization are not yet possible. Simple Faraday dispersion
models (e.g. Burn 1966) are therefore widely used and seem adequate so far. The
details of such models become less important at shorter wavelengths so that the
projected magnetic field distribution of a radio galaxy may be obtained relatively easily at such wavelengths.
The recent (1979) increase in sensitivity of the WSRT in particular at the
shortest available wavelength (6 cm) enabled the mapping at high resolution
(7" x 7" cosec 6) of the polarization distribution in extended radio galaxies at
faint flux density levels. To improve our knowledge of the physical conditions
prevailing in radio galaxies as a whole, the total and polarized intensity distribution of several of such radio galaxies was observed with the WSRT at 6 cm,
21 cm and 49 cm.
The sample was chosen to include strong sources for which the number of resolution elements would be maximum. We selected 3C radio galaxies with an angular
size > 200" and at declinations > 25

so that there were at least two resolution

elements across a source at the largest wavelength, where the resolution is worst,
(53" x 53" cosec 6 ) . Included also were two sources with radio jets and a source
of peculiar morphology. For convenience the sources that were initially selected
are listed in Table 1. Maps of the sources that are presented in this thesis
can be found at the pages indicated in columns 3, 4 and 5. For various reasons
some of the sources have not been observed or the observations were of poor
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quality. In those cases a reference is given where a discussion of the most
recent data can be found.
A detailed analysis of four sources is given in Chapters IV (3C 310), V
(B 0844+31), VI (3C 465) and VII (4CT 74.17.1). In Chapter VIII the maps of the
remaining sources are presented. A partial analysis of four sources is given in
Chapter IX including the magnetic field distributions of two well known radio jet
sources (3C 31, 3C 66B), the prototype narrow tailed source 3C 129 and a very
large, diffuse source: 3C 35.
Finally in Chapter X I describe some work which approaches more closely "the
ultimate energy source" of extended radio galaxies: a pilot survey of their cores
using very long baseline interferometers.
The present work, by selection, contains mostly nearby, relatively low luminosity radio galaxies. Similar multifrequency studies on more powerful sources
have been made by Burch (1979a, 1979b), Högbom (1979) and Laing (1980). I
will not attempt to give an extensive review of the current status on the structure of radio galaxies, but refer the reader to the recent review by Miley (1980)
The most important results of the analyses of the radio galaxies studied in this
thesis are summarized at the end of each Chapter and in the concluding summary
(Chapter XI).
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TABLE I

Source

Morphological
classification

6 cm
21 cm
page nrs. page nrs.

49 cm
page nrs.

Recent references for other
maps
Burch, 1977a, 1979°
Fomalont et al., 1980

3C 31

NedD

134

3C 33.1

NebD

136

137

3C 35

NebD

139

141

3C 66B

C

143

145

3C 83.1

NT

3C 111

NebD

138

Jenkins et al., 1977

142

Mackay, 1969

145

Northover, 1973
Miley et al., 1975
Högbom, 1979

3C 129

NT

16,J46

3C 130

WT

150

151

3C 223

NebD

152

153

3C 236

NebD

3C 310

WD

3C 326

NebD

3C 390.3

NebD

3C 402

NedD

3C 449

NedD

Miley and van der Laan, 1972.'

3C 452

NebD

Perley et al., 1979

=i

3C 465

WT

Burch, 1977a

\

BO844+31

NedD

j

4C 48.29
4CT 74.17.1

149

Owen et al., 1979; Downes, 1
Perley and Erickson, 1979

151

Högbom and Carlsson, 1974
Högbom, 1979
Strom and Willis, 1980

J6.33
J54

J6

156

van Breugel, 1980 (I)
Willis and Strom, 1978

I
157

73

Laing, 1980

15,42

15,43

72

van Breugel, 1980 (III)

C

J58

159

15

van Breugel, 1980 (II)

NedD

110

J08

160

Burns and Owen, 1979

107

van Breugel and Willis, 1980 :

Following Miley (1980):
NebD = narrow edge brightened double
NedD = narrow edge darkened double
WD
= wide double
NT
= narrow tailed
WT
= wide tailed
C
= complex
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CHAPTER

Radio 'jets'

Table 2 5-GHz flux densities (10" M W Hz-'ni"-) of jets and other
features in the sources

:

[ \N\Roii und Riley' classified extragalactic radio sources
according to whether high brightness radio hot spots are
observed close to their outer extremities. A change in
morphology is found when going from high (typically
!0J" W H z ' s r " 1 ) to relatively low (IO;< W Hz" sr"')
luminosity at 178 MHz. The more luminous sources have
pronounced outer hot spots and are all highly collimatcd
double sources such as Cygnus A. On the other hand, their
fainter cousins, which are less commonly found in radio
surveys, contain no outer hot spots and comprise sources
with relaxed double structure or having head-tail or
complex morphologies. So far, little is known how these
apparently different classes' of sources are related. In

Source
Jet
BO844-"-:51 North 75
South 28
3C31O
North 40
South 100
3C129
North 250
South ?90

Source

Observing
dates

4995
B0844-31

3C31O
3C129

14 Jan. 76
16 Jan. 76
1 July 76
Dec. 72May73
4 Mav 73
18 May 73
14 May 71
Dec. 72Feb. 73

1415
610

4995
1415
4995

Half-power
beamwidth
(RA •' dec)
(arc s)
6--12
22 '42

1.0

4.6

6 -14

0.8

22 • 50

1.0

6 -9

0.6

1626

14

Total
250*

Redshift
0.0675<5>

1280t

0.0540' 21 '

2160-!-

0.0210<!"

high resolution observations show that these coherent
structures are embedded in the otherwise smooth radio
sources. These 'radio jets' may be similar in nature to the
narrow structures recently observed (with less sensitivity) in
the collimated double source 3C219 (ref. 2) and the complex radio galaxy 3C66B def. 3). We shall briefly discuss
the consequences of these radio jets for models of radio
sources.
New observations were made at 5 GHz of the relaxed
double galaxies B0844 + 31 and 3C310 and of the head-tail
galaxy 3C129. B0844 + 31 was originally classed as a QSO
but the high resolution observations of Grueff and Vigotti*
showed that this was a misidentification. Tn fact the source
is associated with a 15.5 magnitude giant elliptical galaxy'.
The morphology of 3C31O was discussed by Miley and
van der Laan* and 3CI29 is one of the most studied
head-tail galaxies7*.
The Westerbork Telescope is described elsewhere'"
and relevant parameters pertaining to the present observations are shown in Table I. Contour maps of the 5 GHz
total intensities are shown in Figs 1-3 side by side with
lower resolution Westerbork maps made at 1.4 GHz and
(in the case of B0844 + 31) at 0.6 GHz. All maps are
corrected for primary beam attenuation. The linear scales
were obtained using the redshifts listed in Table 2 and a
Hubble constant of 75 kms"'Mpc"'. The cross at the

Effective
noise at
field centre
(I0- J 'W2
Hz-'m" )
0.8

52 • 98

Extended Core
58
44
45
1045
95

"E-.imate fron fringe amplitudes at shortest baseline.
tSingle dish observations (ref. 21).

Table 1 Observing parameters
Observing
frequency
(MHz)

II

particular, one might enquire whether the collimating
process is less efficient in the nuclei of the fainter, more
relaxed radio sources. Here we present new observations
made with the Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope
(WRST) which show that three of these relaxed type
sources with intermediate 178 MHz luminosities have collimated structures emanating from their radio cores. Our
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-3V

08h44min45s

Fig. 1 Total intensity distribution of B0844 - 31 at 0.6, 1.4 and 5 GHz. Continuous contours are plotted at 5% intervals from 5% to the
indicated value of MAX. I. Long dashed contours represent the 3°;, level and short dashed contours the - 5 " „ level. The shaded ellipse
represents the half-power level of the synthesised beam and the crosses the position of the galaxy and the QSO. In b, an unresolved (presumed background) source is subtracted. Also indicated are the relevant linear scales.
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Fig. 2 Total
intensity
distribution of 3C31O at
1.4 GHz and 5 GHz. Low
intensity contours are
2. 5 and 10?; in a and
from 2 to 10% in intervals of 2 "i in b. Further
contours are as in Fig. 1.
Negative contours are
- 2 % (short dashed).
The ~2% contours are
long dashed.

26M0-

l5hO2min5Os

15h02min4Os

15hO2min50s

15h02min40s

central radio component indicates the identified galaxy.
For B 0 8 4 4 + 3 I , the QSO (at the edge of the northern hot
spot in Fig. Ic) is also indicated as well as a subtracted
(presumed background) point source in the north-east part
of Fig. 16.
Note the relaxed appearances of B 0 8 4 4 + 3 1 and 3C310
apparent in the lower resolution maps (Figs la. b and 2a).

pair of highly elongated arms stretching back to the nortl
west are then analogous to the radio jets in Figs 1 and :
The set of parallel wiggles in the two arms of 3C129 woul
correspond to the S symmetry in the jets of the relaxe
double radio sources. (In the case of 3CI29 these wiggli
can be traced a distance of several hundred kiloparsei
along the tail.)
.

By contrast, the 5 GHz observations show a considerable
amount of small scale structure. Both sources contain
compact radio cores with relatively flat radio spectra
coincident with the visible galaxies. Most remarkable are
the Ivghly collimated elongated structures emanating from
these cores. This is most pronounced in the case of
B0844 + 3I but present to a lesser extent in the southern
part of 3C3I0. From the latter source, however, another
characteristic seems to show up more clearly: comparison
of Fig. 2a and b suggests that the coherent, elongated
structure is embedded in a larger region of low brightness.
The radio jet in the northern part of B0844+3I terminates
in a region of relatively high brightness situated about half
way to the edge of the source. A weaker hot spot is
apparent to the south. Beyond the hot spots the emission
is relatively uncollimated.
Although the jets are very narrow they are not straight.
One can distinguish 'wiggles' on several different scales.
For both sources the shape of the wiggles is suggestive of
an S-type symmetry" close to the radio cores. However,
from Fig. \b, the outer parts of the northern and southern
components of BO844+3I have relatively sharp gradients
to the west and tail off gradually to the east so that the
large scale structure of this source may exhibit a C-type
symmetry".
It is interesting to compare the morphologies of these two
relaxed double sources with that of the head-tail source
3C129. Figure 3 shows an unpublished 5 GHz map of the
head made with the WSRT. Again there is a compact radio
core near the centre of the visible galaxy. According to the
radio trail hypothesis" the head-tail morphology is formed
when a 'normal' double radio source is distorted by the
motion of its parent galaxy through a dense intergalactic
medium. Without this distortion one might expect the head
of 3CI29 to resemble the central part of B0844+31. The

Other possible examples of radio galaxies with jets a.
3C83.1 (NGC 1265) (ref. 13), 3G130 (ref. 14), 3C402 (re
6), 3C449 (ref. 14). 3C465 (ref. 6), Virgo A (ref. 15), Ce
taurus A (ref. 16), and NGC 315 (ref. 17). When most < -,
these relatively relaxed sources are observed with sufficie;
sensitivity and linear resolution better than a few tens •
kiloparsecs, jet-like features are seen protruding from the ;
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45°59' •

44°55'
04h45min30s

04h45min20s
O(I950.0)

04h45minl;"7^,
[$??-

Fig. 3 Total intensity distribution of 3CI29 at 5 GHz. Cor,' -'
linuous contours are plotted at iO% intervals from 10% to th
indicated value of Max. 1. A 5% contour (long dashed) an '
- 1 0 % contour (short dashed) are added.

radio cores into more extended, low brightness regions. This
indicates that although these sources are relatively relaxed,
they still have a very efficient collimating process in their
nuclei.
Table 2 compares the observed flux densities for the jets
with those of other features in the sources. An examination
of the data availahle for the sources presented here together
with those of possible candidates indicate that the radio jets
t\pically have 5-GHz luminosities of 10" WHz"'sr"' and
sizes of a few tens of kiloparsecs. The contribution of the
iet to the total flux is small, so that for heam widths much
.Greater than the iet widths (a few kiloparsecsi. their structure is 'smeared out' over the more extended low brightness
regions. The detection of the jets therefore requires a
combination of sufficient sensitivity and linear resolving
power. The collimatecl Cygnus A type sources are on average
about a hundred times further away and with currently
available instruments it is impossible to say whether they
also have comparable iets protruding from their cores.
However, the 2-kpc component within 3C236 (ref. 181 and
the jet component in 3C219 Oef. 2) may represent similar
hut more powerful phenomena.
How are these radio jets to be interpreted within the
framework of current theoretical efforts? In recent years
a large body of evidence has built up in favour of models
of highly collimated double sources in which energy is
supplied quasi-continuously from an active nucleus (at the
radio core) to the outer components. The energy is transported by a succession of ejected plasmoids or by a relativistic beam. The existence of the jets suggests that such
quasi-continuous energy transport also takes place in the
weaker relaxed sources. One can envisage the jet as a
tunnel along which the energy is channelled. The hot spots
at the outer edges of the collimated doubles have their
counterparts in the regions of enhanced radio brightness
where the tunnels terminate. In these regions the energy
density builds up and results in enhanced synchrotron
emission. In the less luminous sources the hot spots are
found relatively close to the core. Possibly, since less energy
is involved, in this case the energy transport is more influenced by conditions within the parent galaxy.
Of particular interest are the S-shaped wiggles in the jets.
They appear to occur on a scale about half that of the jets
themselves, corresponding roughly to the size of the associated visible galaxies. This correspondence could be indicative'
of a hydromagnetic instability due to the interaction
of the galaxy with the ambient medium. Alternatively

the wiggles may be caused by a change in the orientation
of the nuclear powerhouse during the source lifetime"'1".
Such a wobble in the collimation axis could account
for the symmetries apparently seen in B0844+31,
3C31O and 3C129 as well as in several other sources".
The C-type symmetry in the large scale structure of
B0S44 + 31 (Fig. 16) is most probably due to translational
motion of the source through an ambient medium.
Analysis of the spectral and polarisation data for these
sources may give more insight into the exact role that the'
jets play in the energy transport process. In the coming
year the sensitivity of the WSRT. at 5 GHz. will be improved by a factor of ten. Further effort will then be made
to find more sources with radio jets.
We thank our colleagues at Westerbork. Dwingeloo and
I.eiden who made these observations possible and acknowledge useful discussions with Professor van der Laan. The
Westerbork Synthesis Telescope is operated by the Netherlands Foundation for Radio Astronomy with financial support of the Netherlands Organisation for the Advancement
of Pure Research (ZWO).
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ABSTRACT
Optical observations of the radio jet galaxies 3C 66 B, 3C 31, NGC 315, and 3C 449 are
reported. Optical counterparts to the inner regions of the radio jets are seen in 3C 66 B and 3C 31,
and upper limits are set for optical jets in the other two.
The ratios of optical to radio emission in the jets of 3C 66 B and 3C 31 are only slightly less than
that for M87, and the limits set for NGC 315 and 3C 449 are consistent with fairly similar ratios
of optical to radio emission. These measurements suggest that a continuous nonthermal spectrum
extending from 109 to 1015 Hz is a general property of jets. The jet parameters are considered in
relation to the intrinsic properties of the galaxies and the associated extended radio emission.
Implications for models of energy transport in radio sources are discussed. Significant amounts of
interstellar matter are observed in each of the four galaxies, leading us to suggest that models for
jets which involve an interaction with the interstellar medium may be most appropriate.
Subject headings: galaxies: nuclei — galaxies: structure — radio sources: galaxies
I. INTRODUCTION

Over the past several years a considerable body of
evidence has accumulated, suggesting that extended
radio sources are powered quasi-continuously from
the nuclei of their parent galaxies. This view is supported by the recent discovery that several radio
galaxies have narrow radio jets which connect their
active nuclei with the large radio lobes and which often
extend for several tens of kiloparsecs. Because of their
presumed association with the energy transfer processes
in active galaxies, radio jets are at present being intensively studied with high-resolution radio techniques.
The closest galaxy known to have a radio jet is the
giant elliptical galaxy, M87 (e.g., Wilkinson 1974), and
in this case there is a well-known optical counterpart
(e.g., Curtis 1918; de Vaucouleurs, Angione, and
Fräser 1968). Since synchrotron decay times for
electrons emitting in the optical are typically only of
the order of 10 years, optical synchrotron features
precisely locate the sites of energetic extranuclear
interactions. Studies of optical jets such as that in
M87 can, therefore, place severe constraints on the
energy transfer processes involved in radio galaxies
(Shklovskii 1977).
Because of this potential importance to radio source
physics, we have undertaken a search for additional
examples of optical synchrotron jets. We have begun
the search with four galaxies known to have strong
radio jets: 3C 66 B (Northover 1973), 3C 31 (Burch
1
Operated by the Association of Universities for Research
in Astronomy, Inc., under contract with the National Science
Foundation.
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1977), NGC 315 (Bridle et al. 1979), and 3C 449
(Perky, Willis, and Scott 1979). These objects are, on
the average, 4 times farther away than M87, and have
jets which are intrinsically between 2 and 10 times less
powerful at 5 GHz. Thus, if they have ratios of
optical-to-radio flux density similar to M87, one
might expect to optically observe these jets at a level
some 5 mag fainter than the M87 jet, i.e., at a total
integrated blue magnitude of B x 21 mag (see de
Vaucouleurs, Angione, and Fräser 1968). While
difficult, the detection of such faint features on the
steep gradients of stellar light in elliptical galaxies can
be accomplished with modern, highly sensitive array
detectors.
Inasmuch as the intergalactic medium is thought to
play a significant role in determining the morphologies of extended radio sources, we expect the
interstellar medium in radio jet galaxies to influence
the observed properties of the jets. We have, therefore,
also examined each of our four galaxies for signs of
interstellar matter in the forms of optically absorbing
dust clouds and hydrogen emission-line regions.
II. OBSERVATIONS

To make these demanding observations, we have
employed the Kitt Peak ISIT vidicon video camera on
the 4 m Mayall telescope (Robinson et al. 1979). Observations of each galaxy were obtained through a
broad-band blue filter (effective wavelength ~4500 A,
FWHM x 900 A) and through on-line and off-line
Ha niters (FWHM a 60 A). In each case the galaxy
was centered in the 70" x 70" field of view of the
vidicon. Integration times in the blue were 27,13, 27,

and 41 minutes, respectively, for 3C 66 B, 3C 31,
NGC 315, and 3C 449. The Ha integration times were
uniformly 13 minutes each, on-line and off-line. Stellar
image profile widths in these data are V.I FWHM. An
additional 13 minutes integration of 3C 66 B in the
blue has not been included in the final analysis, because it was obtained through thin clouds and with
poorer seeing. A second integration of 3C 31 in the
blue with poorer seeing has been used in the generation
of the background template for that galaxy (see § III)
but not in the photometric analysis.
To provide an absolute flux calibration for our
observations, we have observed the star HZ 4 (Oke
1974) through each of our filters. System saturation
with the broad-band blue filter was avoided by
recording the star's image with the telescope out of
focus.
Our strategy in searching for possible optical jets in
the data has been to subtract a smooth representation
of the background stellar light of each galaxy, and
then to examine the flattened ^ata for features which
stand out above (or below) the <; .^kground. Reduction
was carried out independent^ with the Interactive
Picture Processing System (IPPS) at Kitt Peak National
Observatory and the Westerbork reduction system at
Leiden. Similar results were obtained. Since each
galaxy has presented somewhat different problems, in
§ III we give an individually detailed discussion of
each object.
HI. RESULTS

a) 3C66B
This source has been studied at high resolution and
at several frequencies by Northover (1973) It has a
high-intensity radio jet emanating from the nucleus
toward the northeast, with a total extent of ~ 2 ' . This
jet displays a considerable curvature, its position angle
changing by some 40° before it merges into one of the
outer, relaxed components of the source. Near the
nucleus, the jet consists of a number of unresolved (at
about the 2" level) knots superposed on ä smoother
background component. The average strength of the
jet at S GHz decreases steadily away from the nucleus.
In the optical the galaxy is an elliptical classified
as DE2 by Matthews, Morgan, and Schmidt (1964)
and E0 by de Vaucouleurs, de Vaucouleurs, and
Corwin (1976). It has a redshift of z = 0.0215, lies
near the edge of Abell 347, a richness cla& 0 cluster,
and has two apparent companion galaxies within its
outer envelope. The stellar light distribution appears
somewhat distorted with a less steep gradient toward
the northeast, in the direction of the jet.
An optical jet is readily evident in each of our broadband (blue) exposures (Fig. 1 [Pis. 14 and 15]). It extends
out to a radius of 16°, beyond which it disappears
into the noise. Within ~ 8 " (~3 kpc),2 the optical jet
(as well as the radio jet) is significantly brighter than
further from the galaxy. As is demonstrated in Figure I,
3

A value for Ho of 75 km s"1 Mpc"1 will be used throughout this paper.

the general correspondence between the 5 GHz and
optical features is excellent, although the resolution and
noise in the optical data preclude the certain identification of individual knots.
Because the stellar light distribution is slightly
asymmetric, the generation of a smooth template for
our flattening procedure has proved difficult. To
produce Figures la and \b, we have used symmetric
Hubble profiles, optimized to fit in the northeast
gradient over the inner and outer parts, respectively,
of the jet. In the original data one can trace the jet into
a radius of ~2", at which point the noise level has
increased sufficiently to obscure the jet, if indeed it
continues all the way into the nucleus.
We measure an integrated flux density for the jet
in the blue of FB--=9 /Jy. 3 Like M87, the optical flux
density of this jet is slightly fainter than would be
predicted by an extrapolation of the radio frequency
spectrum into the optical.
There is a very faint, unresolved optical feature at a
radius of 18" along the axis of the jet which could
possibly be an optical knot related to the jet. No radio
knot is found at this location, however, so the relation
of the emission to the synchrotron jet is uncertain.
There is also a 21st mag stellar object at 25" radius
along the axis of the jet as defined at radii less than
~ 10". It does not lie on the line of radio emission, but
close to the region where the radio jet bends southward.
We suppose that it is a star, unrelated to the jet. It is
possible, however, that it is this star that has given rise
to the claim in the literature (Minkowski, quoted by
Harris and Roberts 1960; Dewhirst, quoted by Northover 1973) that the galaxy has a possible jet. On the
basis of the present data, it would seem most unlikely
that the jet itself would be visible, at least on the
Palomar Sky Survey plates.
No evidence for dust absorption features has been
found in the blue data. 4To search for regions of
ionized hydrogen at ~ 10 K, we have prepared our
Ha filter data as follows. After subtraction of the
estimated background sky levels, the on-line and offline pictures were scaled to match the signals in the
outer parts of 3C 66 B and in the nearby companion
galaxies. Then the two pictures were carefully aligned
spatially to an accuracy of ±0.05 picture elements
(i.e., +0.014") and the off-line picture subtracted
from the on-line.
In the result, besides a bright, unresolved nuclear
source, we find very faint emission extending 4" or 5"
(some 2 kpc at this redshift) to the southeast. This
extended emission is in a direction nearly perpendicular
to the axis of the jet, and its presence may be an indirect result of plasma motions which, in turn, may
be responsible for the curvature of the jet (see Ford
and Butcher 1979 for a discussion of the extended
emission in M87). The existence of this emission is
an indication not only that there is an interstellar
medium in 3C 66 B, but also that it is probably
3
Conversion to B magnitudes may be made via the
formula B = 8.98
- 2.5 log Ffl(jansky), where I Jy =
' H 1
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inhomogeneous in nature. Further detailed spectroscopic mapping of the extranuclear emission in 3C 66 B
is warranted.
b) 3C 31 {NGC 383)
High-resolution observations at 5 GHz of this
source have been made and discussed by Burch (1977).
A strong radio jet is seen to emerge from the nucleus
in position angle 341° and to decrease in brightness
with distance from the nucleus. There is evidence for
an unresolved (at about the 3" level) knot of emission
in the jet at a radius of about 4", beyond which the jet
appears to broaden systematically before making an
abrupt bend and merging with a complex outer structure. A somewhat fainter and apparently resolved
counterjet is seen on the opposing side of the nucleus.
Optically, the galaxy is an elliptical or SO (Arp 1968)
at z = 0.0167, and is part of a chain of bright galaxies.
This chain, in turn, is part of a large cloud of associated
galaxies extending about 9° from 3C 31 to the cluster
Abell 262 (Moss and Dickens 1977).
The jet is not immediately apparent in our optical
image. Instead, a ring of absorbing material is seen to
encircle the nucleus at a radius of about 3". The ring
is elliptical in shape and, from its eccentricity and
variation of strength with azimuth, appears to be
tilted by ~35° from a face-on configuration. Its
presence makes removal of the background stellar
light with any simple functional fit, as was used with
3C 66 B, impossible.
Fortunately, however, the axis of symmetry of the
dust lane coincides with the minor axis of the galaxy's
stellar light component, and to search for an optical
jet we have removed the symmetric component of the
galaxy light as follows. The two available 13 minute
integrations, one in somewhat inferior seeing, were
first averaged. A second image was then formed by
taking the mirror image about the galaxy's symmetry
axis. These two pictures were then compared, point
by point, and a third image was generated as the
minimum value at each point. This procedure has the
net effect of cleaning off any asymmetrical features,
such as faint stars or a jet, which protrude above the
stellar background. Finally, this cleaned template was
subtracted from the original, good-seeing data frame
to yield a flattened image of the galaxy.
The result is shown in Figure 2 (Pis. 16 and 17). The
jet is plainly visible, extending out to — 5" (—1.5 kpc)
from the nucleus in precisely the position angle of the
strong radio jet. There is some indication that the jet
does not continue all the way into the nucleus, but
the increased noise level within 1" of the center makes
this possibility uncertain. We derive an integrated
(blue) flux density for the jet of FB = 6.2 fJy.
Again, this flux is less than one would predict from
an extrapolation of the radio spectrum, and also
slightly less than the scaled flux from the M87 jet.
We note in passing that the angle between the jet's
axis and the minor axis of the dust ring is 65?5, which
makes it improbable that the rotation axis of the ring
has any relevance to the radio source. The situation,
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therefore, is unlike that in the sources discussed by
Kotanyi and Ekers (1979), where the absorption bands
and the radio axes are nearly perpendicular. Also, the
jet appears to cross the dust ring, 'cut from the
geometry, one cannot tell whether the jet is approaching or receding.
Our Ha observations of this galaxy reveal an unresolved nuclear source, but provide no evidence for
any extended emission. The presence of the dust ring,
however, clearly demonstrates the existence of an
interstellar medium in the galaxy. That the optical
emission occurs at very nearly the same radial distance
as the dust may be significant.
c) NGC 315
This giant radio galaxy has been studied at high
resolution by Bridle et al. (1979). It possesses a strong
jet to the northwest of the nucleus and a somewhat
weaker counterjet to the southeast. At 5 GHz, the
main jet begins at about 7" from the nucleus, maintains
an approximately constant brightness for about 10",
and then quickly decreases in intensity as it broadens.
For the first 10" of its length, it appears unresolved (at
the 2" level) perpendicular to its axis. Near the nucleus,
the morphology of this jet resembles that of the 3C 31
jet.
In the optical, NGC 315 is a relatively isolated
elliptical or SO (de Vaucouleurs, de Vaucouleurs, and
Corwin 1976) galaxy without any obviously distinguishing properties. We have employed both types of
template generation procedures discussed previously,
but have found no evidence for any optical counterpart
to either radio jet. Assuming any optical features to be
unresolved in their transverse dimension and not
significantly longer than 10" in length, we derive an
integrated flux density limit of F? < 3.2 /xjy.
We do find a series of five or six discrete absorption
clouds aligned in an arc just to the west of the nucleus,
at distances ranging from 3-7". The largest two of
these clouds appear to be marginally resolved, and if
we assume a gas-to-dust ratio similar to the Galaxy's
(Jenkins and Savage 1974), we can derive a lower limit
to their masses of ~ 106 A/o. One of these clouds lies
projected onto the axis of the jet at about 3" from the
nucleus. Finally, we find a weak, unresolved nuclear H<*
source in our narrow-band data, but do not detect
any convincing signs of extended emission.
d) 3C 449
The galaxy 3C 449 has recently been studied at high
resolution at 1.4 and 5 GHz by Perley, Willis, and
Scott (1979). Two opposing jets of nearly equal
intensities are found. They begin about 10" from the
nucleus and steadily widen before fanning out
abruptly at a radius of 1' to form outer complexes that
appear relaxed. The two jets show considerable
internal structure, with numerous condensations
superposed on a smoother ridgeline of emission.
Whether these condensations include high surface
brightness, unresolved knots of the kind found in the
other objects, is not entirely clear, but the indication

is that all features are at least marginally resolved at
the 1-2" level.
Optically, the galaxy has been classified a cD
elliptical by Wyndham (1966) and an SC by cb
Vaucouleurs, de Vaucouleurs, and Corwin (1976). It
lies in an interacting group of galaxies at z = 0.0P1.
We find no evidence for either of the two jeti in our
data. We assign an upper limit to the brightness ci
each of these jets of FB < 2.5 juJy, subject to the same
length and width restrictions as for the NGC 3' J jet.
Much like that seen in 3C 31, we find an apparently
tilted ring of absorbing matter encircling the nucleus
of 3C 449. The ring has a major axis diameter of about
2" roughly in P.A. 135°, and is strongest to the southwest of the nucleus. In the light of Ha an unresolved
nuclear source is seen. There is also a hint in our cLta
of a short Ha extension to the south of the nucleus,
but the presence of the dust ring together with slightly
different seeing in the on-line and off-line data makes
this conclusion very uncertain.
IV. DISCUSSION

a) Intercomparison of Galaxies That Have Jets
Too few radio galaxies with jets have been surveyed
optically to allow a detailed statistical study of their
properties. However, we feel it is instructive here to
compare the properties of the few cases for which data
are available in the hope that strong trends might
become apparent and provide some clues to the
mechanisms at work. In Table 1 we list some relevant
parameters of the galaxies which we have observed
and, for comparison, of M87 and 3C 273, the only

other radio sources with well-studied jets. In addition
to the observed parameters of the jets, we have also
included some parameters which might be related to
the past and present activity of the galaxies, such as
the total optical and radio luminosities, the radio
luminosity of the core, and the linear size of the radio
galaxy. Most of the columns in Table 1 are selfexplanatory. The flux densities and luminosities of the
jets per kiloparsec are given as possible comparative
estimates for the energy dissipated or transported
along the jets. Their derivation is at present somewhat
subjective.
The radio spectral indices a in Table 1 are defined
by F» cc v" and have uncertainties that are typically
~0.1. Note that these indices may be affected by
spectral curvature: for the knots in M87 there is
evidence that the spectra flatten significantly below
1600 M Hz (Wilkinson
1974). The radio-optical spectral
index (a„dopt) has been derived in the radial interval
1-2 kpc along the jets. This particular interval is
chosen rather arbitrarily for the purpose of comparison
with the M8701jet,
which is brightest at these radii. No
value for «raa " IS given for 3C 449, because both gaps
in this source extend beyond 2 kpc. At a radius of
some 5 kpc, however,
there is emission, and we can
set a limit of orad0I>t < -0.7. Because of the large
range in frequency involved, the radio-optical spectral
indices are relatively insensitive to errors in the radio
or optical flux densities. We estimate their uncertainties to be ~0.03.
Perley, Willis, and Scott (1979) have drawn attention
to the "gaps" which exist between the radio cores and
the start of the radio jets in several sources. Since these
gaps may be connected with the efficiency of the energy

TABLE 1
OBSERVED PROPERTIES OF RADIO JETS

GALAXY
Redshift
Absolute Visual Magnitude
RADIO SOURCE
Log Luminosity (W m"' Hz" 1 )
Total (408 MHz)
Core (5 GHz)
Linear Size (kpc)
JET
Length Radio Jet (kpc)
Central Radio Gap (kpc)
Log Flux Density kpc" 1 t (W ro"* Hz"
5 GHz
4500 k
Log Luminosity kpc" x t (W Hz" 1 )
5 GHz
4500 k
Spectral Index
Radio
5 GHz — 4500 I (knots)

M87

3C 66 B

3C 31

NGC.315

3C 449

3C 273

0.0043
-22.8

0.0215
-21.8

0.0163
-22.0

0.0167

0.0171
-21.0

0.158
-26.1

25.26
23.15
80

25.20
23.23
150

24.70
22.81
570

24.60
22.43
290

27.36
27.24
42

1.5
0.3

50

• -21.6

(24.26)*
23.54
1000
300
2

17
<0.7

-25.28
-28.68

-27.13
-31.16

-27.70
-31.33

-28.22
<-32

23.27
19.87

22.81
18.77

22.00
18.37

21.50
<17.7

-0.55
-0.65

(-0.5)*
-0.70

-0.4
-0.72

-0.6
<-0.74

intrinsic parameters are calculated using H o = 75 km s"1 Mpc"

<Jo

20
3
<-28.6
<-32
<17.75
-0.6

(42)

-31.91
19.70
—

1.

1

•Extrapolated from Bridle et al. 1979.
tThe flux density kpc" 1 is, where possible, estimated in the region 1-2 kpc from the nucleus.
tlncludes contribution from core.
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transport or the frequency of nuclear activity, we give
estimates for their projected dimensions in Table 1.
For completeness, 3C273 has been included in
Table 1 (using data from Kron, Abies, and Hewitt
1972), but ws note that the energy outputs for both the
optical QSO and the radio source are several orders
of magnitude greater than those for the galaxies. Also,
there are insufficient radio data available along the
length of the jet to make detailed comparison with the
optical emission. It is interesting to note, however,
that the luminosity per kiloparsec of the optical jet in
3C 273 is comparable with that in M87.
There are then several possible trends apparent in
Table 1 which should be considered as more data
become available. Relatively flatter radio-optical
spectra and larger jet luminosities seem to be associated with laiger total optical and radio luminosities
and smaller radio gaps.
Although the differences in «rad01>t are significant,
it is remarkable that of the five galaxies
with radio jets
that have been surveyed, the cfrad0I)t for three of them
lie within 0.07, and imply spectra only slightly steeper
than those at radio frequencies. The limit on aradopt
for NGC 315 is consistent with similar behavior. This
implies that the spectra
of jets probably extend continuously from ~ 109 to ~ 1015 Hz, and are almost
straight. (Note, however, that the spectrum of the
knots in the M87 jet may steepen either in the optical
[Abies and Kron 1973] or in the infrared [Kinman,
Grasdalen, and Rieke 1974].) It has recently been
suggested that a nonthermal spectrum extending over
such a wide frequency range can be produced by the
Fermi mechanism (Blandford and Königl 1979;
Blandford and Ostriker 1978; Bell 1978).
Both of the optically undetected jets here have
spectral indices between 1.4 and 5 GHz slightly larger
than the two undetected jets. This difference could be a
useful clue in determining which radio jets can be seen
in the optical and may be a consequence of the different
regimes of the particle acceleration processes in
progress.
b) Relationship to Physics of Jets
We now consider various properties of the jets that
may affect their luminosities and ratios of optical-toradio powers.
i) Angle of the Jet to the Line ofSight

If the jets represent outflow at relativistic velocities,
one would anticipate a dependence of intensity on
aspect (see Rees 1978; Blandford and Königl 1979).
We see only two possible methods of determining the
aspect angle of a given jet. The first relies on the chance
occurrence of a favorable geometry involving a uniform dust ring, such as the one in 3C 31. If a jet were
seen to cross such a ring on the near side, one would
have clear evidence that it is approaching. Unfortunately, although the 3C31 jet does appear to cross
in front of the ring, it crosses the rear part of the ring
and hence provides no unambiguous evidence as to its
orientation. The second method assumes that all jets

are in reality opposing double features of equal
intrinsic strength, whose observed relative brightnesses
are determined by the relativistic Doppler effect. In this
case, a relationship between the presence and strength
of the optical features and the relative strengths of the
radio jets might be expected. Unfortunately, the
present data set does not support such a simple hypothesis; the two sources without optical jets, NGC 315
and 3C449, have the largest and smallest ratios
respectively between opposing radio jets. This situation, together with some indications that tho flow
velocities 1 in radio jets may be only of fh-; order
l O ^ m s " (Blandford and Icke 1978; Perley, Willis,
and Scott 1979), leads us at this point to view this
explanation of the differences between jets is unattractive.
ii) Amount of Energy Being Conducted to the Lobes

A dependence of the observed intensity of a jet on
the flux of energy being transported outward would be
consistent with the tendency of the jets with relatively
high optical power to be associated with larger total
radio luminosities. These more luminous sources have
presumably had a larger integrated activity in the past
and must, therefore, be supplied with more energy.
From the radio luminosity of the cores, there is no
evidence that the galaxies are more active at present,
but the highly energetic processes required to generate
optical radiation in the jets may vary sporadically, as a
result of unsteady nuclear activity (Rees 1978).
iii) Efficiency of the Energy Transport

It is possible that higher jet luminosities and smaller
radio gaps indicate a lower efficiency of energy transfer.
Then, for example, a larger fraction of the transported
energy in the M87 jet would be dissipated outward
along its path, compared with those fractions in NGC
315 or 3C 449. In a source where the energy transport
is less'efficient, most of the energy would be dissipated
close to the galaxy, and the corresponding radio
source might well be smaller on the average.
It is not clear what processes will govern the
efficiency of energy transport. Inefficiency may be
related to the degree to which the energy transfer is
relativistic (Rees 1978) or to the amount of interstellar
matter entrained in the beam (Blandford and Königl
1979). Some evidence that the latter mechanism may
be important is provided
by the tendency of the jet
luminosity and «r»a0Bt to depend on the absolute
optical magnitude of the galaxy. If optically luminous
galaxies have more and denser interstellar matter, the
jets might well be caused to radiate more intensely.
Each of the four galaxies we observed has a significant amount of interstellar matter, and this matter
seems to be very clumped. We would suppose that
each of the three galaxies with visible dust absorption
regions also possesses a hot, invisible interstellar
medium, much like the two-phase medium in our
Galaxy. If the extended Ha emission seen in the fourth
galaxy, 3C 66 B, is found to be similar to the extended
emission in M87, then that object too probably har a
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nonuniform interstellar medium. Because it is highly
likely that jets will interact with any interstellar medium,
recent models of jets involving shock waves driven into
inhomogeneities in the medium (Blandford and Königl
1979) seem particularly appropriate.
c) Conclusions
Our observations suggest that the presence of
optical jets could be a fairly general property of
galaxies with radio jets. It is important both to search
for optical jets in a larger sample and to make more
sensitive observations of cases that have already been
detected. Determination of the optical colors and

polarizations, the ratio of optical-to-radio emission,
and the nature of the interstellar medium as a function
of distances from galactic nuclei could provide severe
constraints on the energy transport mechanism. Such
measurements are feasible with instruments which are
already in use or will shortly become available. In
particular, observations in the ultraviolet would be
several times more sensitive to nonthermal optical
emission in galaxies than the blue sensitive measurements reported here.
We thank Professor Oort for his useful comments on
the manuscript. G. K. M. wishes to acknowledge
support from NATO grant 1828.
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Fio. 1.—Two representations of the data for the 3C 66 B optical jet.
FIG. la.—The upper panel shows the outer part of the jet. The lower panel shows the same data with the positions of the nuclear
radio source, the principal radio knots, and the ridgeline of radio emission in the jet overlaid.

FIG. Ib.—The bright, inner part of the jet is shown here, reinserted into the average of original vidicon data frames. The inserted
region has had its background starlight subtracted and its relative contrast greatly enhanced. North is at the top and east is to the
left in these data. The scale is given approximately by the 25" distance from the nucleus to the 21st mag star to the northeast along
the axis of the jet.
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FIG. 2.—TWO displays of the optical jet in 3C 31.
FIG. 2a.—The raw data after subtraction of the background template (see text). The optical jet is seen crossing the imperfectly
subtracted dust ring at P.A. 341°. North is at the top and east to the left. The error bar is 10" in length. Note that the nucleus of the
galaxy is in reality 1" or so north of the midline of the central black feature seen here.

Ü
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FIG. 2b.—The background-subtracted image of the optical jet reinserted into the original vidicon data frame. Its contrast is
greatly enhanced relative to that of the galaxy.
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Appendix to Chapter III.

Recently VLA maps have become available which have comparable resolution
(% 1 arcsecond) at radio wavelengths as that of the optical images of the galaxies and the radio-optical correlations discussed in this chapter can be better
illustrated (Figures a, b and c of this appendix).
I acknowledge Dr. E.B. Fomalont and Dr. F.N. Owen for kindly providing the
VLA (6 cm) contour maps prior to publication of 3C 31, NGC 315 and of 3C 66B
respectively.
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Figure a. SC 66B, 6 cm VLA contour map (Owen, priv. oomm.) superimposed on the
optical Jet shown in Figure la, Chapter III. The full-width half
beam (l.l"x0.7") is indicated in the upper left corner. Contour
are: 0.77x(-2,-l (dashed), 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 20, SO, 40, 80, 100)
mJy/beam.
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Figure b. 3C 31, 6 cm VLA contour map (Fomalont et al. 1980) superimposed on the
optioal jet shown in Figure 2a, Chapter III.
The full-width half power beam (1.5"x0.6") is indicated in the upper left
corner. Contour levels are: -1 (dashed), 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 10, 40, 70
mJy/heam.
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Figure e. NGC 315, 6 cm VLA contour map (Bridle et dl. 1979) superimposed on
a photo showing the absorption clouds (dark, galaxy template subtracted) in the central region of NGC 315. The full-width half power beam (0.9"x2.7") is indicated in the lower right corner.
Contour levels are: 1.6, 3.2, 4.8 mJy/beam. The radio core (crosshatched) is unresolved and has a flux density of 280 mJy.
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CHAPTER IV

Vlultifrequency Observations of Extended Radio Galaxies. I: 3C310
V. J. M. van Breugel
Iterrewacht, P.O. Box 9513, 2300 RA Leiden, The Netherlands
deceived December 15, 1978

nummary. The intensity and polarization distribution of the radio
•alaxy 3C31O has been mapped at 5 GHz using the Westerbork
iynthesis Radio Telescope. Comparison with 1.4GHz obser'ations previously made yields the distributions of spectral index,
iepolarization and projected magnetic field. Significant differnces for those parameters between the two lobes are found.
The rotation measure distribution obtained by forcing conistency with the integrated polarization value cannot be reconiled with the large depolarization rates in the southern and
astern part of the source on the basis of simple uniform models,
depolarization due to large scale irregularities must be important.
\ssuming that the depolarization is entirely due to these irregulaities we estimate that the thermal electron density in the southern
4
3
Dbe is
10" 4 cm"
Information on the magnetic field distribution obtained from
he 5 GHz polarization map indicates that the field morphology in
ach lobe is circumferential.
The brightness distribution observed at high resolution is very
omplex and consists of several regions of enhanced emission
cnots). We propose a simple model in which these knots are
ssumed to be generated in the inner regions from which they
love outwards as rampressure-confined plasmons. Rampressure
nd radiative lifetime arguments then require that the magnetic
eld strength is below the equipartition value. The relativistic
articles in the low brightness regions must be replenished or
^accelerated and it is proposed that this is done in the knots.
The average spectrum between 1.4GHz and 5.GHz in the
orthern lobe is flatter than that of the southern lobe. It is
roposed that this is due to leakage of relativistic particles from
le northern lobe. The very regular circumferential field of the
juthern lobe and more effective confinement (suggested by its
ampacter morphology) indicate that the aged particles are
revented from leaking from this part of the source and thereby
:count for its relatively steep spectrum.
ey words: radio galaxies - polarization - spectral index - radio
lurce morphology

radio galaxy 3C 326). Here such a study is presented for the
extended, relaxed type radio galaxy 3C 310.
To map polarization at high frequencies good sensitivity is
required. The recently improved sensitivity of the WSRT at 5 GHz
made it opportune to start a systematic study. We therefore selected
a sample of extended radio galaxies for which a multi-frequency
comparison is likely to be most fruitful. The sample is complete in
the sense that it comprises all extended 3C sources larger than
~ 200 arc s at high enough declinations (> 25°) so that the source
extends by at least three resolution elements at 610MHz
(56" x 56" cosec ä). To this sample we added some 4C sources
containing radio-jets. 3C31O, for which observations were already available much earlier, is included in the sample and this
paper is the first of a series. Since the reduction and analysis will
be analogous for most of the sources, we shall discuss the
techniques used in some detail for 3C 310 and shall refer to this
discussion in subsequent papers.
For 3C31O, observations are available at two frequencies:
1.4GHz and 5GHz. The intensity and polarization maps at
1.4GHz have been published by Miley and Van der Laan (1973)
and the 5 GHz intensity map can be found in Van Breugel and
Miley (1977) who also discuss 3C 310 in the context of sources
containing radio-jets.
2. Observations and Reductions

The WSRT and its observation and reduction procedures are
extensively described elsewhere (Högbom and Brouw, 1974;
Weiler, 1973; Baarsand Hooghoudt, 1974).Table 1 lists the relevant
observational parameters.
The standard reduction procedures were followed and maps in
all Stokes parameters were obtained at 1.4 GHz and 5 GHz.
The flux density calibration is on the scale of Kellermann et al.
(1969). Flux densities and positions assumed for the calibration
Table 1. Observational parameters
Field Centre: RA(195O)= l5h02m48\
DEC(1950) = 26 1230"

Introduction

Frequency
omparison of intensity and polarization maps made at several
equencies can give a wealth of information concerning the
ructure and energetics in extragalactic radio sources. Recent
:amples of such studies using the Westerbork Synthesis Radio
slescope (WSRT) are papers by Miley et al. (1975) (the head-tail
i dio galaxy NGC1265) and Willis and Strom (1978) (the giant

Date

[MHz]

Observing
time
[h]

1.415
4.995

I xl2
2x12

May 1971
May 1973

if»
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Table 2. Map parameters
Map
Frequency Halfpower Interferometer spacings(/.) RMS Noise at
beamwidth shortest-increment longest field centre
in arcsecs
[GHz]
RA x DEC
[mJy/beam]
5
5
1.4
1.4
1.4

7x 15
24 x 54
24 x 54
24x54
24 x 54

900
900
340
1.019
679

600
600
340
340
340

24.300
6.900
6.792
6,792
6.792

0.9
1.45
1.2
1.2
1.2

sources were taken from Wilson and Weiler (1976). The visibility
amplitudes were tapered by a Gaussian function (25 % at the
longest baseline) before Fourier transformation. The resolution of
the resultant maps depends on this taperfunction and the baseline
coverage. The maps were "cleaned" using the "CLEAN" algorithm developed by Högbom (1974) in order to reduce the effect of
near-in sidelobes. The maps at different frequencies which were
used for intercomparison were restored using identical Gaussian
beams.
The main sources of errors arising in the intensity and
polarization maps have been discussed by Miley et al. (1975).
Some remarks with respect to the uncertainties in spectral comparisons due to differences in baseline coverage however are
appropriate.
Comparison of maps at different frequencies should ideally
only be made where the synthesized beam patterns are identical.
In most cases this is impossible to achieve. The synthesized beam

is affected by the baseline coverage and for mechanical reasons
is usually impossible with the same array of telescopes to achiei
the exactly similar baseline coverage (in /.) at two fixed observir
frequencies. The process of cleaning and restoring the maps wil
the same artificially created beam removes the effect of differeno
in baseline coverage to a limited degree. However, it is st
important to match the baseline coverages of the original "dirt;
maps as closely as possible.
Table 2 shows the parameters pertaining to our various sets •
maps. The most important source of mismatch is at the shorte
spacings. Here the missing baseline coverage introduces a negati'
depression in the zero level which in general varies across the rm
(e.g. Miley et al.. 1974). For the 1.4GHz to 5GHz comparison
3C 310 we investigated the systematic errors in the spectral indt
distribution due to the residual of this effect by making two sets
spectral index maps with identical Gaussian beams. One s
included 1.4GHz data from the 679 /. spacing whereas the oth
had shortest spacing of 1019 /.. The comparisons made with the
two sets of maps yielded the systematic errors quoted in Sect. 5.
Systematic errors also arise from mispointing of the individu
telescopes, which limits the accuracy of the primary beam co
rection and is most disturbing at 5 GHz. For example
— 2.5 arc min from the average pointing centre of the individu
telescopes the systematic error in the spectral index x(Sx - v"
between 1.4 GHz and 5 GHz is ~0.1 and increases for larg
angular distances.
3. Intensity Data
3.1. Integrated and Individual Lobes
Flux density parameters at 1.4 GHz and 5 GHz are given
Table 3. They are obtained by summing over the appropria

Table 3. Some observed source properties
Northern lobe

Southern lobe

. Integrated6

3.370 ±137 a
512±40

4.040+164
6O0±45

7.670 ±270
1.280 ±60

1.04±0.15

1.21 ±0.15

1.12 + 0.20

1.7±0.5
79±9
<2A

<0.9
—
4.0 ±2.3
29± 17

1.0 ±0.5
73 ±16
2.7 + 2.1
27 ±25

130x110

110x110

260x0,

Flux density

1.4GHz[mJy]
5.0GHz[mJy]
1.4C

Polarization
f O/

1.4GHz{ D °. r .
,
[P.A. [degr.]

5.0GHzJ]J'.
, _.
1 P.A. r[degr.]
Angular extent*
0,, xO, [arcs']

Parameters of the optical galaxy and the radio core delected al 5 GHz:
Optical position1'
5 G H z position

•'

RA11950)
l5 h 02 m 46r94
15 h 02 m 46:89±0."04

DEC( 19501
26 I2'34'.'7
26 12'35'.'6±OV5

i», = 15

flux density
88.0 ± 1.9 [mJy]

Including the low brightness region cast of the source
Total flux densities from Bridle et al. (1972) at 1.4 GH? and Pauliny-Toth and Kcllermiinn
(1968) at 5 GHz
" See text Sec. 5.1
d
From the 5 GHz map
* Optical position from Griffin (1963). magnitude from Jenkins et al. (I977I
b
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ig. I. a A contour map of the full-resolution intensity distribution at 5GHz reproduced from van Breugel and Miley (1977). Contours
•e in 2", intervals from 2"o (long dashed) to 10". of the maximum intensity. Negative contours of 2"., are shown short dashed. No
>rrection has been made here for the attenuation of the primary beam although this has been taken account of in Ihe text. The cross
;notes the position of the 15th magnitude galaxy identified with 3C31O; b A radio-photo of Fig. la; only intensities above
9 mJy/beam are shown. Arrows point to some specific regions. The crosses indicate the positions of the galaxies in the field of 3C 310.
he most westerly of them lie in a common envelope; positions are from Jenkins et al. (1977). Note that the scales in Figs, la and lb
ffer slightly
gions in the maps. The 5 GHz values were obtained from the
involved map which is more sensitive to low brightness strucres. Since even at 1.4GHz the source is resolved at our shortest
lacing (340/.) we quote single dish integrated flux densities in the
ble (column 4). The values given for the individual lobes do not
ke into account the missing integrated flux density (~3°o at
4GHz and -13°,, at 5GHz).
2. Distributed
tensity maps made at 1.4 GHz and 5 GHz can be found in Miley
id Van der Laan (1973) and Van Breugel and Miley (1977). For
ference the 5 GHz contour map and a radio photo of it are
own in Fig. 1.
Polarization Data

/. Integrated and Individual Lobes
lese parameters (Table 3) were obtained from integrating the Q
,d U map intensities. The integrated values are in reasonable

agreement with those derived from the fringe amplitudes of the
shortest baselines and with single dish observations reported in
the literature (see Haves (1975) for references). As compared to the
total intensity the resolution effects due to missing short spacings
are less severe for polarization (Miley et al., 1975) although of
course some large scale (>4') polarized flux might be missed,
which could affect the percentage and the position angle somewhat. In fact, at 5 GHz Gardner and Whiteoak (1975) find a
higher percentage (4.2±0.5V P/l=40 +3°) with the Parkes
210ft telescope. Their relatively high percentage might be caused
however by their underestimation of the total 5 GHz flux (by 27">,)
because the source is also resolved by the Parkes telescope.
4.2. Distributed (5 GHz)
The full resolution 5 GHz polarization map is noise limited and is
not shown here. For 3C 310. convolution to 1.4GHz resolution
resulted in a large improvement for the polarization and the
polarized intensity and percentage maps are shown in Fig. 2.
In Fig. 2(b) the uncertainties in the polarization percentage are
about 0.5 and 0.3 times the indicated values at the first ( ~2<r) and
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Fig. 2. The linear polarized intensity distribution of 3C 310 at 5 GHz convolved to 1.4 GHz resolution, superimposed on radio-photos of
the total intensity at 1.4 GHz. Shown are a contour map together with a map of the position angle of the electric vector (Fig. 2a) and the
percentage polarization (Fig. 2b). In Fig. 2a the contour values are: 4.10, 6.15, 8.20, 10.25mJy/beam. The length of the dashes is
proportional to the polarized intensity. In Fig. 2b the contour values indicated are those of the percentage polarization. Two outer
contours from Fig. 2a are shown (dashed) to facilitate an estimate of the uncertainties (see Sect. 4.2)
'
second (~3<r) dashed contours. Systematic uncertainties in the
polarization percentage are less than a few percent and arise
mainly from the uncertain zero-level of the total intensity map.
The polarization directions along the outer regions of the
northern and southern lobes are aligned radially outward, which
is similar to the polarization distribution at 1.4 GHz found by
Miley and Van der Laan (1973). However, there is an important
difference between the 5 GHz and 1.4 GHz polarization distributions. At 1.4 GHz almost no polarization was detected in the
southern lobe but in the convolved 5 GHz map the polarization
there is at least as prominent as in the north-western region. This
indicates a very large depolarization between 1.4 GHz and 5 GHz
for the southern part of the source. Polarized emission is also
found along the plateau of low surface brightness east of the
source. The polarization percentage is highest at the outer boundaries (typically 30 to 40%) and diminishes gradually towards the
inner emission-ridge.
Along this inverted S-shaped emission ridge some patches of
polarization are detected (labelled A, D, F and J; see Fig. 2(a)).
Comparison with the full resolution intensity map indicates that
these regions roughly coincide with the regions of enhanced radioemission in the lobes (labelled a, d, f and/ in Fig. 1). At the outer
ends {A and / ) the degree of polarization is typically - 15 % while
in the regions closer to the parent galaxy (D and F) this is
somewhat lower 5% and 10% respectively. These lower values for
D and F are at least partially due to the influence of the core
component which is smeared out in the convolved map by the
larger beam. A region with a relatively low degree of polarization
( g 5 %) more or less coincides with the jet-like extension between /
a n d ; (Fig. 1).

5. Spectral Comparison 1.4 GHz/5 GHz (Intensity)

>

5.1. Integrated and Individual Lobes
3C 310 was one of the few sources in the compendium of Veron et
al. (197-.) whose spectrum showed steepening with increasing •
frequency. The largest curvature occured at about 103 MHz. The
spectral index at 10 MHz is about 0.8 and 5 GHz about 1.2 to 1.3. \
This should be compared with our value for the integrated
spectral index between 1.4 GHz and 5 GHz of 1.12±0.20 included
in Table 3.
Note however that our spectral indices are obtained for
identical regions of the flux density distributions with the outer
boundary including all the flux observed at 5 GHz. At 1.4 GHz
about 25 % of the extended low brightness flux lies outside the
5 GHz contours, most of it at the north-eastern side of the source.
The spectrum for this region must be very steep ( a ^ i g 1.3), i.e.
steeper than in the lobes.
5.2. Distributed
In Fig. 3 we present the spectral index distribution between
1.4GHzand5GHz.
The systematic errors in the spectral index map are mainly due
to missing short spacings. Following the method described
.:;!'
Sect. 2 we estimate that the magnitude of this systematic error.
term is SO. 15 in Fig. 3, but increases quickly beyond the outer
.'^
dashed contour. To obtain an estimate of the total systematic;.
uncertainty, the primary beam term (see Sect. 2) must be added.;
The random uncertainties at the first and second contours are
about ±0.11 and ±0.07 respectively.
"

(aj'42:1.2-1.3) lobes. This difference was pointed out (although
not quantified) by Mackay (1969). He also reported a similar
behaviour for 3C 314.1, which is very much the same relaxed type
source (see also Miley and Van der Laan, 1973). Again for 3C
314.1 the flatter spectrum occurs in the lower brightness lobe.

6. Spectral Comparison 1.4 GHz/5 GHz (Polarization)
6.1. Integrated
Integrated polarization data at several different wavelengths can
often serve as a guideline for solving at least in a consistent way
the 180 ambiguity in the rotation measure distribution (see for
example Willis and Strom, 1978).
The rotation measure {R) is defined as
(1)

'ig. 3. The spectral index distribution of 3C 310 between 1.4GHz
nd 5 GHz. The values of the spectral index (defined by S, ~v" J )
re indicated. Dashed contours represent 10<r and 15c contours
rom the convolved 5 GHz map. For an estimate of the unertainties see Sect. 5.2

Here K is a constant, ne is the thermal electron density and Hdl is
the magnetic field H projected along the line of sight d\.
If«,,, H and 1 are in c.g.s. units and K=2.62 10" 1 3 then RM is
in radm" 2 . If foreground rotation can be neglected L equals the
depth of the source along the line of sight. For Faraday rotation in
a slab with a uniform field one can write RM = {A<l> + nn)/(/.* — ?.\)
where A(j> = <t>l—(j)z is the rotation of the polarization position
angle <fi between two wavelengths >n and /.2<J.i and n is an
integer.
For 3C31O numerous observations at several wavelengths of
the integrated polarization are available. For references see Haves
(1975) who also gives the best fit for the integrated rotation
measure: KM = 3±13radm~ 2 . The galactic contribution to the
rotation measure at the position of 3C 310 (1,, = 38.5°, b„ = + 60°)
is probably negligible (Mitton, 1972; Spoelstra, 1977).
6.2. Rotation Measure and Depolarization Distributions

ig. 4. A profile through the spectral index map at a position
ngle of 146' centered at the core. Error bars indicate the
ncertainties at some representative sample points

In Fig. 4 a profile through the spectral index map is given
idicating the total uncertainties at representative sample points.
It should be noted that points within 0.4 arc min in right
scension and 0.9 arc min in declination are not independent.
Realizing this and the fact that a compact core which was detected
t 5GHz (see Table 3) has a spectral index a J 4 = 0.0±0.2 (Miley
nd Van der Laan, 1973), one can conclude from Fig. 3 that the
pectral index does not vary significantly within each lobe. Some
teepening may be found towards the east where at 1.4 GHz a low
Tightness extension is visible most of which is missed at 5 GHz.
Despite the relatively constant spectral index within each of
le lobes there is a suggestive difference between the spectral index
rf the northern (a, *= 1.0) and higher brightness southern

At all gridpoints where the polarized intensity was larger than
~3<7 at both 1.4GHz and 5GHz the rotation measure was
calculated which was closest to the integrated value. It is assumed
here that the simple relation for Faraday rotation in a slab model
holds. In all cases this was also the minimum rotation measure
except for region F where an extra turn of n radians corresponding to +76radm~ 2 was needed. The resulting distribution, for
reference superimposed on a radio-photo of the 1.4 GHz intensity,
is shown in Fig. 5(a).
In Fig. 5(b) the polarization ratio P21{%)/Pf>(%) is shown. Here
P21(°o) and P6(°o) are the percentages of polarization at 1.4 GHz
(21.2cm) and 5GHz (6.0cm) respectively. Although the uncertainties are large it appears that the depolarization is negligible
in the north-western part, very large in the southern part and
intermediate in the central regions. Note again that region F is at
least partly contaminated by the flat spectrum core so that the
polarization ratio in the northern part of F must be somewhat
lower than 0.5-0.7. The polarization ratios > 1 at B reflect the
residual distortions at the edges of the source in the 1.4 GHz map.
6.3. Relation of the Rotation Measure and Depolarization
Distributions
We will now analyze the polarization data in more detail. The two
independent pieces of information that we have are 1) the rotation
measure distribution constructed purely on consistency arguments and 2) the observed depolarization distribution. An impor-
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Fig. 5. a The distribution of the rotation measures obtained by forcing consistency with the integrated rotation measure (see however
Sect. 6.3). Only those regions are shown where the polarized intensities at both frequencies are above 3<7 beam (1.70 and 2.05 m.ly beam
for the 1.4GHz and 5GHz comparison maps respectively), except for the dashed area where the I.4GHz polarized intensity was
between the 2<7 and 3u levels. Uncertainties are estimated to be + 3 r a d m ~ - typically: b The distribution of the observed polarization
ratio between 1.4GHz and 5GHz. Within the dashed area's average values are given. The uncertainties are smaller than 0.5 times the
indicated values but larger than ~0.1. In both figures neighbouring gridpoints are not independent: the synthesized beam contains
approximately 3 x 3 points

tant question now is whether 1) gives us a realistic picture of the
true rotation measures in the source. The low values of the
rotation measure and the absence of depolarization al the northwestern side of the source can be most easily understood as being
due to a relatively short line of sight through this part of the
source. Other explanations could be that the magnetic field is very
uniform here and oriented at large angles to the line of sight, or
that the thermal electron density at this outer boundary is
relatively low.
However, the rotation measure and depolarization for other
parts of the source cannot be understood using a uniform slab
theory (Burn, 1966). Formally, a uniform slab model still could be
fitted for the southern lobe because we cannot exclude that the
position angles here are rotated by an extra ±n radians. In that
case the rotation measures in Fig. 5(a) would be changed by
+ 76 rad m'2. For region E however extra rotation of + JI radians
would have given more depolarization than is observed an no
uniform models give consistent results. It is simpler to assume that
in region E and in the southern lobe the polarization behaviour is
partially (if not completely) due to irregularities in the magnetic
field. As noticed by Burn (1966) one might expect this if the
uniform component of the magnetic field projected along the line
of sight is small and/or the scale length of the irregularities is large
(few cells along the line of sight). The rotation measure would be
reduced by vector cancellation due to field reversals along the line
of sight while the depolarization remains large.
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The dependence of the polarization position angle (/) on >? in
general can be roughly divide in two regions (cf. Burnl by /., ,. the
wavelength at which the zero wavelength (intrinsic) percentage •
polarization Po has fallen to half its initial value. These regions are
') '/. — 7.o + '-2RM f° r ' i ' \ a a r | d -\ Ü —non linear function of/.2
for /.>/., ,. Using Burn's models and our measured polarization
ratio we can estimate /^ , for the different parts in the source and
typical values are /., , = 14cm.
More polarization observations at shorter wavelengths are
needed before one can determine the actual rotation measures and
we are clearly not justified in assuming a linear relation as was
done for the "rotation measures " given in Fig. 51a). except for the
regions A and B in the northern part of the source.
6.4. Maynetic Field Distribution

...[

In order to be able to map the (projected) magnetic field direction^?
one needs to know the intrinsic position angles ^ 0 . but since we do:§Jnot know / as function of/.2 we cannot derive y0 accurately byJ*/£'
extrapolation to /. = 0. However, at 5GHz the corrections to the?*?.
observed position angles are not very large unless the rotation'^ 1 •
measure is appreciable ( J / < 1 6 " for |/?A/|<76radm~ 2 ) and thefc^
magnetic field directions should be approximately perpendiculatiy-r-n
to the observed 5 GHz E-vectors. The result of making this.;?/
assumption is shown in Fig. 6. The most striking features are the'" '
large scale of the field and its circumferential morphology.

The thermal electron densities in the different parts of 3C31O
were calculated as follows. As was mentioned in Sect. 6.3, the
rotation measures for the regions A and B given in Fig. 5(a) are
probably real so that one can try to derive the thermal electron
density from (1). If we assume for A and B that: 1) The thermal
electron density is constant: 2) the magnetic field H is uniform,
making an angle i with the line of sight; 3) H is equal to the
equipartition magnetic field of the northern lobe (Table 4): 4)
i.^40 to 80kpc: 5) \RM\<1 (typically, from Fig. 5(a)) than
ne$310"5/cosi.
It is obvious that this is not a very useful'
estimate, in particular if the magnetic field in these regions is
nearly perpendicular to the line of sight (i = 905) as was suggested
in Sect. 6.3.
For the other regions (£, F, G, H and K) we do not know the
rotation measures so that we cannot derive the thermal gas
densities this way. However, if the polarization ratio O ; = P,[ %)/
P0("o) is small (typically O.15SDSO.5O). where P0(°o) is the
percentage polarization that would obtain at /. = 0. with the same
beam, then Ihe irregularities in the magnetic field tend to depolarize the source even faster than does (he uniform component (Burn.
1966; Conway et al.. 1974). One then can estimate the rotation
measure of the equivalent uniform slab (the Faraday dispersion)
by assuming that the depolarization is entirely due to rotation in
these irregularities. This approximation holds as long as the
number of cells (,V) along the line of sight through the source (Z.) is
not very large i.e.:
|. 6. The projected magnetic field distribution assuming negligiforeground rotation and small rotation measures in the source

IJL
>2H„

'

1
(cos/) 2

(Burn, 19661.

(2)

Hu and Hr are the uniform and random components of the
magnetic field and i is the inclination angle of the uniform field
with the line of sight. The Faraday dispersion can be simply
expressed in terms of/., , and if condition (1| is fulfilled one has:

Discussion
Physical Parameters
Table 4 some physical parameters are listed for several regions
3C31O. The volumes were calculated assuming a simple
imetry and no projection effects. For the energies and magnetic
ds. equipartition has been assumed as well as equal energies in
relativistic electrons and heavy particles and a filling factor for
radiation of one. Further the radio spectra were assumed to be
ically thin with cut-off frequencies at 107 and 10 l o Hz. The
iation lifetimes were calculated for v = 5GHz taking into
ount synchrotron and inverse Compton losses (Van der Laan
1 Perola. 1969).

1.7710('-.;

N
-cm"3

(Conway et al„ 1974)

(3)

Here /., 2 is in cm, H, in Gauss and L in kpc.
Using Burn's approximations we can estimate /., 2, Hu, Hr. /.[ 2
follows from his models for D, (and is rather model independent)
if we assume that the zero wavelength polarization percentage is
well approximated by the percentage polarization at 5 GHz (with
24" x 54" resolution). //„ can be found using Hu= H[P0{ %)IP,{ ?<,)]' 2,

ble4. Physical parameters domed from the total intensity maps
0.(1543 (Smith cl al. 19761
minosiiy distance = 165 [Mpc] 1//,,= 100. i/,, = ().5l
gular -.i/o comer.sion factor = 48 [kpc arc min~ ' ]
liponenl

,/ l t xr/.-

Volume11
[kpc x kpc] [10"" cm']

L
P(5 ( i l l / )
[IO:4WH/ ' } [I0 4 1 e r g s ' ']

rthorn lobe
ithcrn lobe

103 x 88
88x88
207 x 88

1.9
1.1

2.0

2.9

4.3 (/)

0.022
0.018

0.19
0.24

ul ( / )
.in l»i)
mean)
Tiean)

1.7

7.7

9.1
19 U)

£„„„
umm
[Jo""erg] [10" " G a u s s ] 110^ 12 erg
[cm-3

5 GHz radiation
lifetime [10 7 yr]

3.3
2.9

4.3
5.3

1.7
2.6

6.6 (rl

5.0 Ira 1

2.3 (»i)

2.7
2.2
-

0.14
0.15

8.3
9.5

6.4
8.3

1.3
1.1

'Jj?
34x17

22x22

0.8X
1.13

</i, and i/ arc the major and minor axis of the components
The uilumes arc calculated assuming spheria.i symmetry if ^ i / and cylindrical symmetry if t/,, =t= <
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where P, is the theoretically expected polarization percentage
which depends on the spectral index a:
P., s (3a + 3)/(3ot + 5)( = 77 % for a ~ 1.2). For H we have adopted the equipartition values. Hr then can be computed from
H2 = H* + H?. The thermal electron density then was calculated
using the above expression (3). In order to have a non-uniform
field there must be at least two cells along the line of sight as we
have assumed JV = 2. To justify this we note that if the uniform
field component in different regions of the source has no preferred
direction to the line of sight we may on average take i = 60° so that
constraint (2) implies iV<^10 (typically). Within the framework of
all these assumptions we derive an average value of
n,=:7 10" 4 cm" 3 for the southern lobe and somewhat lower for
region E: n,s:3 10" 4 cm" 3 . Similar estimates for the northern
lobe cannot be made from the present polarization data but since
the gros features in both lobes are similar it is reasonable to
suppose that the gasdensities are comparable.
Note that the densities thus derived will be severely affected by
any polarization interference behaviour, which might result if a
region with a size comparable with or smaller than our beam
consists of several knots (see Sect. 7.4) with considerably different
polarization properties. This may be the case in particular for the
hotspots, such as region F.
It is clear that high resolutions observations at several
frequencies of the polarization distribution would be very important in giving more reliable estimates of the thermal electron
densities. In particular one could determine the dumpiness of the
thermal gas.
7.2. Confinement of the Lobes
3C31O is identified with a 15lh magnitude elliptical galaxy,
member of a triple system with a common envelope (Griffin, 1963;
Jenkins et al., 1977). The system is situated in the centre of the
medium compact Zwicky cluster ZW 1502.8 + 2613, which contains
118 members within a radius of ~ 20 arc min (Zwicky and Herzog,
1963). If the lobes of 3C31O are confined by the thermal pressure
of the surrounding medium, the compacter nearly spherical
morphology of the southern lobe (Fig. 1) would then suggest a
higher external pressure for this region than for the northern lobe.
A pressure gradient could arise, for example if the gravitational
potential well of the cluster (or triple system) is deeper southward
of 3C 310 producing a larger intergalactic gas density and pressure
in this region.
If we adopt the energy densities for the lobes listed in Table 4
and require purely thermal confinement then (nE)„,'cT„1=: l/3umi„
and one must have (ne)eU Tcn = 4.1103 K cm " 3 and 6.3 103 K cm " 3
for the northern and southern regions respectively. Here again it is
assumed that the internal thermal pressure may be neglected i.e.
that the gas inside the lobes is cold. If we assume Te„ =: 107 K
then («„)„,s:4.1 10~ 3 cm~ 3 for the northern region and
2:6.3 10~ 4 cm~ 3 for the southern. At such high gas densities ram
pressure becomes important at moderate (~300km s"') velocities
and might therefore be as important as thermal pressure. This
would result in a somewhat lower external gas density than those
derived above.
The intergalactic gas density that we estimate for the medium
surrounding 3C310 is comparable with that found by Ekers et al.
(1978) for the poor cluster ZW 1615.8 + 3505.
Finally a remark concerning the large scale magnetic field
which apparently is wrapped around the lobes. Such a circumferential field structure has also been found in other sources
(Fomalont, 1972; Willis and Strom, 1978) and it is assumed that
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the magnetic field becomes aligned with the outer boundaries due
to expansion of the source. For 3C31O the resulting large scale
structure is most clearly seen along the southern boundary where
a somewhat larger external pressure may have squeezed and
sheared the magnetic field the most.
7.3. Energy Losses
The gradual steepening of the integrated spectrum from ~0.8 a
low frequencies to -1.2 at 5GHz (see Veron et al. (1974) foi
references) could indicate that 3C310 is a fairly old source. Th(
different spectra of the lobes and diffuse eastern extension ther
may be interpreted as being due to some sort of redistribution oi
transport of the aged particles (which have a steeper spectrum), it
particular from the northern lobe towards the east of the source
We will discuss the integrated spectrum first presuming that it:
curvature is entirely due to ageing of the relativistic particles.
Assuming that the main energy losses of the relativist»
electrons are due to the synchrotron and 2.7 K backgrounc
inverse-Compton processes and adopting the usual formulae w<
estimate the source's lifetime to be < 5 108 yr. The initial injectiot
spectrum is taken to be ^0.7 and energy losses are assumed t<
have steepened the spectrum at frequencies higher than 10 MH
the lowest frequency at which the source has been observed. Th
absence of exponentially downward curvature of the spectrum a
higher frequencies at least up to ~ 103 MHz then must be due t<
(quasi-) continuous replenishment of the most energetic particle
combined with leakage or diffusion (Van der Laan and Perol,
1969).
In addition, replenishment (or reacceleration) of the relativist;
particles is needed to reconcile the fairly uniform diffuse emissio
in the lobes (i.e. no limb darkening) and the relatively constar
spectra) index, at least in the northern lobe, with the ageing of th
particles in the lobes and the consequently expected steepening (
the spectrum.
The 5 GHz radiative lifetime of the particles is - 210 7 yr. If th
lobes were filled from the central regions then this must hav
occurred at velocities of almost ~ 0.01 c which is faster than th
Alfven velocities of VA = H{4ng)-12^0.7 10" 3 c.
It may be realistic to assume therefore that replenishment i;
reacceleration of the particles in the lobes is occurring. This ma
be related to the presence of regions with enhanced surfac
brightness (knots) in the lobes (Fig. 1), in particular in the oute
regions, which will be discussed in the next section.
So far, neither the difference in average spectral index for th
two lobes nor the existence of a steep spectrum tail east of th
source has been explained. The slightly larger expansion of th
northern lobe may have had some influence on its spectrum but,
anything, one ihen would have expected a steeper spectrum thei
than in the southern lobe. We propose that the difference i
average spectral index between the two lobes can be explaine
more plausibly by invoking a difference in the rate of leakage <
relativistic particles, this being greater for the northern lobe tha
for the southern one and the particles diffusing mainly towarc.:'
the eastern side of the source. If we assume that the field in th ; ..
northern lobe is slightly deformed at the less polarized eastern s i c ^
due to motion of the galaxy or to influence of an intergalact'j--!
magnetic field then this part of the source could act as a sink k^j.'.
the aged particles. The more regular circumferential field aroun>/•
the southern lobe (which may be related to its better confinement,':
on the contrary might prevent the particles leaking out.
'••'•,]'.
There remains a problem with respect to how fast the leakaj""/-"
should occur. Assuming that it takes place at about the Alfvj ',

peed of ~0.7 10 3 c in the lobes and taking an average distance
>f •»• 65 kpc from the centre of the northern lobe to the centre of
he eastern extension (from the 1.4 GHz map), we find a transport
ime of ~3.0 108yr, which is intermediate between the times at
vhich radiative losses influence the spectrum at 1.4 GHz
~6.5 107yr) and at 10MHz (~5 108yr) respectively.
However, these values are clearly very uncertain, and the
>roblem would be less severe if the effective diffusion speed in the
lutskirts of the source were somewhat larger than in the inner
egions.
'A. The Knots in 3C31O

This lower limit is not excessively high (> 0.04 c) and still allows
for a reasonable choice in linear scales: 0.4kpcgknot
diameter g 2.8 kpc. At such velocities however the ram pressure of
the ambient medium exceeds the internal pressure of the plasmons
by two orders of magnitude:
(9)
1/3 «m,„
where e„=e/e S L ; QSL= 1.2 10~27 gem 27 and g=ambient gas
density. An ambient gas density much lower than
~5.6 10" 3 o gcm" 3 seems unlikely while a smaller diameter for
the piasmons would even increase the imbalance between internal
and external pressure. This simple plasmon-evolution picture
therefore does not seem to be realistic. This conclusion is crucially
dependent on the assumption that there is equipartition between
the particle and magnetic field energies in the plasmons, because
'ma ' s v e r v sensitive to the assumed magnetic field strength
U,ai-H~3 2). Equipartition of energies in the plasmons however
need not be applicable, although then a still higher internal energy
would be implied. Writing / „ = ///// eq , then the formulae (7), (8),
and (9) scale with a factor j H , füi2, Z,,"32. ß 2 and -f% 2
respectively. I f / H < l (particle energy in the plasmons dominates)
the radiative lifetimes become longer, so that the transport
velocities may be lower and the energy density becomes larger so
that the ram pressure can be balanced. Exact balancing (= ram
pressure confinement) requires

Due of the interesting features of 3C 310 is the complex fine
tructure observed at high resolution. In the southern lobe a
ollimated structure seems to emanate from the parent galaxy,
esembling the radio jets commonly found in low luminosity
adio galaxies. Also several regions of enhanced emission
"knots") seem to be present (for example regions b and / in Fig.
(b)] comparable to that suggested as possibly occuring in 3C 326
Willis and Strom, 1978) and also in B0844 + 31 (van Breugel,
978, Paper II). We do not believe that those regions of enhanced
mission which are well above noise level could be artifacts
ntroduced by cleaning the map since only intensities above
mJy/beam (~ 5<x) have been cleaned and restored.
There is evidence in several cases that other radio sources
'hich appear to have radio "jets" (or "tails") contain similar
Tightness enhancements ("knots") along their jets. [See for
2
'%- 4/2! and «„= — =3.520J 3d;
(10)
«ample Northover (1973): 3C66B, Turland (1975): 3C 219,
an Breugel and Miley (1977): B0844 + 31, 3C 129]. A way to
iterpret these knots is that they are due to plasmons in- so that the magnetic field need not be very far from equilibrium
:rmittently shot out of the nucleus of their parent galaxy (Jaffe and will remain above the limit ( ~ 3 10"'Gauss) where inverse
nd Perola, 1973); Christiansen et al., 1977) and we will interpret
Compton losses become the dominant energy loss mechanism.
le fine structure observed in 3C 310 along similar lines although
At this point it is interesting to note that a lower limit to the
f course various other interpretations could be considered (Smith linear size of the knots might be provided by scintillation obsernd Norman, 1979; Hughes, 1979).
vations. At 81.5 MHz less than 5/6 of the total flux density is in
Near the parent galaxy the knots seem to be grouped closer compact components smaller than ~ 0.5 arcs (Readhead and
)gether than in the outer regions. This suggests that the in- Hewish, 1974). If the knots have spectral indices comparable to
ividual knots could have originated in the inner regions and have the integrated value, then a substantial fraction may have angular
een transported outwards as ram pressure-confined plasmons, sizes > 0.5 arc s ( 5 0.4 kpc) at 5 GHz.
hue the group as a whole undergoes lateral expansion. The
We conclude that this "little plasmons" picture may work
on collimated appearance could arise, if the plasmon ejector has satisfactorily if the linear size of the plasmons indeed is in the
langed in direction and/or position, for example due to pre- range of 0.4 kpc to 2.8 kpc as suggested by scintillation data. The
sssion, or to a tidal interaction of the galaxy with its nearby energy content of the plasmons typically would have to be ~ 4
5tnpanions. Such a dynamical model has been proposed to times higher than the equipartition values and the velocities must
cplain the morphology of the radio jet in 3C 31 (Blandford and
be of the order of ~ 0.03 c. It clearly is very important to obtain
ke, 1978).
better estimates for the linear sizes and spectra of these knots.
Assuming that the plasmons are transparent and have the
.me spectral index as the integrated value of ~ 1 (but this is not
itical) we can tentatively compute some important physical
8. Conclusions
irameters of the knots under the assumptions stated at the
:ginning of this section. Expressed as function of their diameter
, normalized to 2.8 kpc, the upper limit set by our beam, we find Our main conclusions are the following:
1. The northern and southern lobes of 3C 310 are different
with respect to the distribution of their brightness, depolarization
' „ Ä 2 10" 5 d; 6 ' 7 Gauss
and spectral index. All these parameters are on average larger for
6
d9j7 yr
(5 GHz)
(7) the southern lobe. The distribution of these parameters within
ad ^ 3 10
u
12 7
each lobe and the systematic differences between the lobes can be
' ergcm-3.
nin^5 1 O - d ;
explained by a gradient in the external pressure.
2. The rotation measure distribution obtained by forcing
o travel a distance of ~ 80 kpc within their radiative lifetime
consistency with the integrated rotation measure can not be
iplies that the plasmons must move at a velocity
reconciled with the large depolarization rates. Depolarization due
(8) to large scale irregularities in the magnetic field must be important
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and adopting a simple model we find thermal electron densities of
~ 7 10"*cm" 3 in the lobes of 3C310.
3. The magnetic field distribution is circumferential in each
lobe.
4. Confinement of the source mainly by thermal pressure of a
hot gas would require relatively high external gas densities.
5. The difference in average spectral index of the two lol.es
cannot be accounted for by a difference in the adiabatic expansion
losses. A more plausible explanation is that relativistic partic.es
can diffuse more easily from the northern than from the southei n
lobe.
6. The brightness distribution observed at high resolution is
very complex and consists of several regions of enhanced emission
(knots) embedded in diffuse lobes. If the knots are generated in the
inner regions of the source and then transported outwards, their
velocities must be ~0.03 c and their internal magnetic fields have
to be below the equipartition values by a factor ~0.3 implying
that the energy content of the plasmons must by typically a factor
four times the equipartition value.
7. The relativistic particles in the low brightness regions are
being replenished or reaccelerated. This may occur by means of
the knots.
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CHAPTER V

Multifrequency Observations of Extended Radio Galaxies. II: B 0844+31
\V. .1. M. van Breugel
Siorrewacht Leiden. Postbus 9513. 2300 RA Leiden. The Netherlands
Received December 21. 1978
Summary. High resolution observations of the relaxed double radio
galaxy B 0844 + 31 (4C 31.32) have revealed the existence of a radiojet with a bright hot spot at its end and a relaxed, low brightness
lobe beyond (van Breugel and Miley, 1977). Here a multi frequency
j study is presented, including the spectral index distribution between
1.4 GHz and 5 GHz and the polarization distribution at 1.4 GHz.
At 5 GHz polarization was detected only near the prominent
northern hot spot. The magnetic field distribution is shown to be
circumferential. Some relevant source parameters are calculated
and general aspects of the source are discussed. In particular we
examine the energetics and confinement of the jet and the relation
between the jet and the hot spot.
Key words: radio galaxies - radio jets - linear polarization spectral index

1. Introduction

Radio jets are observed in a number of extragalactic.radio sources
of widely different morphologies and luminosities. This suggests
'that in all these otherwise different sources there exists a similar
collimated energy transport mechanism between the parent galaxy
and the outer lobes. Examples of radio sources with jets are the
giant radio galaxies NGC 315 (Bridle et al., 1976) and NGC 6251
(Waggett et al.. 1977). the head tail radio galaxies 3C 129 (van
Breugel and Miley. 1977) and NGC 1265 (Miley et- al., 1975) and
the "classical" double radio galaxy 3C 219 (Turland, 1975).
Here we present a study of another radio galaxy which has a
prominent jet. B0844 + 31 (4C 31.32). Preliminary results on the
Table I. Observational parameters
Field Centre: RA (1950) = 08"44m5 Is: DEC (19501 = 31 5845'
Frequency
MHz

610
1.415
».995

Observing
time
(h)

Date

6 x 0.25
l x 12
2 x 12

June 1974
July 1974
Jan. 1976

References:
van Breugel and Miley (1977)
! Kami el al. (1977)
t Grueffand Viaotli (1974)

Earlier
published
Intensity Maps
1,2
1
1.3

Table 2. Map parameters
Frequency
(GHz)

Halfpower Interferometer Spacings /
RMS noise
beamwidth
- at field
shortest increment, longest
(arc s.
centre
(mJy/bearn)
RAxDEC)

5
5
1.4
1.4
1.4
0.6

7x 13
24 x 45
24 x 45
24 x 45
56 x 106
56 x 106

900
900
340
1,019
340
146

600
600
340
340
340
146

24,300
6.900
6,792
6,792
3,057
2,927

0.9
1.6
0.6
0.65
1.5
4.6

intensity distribution of B 0844 +31 have been given elsewhere.
The present study consists of a comparison of the 0.6 GHz, 1.4 GHz
and 5 GHz intensity and polarization data of B 0844+31 observed
with the Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope (WSRT).
The observational and reduction procedures are described
elsewhere (Högbom and Brouw, 1974; Baars and Hooghoudt,
1974). Relevant observational and map parameters are given in
Tables 1 and 2. The analysis of the maps and the errors involved
is the same as described in a previous paper describing the results
of multi frequency mapping with the WSRT of large radio sources
(van Breugel, 1978, Paper I) and the discussion will not be
repeated here.
2. The Observations
2.1. Inlet/nited Parameters
The integrated intensity and polarization parameters for B 0844 + 31
are given in the last column of Table 3.
The low resolution 1.4 GHz intensity map (56'x 106" beam)
did not yield values for the integrated parameters significantly
different from the full resolution one. indicating that almost all the
source flux is present in the map. In the full resolution 5 GHz map
however much of the low brightness emission was missed and
hence the values in Table 3 are taken from the convolved map
(24" x 45" beam). Our integrated flux densities are in good agreement with those in the literature (e.g. Colla et al., 1975: Fanti
et al.. 1977: Pauliny-Toth et al., 1972). The only exception is for
that of Bridle et al. (1977) who measured a flux density of
690+ 10 mjy at 2.7 GHz with the NRAO 300 ft telescope. This flux
density is considerably below our interpolated value of ~85OmJy,
possibly because at 2.7 GHz. B 0844 + 31 is partially resolved by the
300 ft telescope.
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Table 3. Values of source observables

Flux density
0.6 GHz (mjy)
1.4GHz(mJy)
5.0 GHz (mJy)
«,0,6

Polarization
percentage
t d P1H7
I .*t VJOfc PA (degr)
percentage
5.0 GHz
PA (degr)
Angular Extent
(>l|X0j.(arcs)2

Northern Lobe

Southern Lobe

Bridge
(incl. core)

Integrated

1,369 ±47
633 ±15
224 ±11
0.71 ± 0.04
0.85+ 0.10

1,265 ±45
603 ± 12
196 ±11
0.72 ± 0.04
0.83 ± 0.11

—
180
81

2,635 ±65
1,416 ±23
503 ±29
0.7] ± 0.08
0.78 ± 0.11

3.0±0.5
9 +4
<7.2

102x76

1.1 ± 0.5
52 +13
< 7.5

76x76

±4
±3

—
O.3O±O.O9
3.0 ± 1.4
86 ±13

2.3 ±0.3
22 ±4
< 5.0

60x(<ll)

264 xff^

positions of compact components detected at 5 GHz are listed
Table 4 together with the measured flux densities.
It is interesting to note that many of the morphological distin
regions in B0844 + 31 (jet, hot spots, southern lobe) indicate ll
presence of double small scale structure. The western compone
of the northern hot spot is slightly resolved in right ascensio
Also given in Table 4 are the optical positions and magnitud
of the parent galaxy IC2402 and a nearby quasar which w;
originally identified with the radio source (Wardle and Miley. 197
When the structure of B 0844+ 31 was measured (Grueff ar
Vigotti, 1974) it became clear that the radio source was instead
be identified with IC 2402 and we shall henceforth assume that tl
quasar is an unrelated background object.
2.3. Polarization Distribution
1.4 GHz
The full resolution distributions of polarized intensity, plane
polarization and polarization percentage are shown in Fig. 2.
For easy referencing characters (A-D) are added to indica
regions of special interest. There is no one-to-one correspondenc
with the characters used in Fig. 1 except possibly for region
andh.

Fig. 1. A radiophoto of B 0844+31 showing the full resolution
intensity distribution at 5 GHz to a sensitivity of 1 mjy/beam
(~ \a). Components are indicated by lower case letters on the right

2.2. Total Intensity Distribution
Contour maps of the full resolution intensity distributions can be
found in van Breugel and Miley (1977). For reference, in Fig. 1
a radio photo is shown of the full resolution 5 GHz map. Radio
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We note the following features:
1. Generally the polarization percentage seen in the southei
lobe is lower than that in the northern lobe.
2. At the northern end of the bridge (C) a relative maximu
in polarized intensity is found. Comparison with the full resolutic
5 GHz map (Fig. 1) indicates that this region coincides with tl
northern part of the jet where it bends towards the hot spot.
';
3. The hot spot (B) has a comparable percentage of polarizatic.-."-,
but a quite different position angle.
;<"-;
4. The polarization percentage increases when going from ti'ZS
hot spot in the northern lobe towards the outer edge; close to l\',%
hot spot "beam smearing" may mask this feature.
;-'C
5. In the southern lobe a relative maximum (D) in polarize^);
intensity is found. This region does not coincide with the southeiS^
hot spot but is located closer to the southern edge of the lob^i
At the position of the southern hot spot (one arcmin north of I v
the polarization percentage is relatively low (<4%).

Fig. 2. The linear polarized intensity distribution of B 0844 + 31 at 1.4 GHz superimposed on a radiophoto of the total intensity. Shown are
i contour map combined with a map of the polarization position angle (2(u)) and the percentage polarization (2(b)). In (2(a)) the contour
/alues are 1.65,3.30,5,7.5.10 and 12.5 mjy/beam. The length of the dashes is proportional to the polarized intensities. In (2(b)) the contour
•alues indicated are those of the percentage of polarization. Two outer contours from (2(a)) are also shown (dashed). At these 2a and 4<r
:ontours the uncertainties in the polarization percentage are 0.5 and 0.25 times the respective values indicated

fable 4. Compact components detected at 5 GHz
Component

) (West)
IC 2402
Quasar

RA(1950)
(h min s)

DEC (1950)
(d min s)

Flux Density
(mjy)

Angular Extent
(arc s)-

08 44 54.21+0.04
51.56 ±0.04
54.35 ±0.12
51.80 ±0.10

M 58 1.IS ±0.4
59 25.0 ±0.4
58 12.8 ±1.3
59 02.0 ±1.3

55.0+ 1.5
39.2+1.4
mrai =14.1

(<3.5)x(<6.5)
(-3.5)x(<6.5)

Optical positions and magnitudes from Callahan (1977).
i GHz
U lliU frequency the linear polarization was dominated by noise
nd therefore no maps are shown. The only region in the full
csolution map where polarization at a ~3<r level was delected
I9±7%. PA=l08 ±11 ) is situated slightly to the west of the
lorthern hot spot.
Convolving to 24"x45" resolution did not yield more information. The polarization at the position of the hot spot was
onfirmed. the position angle (95 + 17 ) changed only slightly and
lie polarized intensity remained approximately the same, imply-

ing that the percentage polarization became lower (6.5 ±3.8%)
at this resolution.
3. Spectral Comparison

3.1. Intensity
0.6/1.4 GHz
With the limited resolution of the 0.6 GHz observations (56" x 106")
only the northern and southern lobes can be distinguished. They
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have identical spectral indices: x=0.71+0.04 and x = 0.72 ±0.04
respectively (S, ~v~").
1.4/5 GHz
At 1.4 GHz the source was better resolved and this gave some
information about the bridge between the lobes. The average
spectral indices for various regions can be found in Table 3 and the
spectral index distribution is shown in Fig. 3 (a).
The uncertainties in spectral index maps in general are large
and mainly depend on (cf. Miley et al., 1975):
(i) the signal to noise in the intensity distributions at the two
frequencies; (ii) uncertain zero-levels and defects in the cleaning
produce; (iii) the accuracy of the primary beam correction which
is limited due to mispointing of the individual telescopes. At the
inner and outer counters (~ lScr and ~ lOcr levels from the convolved 5 GHz map) shown dotted in Fig. 3, for example we
estimate that the uncertainties are (i)± 0.07 and ±0.11, (ii) S ±0.05
and £±0.08, (iii) <+0.05. The methods used to estimate the
systematic uncertainties due to (ii) and (iii) are described in van
Breugel (1978, Paper I). A profile through the spectral index map at
position angle 163°, indicating the total uncertainties at some
representative sample points, is shown in Fig. 3(b).
What can we conclude from the spectral index distribution as
presented in Fig. 3? First, the central region is dominated by the
presence of an opaque1 core. Subtracting the core contribution
(using » i 0.0) from the 1.4 GHz and convolved 5 GHz flux densities
(integrated over the same regions) results in a relatively flat
spectrum for the jet, with a spectral index of a=0.43 ±0.16. This is
comparable to the spectral index of ~0.37 in the jets of 3C31
(Burch, 1977). Secondly, although the uncertainties are large, there
is an indication that at the position of the hot spot in the northern
lobe the spectrum may be somewhat flatter (aiO.7) than the remarkably constant spectrum (a a 0.8) of the rest of the lobe. Thirdly,
at the extreme northern edge some tendency towards steepening
(an 1.0) can be seen. The same tendency is present in the eastern
part of the southern lobe. Such a steepening might well be expected
if the eastward extensions can be interpreted as short radio tails
as discussed by van Breugel and Miley (1977). The spectral index
distribution in the southern lobe may roughly exhibit the same
behaviour as the northern lobe but the large uncertainties do not
allow any firm conclusions to be made.
3.2. Polarization
The polarization data at 5 GHz do not allow the determination
of the amount of rotation of the polarization position angles between 1.4 GHz and 5 GHz except marginally for the northern hot
spot. Although no information is available in the literature on the
integrated values, the foreground contribution is probably small
at 5 GHz. Several 3C sources about 10° to 20c away from
B 0844+31 (/;; = 192°, b,, = + 37°5) have rotation measures ranging
from —4 to + 25radm~ 2 (Haves, 1975). There is one exception,
3C 208 (18° away from B 0844+ 31), which has the relatively large
rotation measure of — 155±12radm" 2 . Kronberg and SimardNormandin (1976) argue that such large rotation measures may
well be intrinsic to the sources. Following this approach and ignoring 3C208 we estimate that the galactic foreground rotation
1 15 GHz observations with the 5 km Telescope at Cambridge
give a flux density for the core of 56±8mJy (S. Burch, private
communication). This gives a spectral index of 0.00+0.13 between
5 GHz and 15 GHz
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1.0
.8
.6
A
.2

PA=163

.0
-.2
Fig. 3. a The spectral index distribution of B 0844.31 betwee
1.4 GHz and 5 GHz. The values of the spectral index are indicatcc
The dashed contours represent the 15.0mJy/beam an
22.5 mJy/beam (lOcr respectively 15(7 level) boundary of the sourc
at 5 GHz convolved to 1.4 GHz resolution. For an estimate of th
uncertainties see the text, b A profile through the spectral-inde
map at position angle 160 and centered at the core (t>)
,[•

measure near B 0844+31 is relatively small and on
+ 13radm~ 2 . This is equivalent to an anti-clockwise rotation
33° at 1.4 GHz and only 3° at 5 GHz. Figure 2 would then s u g g e s
that the magnetic field directions (perpendicular to the eleclrj|j?r
vectors) are roughly circumferential in both the northern aiy;S;:£
southern lobes. Such circumferential fields were seen in 3C31rp^'J
(van Breugel, 1978, Paper I) and appear quite often in relaxE<.l?;-~
double radio sources.
.'••"-•'•'

Table 5. Physical parameters for principal components in B 0844 + 31
=0.0675 (Colla et a]., 1975)
.uminosity distance = 206 Mpc (H o = 100, q0=0.5)
vngular size conversion factor = 60 kpc (arc min)"'
umponeni

:! u and </)
ol spot lM d
ol spot (</l
orthern Lobe'
.luthcrn Lobe*
otal

<<„* J •

Volumeb

5 GHz
Luminosity

Bolometnc
Luminosity

En»,

kpc xkpc

101» cm'

W e r g s " 1 Hz" 1

IO"'ergs"'

1 0 " erg

0.13
0.20
010
1.14
100
2.55

0.17
0,36
0.22
2.4
21
5.3

37x(<J.5)
(<6.S|x
3.5
(<6.5)x(<35)
102 x 76
76x76
264ld„|

<5xl0 *
<lx 10'
< l x 10"'
0,9
0.7
1.6

< 0.05
< 0.05
< 0.04
".2
77
18.5

».„•

10"* Gauss
>1>
>26
>24
3.3
3.4
3.5

10">2 erg c m " '
>ll
>63
>50
1.0
I.I
1.2

5 GHz
radiation
lifetime
10'yr
< 9.4
< 2.7
< 3.1
32
34
3S

</|l and d± are the diameters parallel respectively perpendicular to the direction of the largest extent of the component.
For an unresolved component dnxdL = (< 6.5) x (< 3.5) kpc2
Volume= 1.54 1064 [dM x (dj.)2]. (Prolate spheroids). For an unresolved component Volume < 1.2 1066 cm3
Averaged values
West component only (see Fig. 1)
Including hot spot

Physical Parameters
Table 5 physical parameters are listed for several components
B0844 + 31.
The volumes were calculated assuming prolate spheroidal
mmetry and no projection effects. For the particle energy and
agnetic Held equipartition has been assumed, with equal energies
r the relativistic electrons and heavy particles and a filling factor
r both magnetic field and relativistic particles of unity. Further
e radio spectra are assumed to be optically thin with cut-off
:quencies at 107 and 10 10 Hz. The radiation lifetimes were
Iculated for v = 5 GHz, assuming synchrotron losses and inverse
ompton losses due to the 2.7 K microwave background photons
Ay.
Discussion
order to meet the enormous energy requirements of radio
urces, and to account for their spectral characteristics, models are
quired to supply the energy in a more or less continuous way
an der Laan and Perola, 1969). The most popular energy
insport model is the "beam" model first proposed by Rees (1971).
ee Blandford and Rees (1978) for a review of this model and later
irsions). The existence of radio jets gives support to this class of
odels. For B 0844+31 a continuous power supply of
10 4 2 ergs~' would be needed to fill the northern lobe within its
diative lifetime. Assuming a transport velocity ugc one can
impare the energy thus required per unit length along the jet with
e observed minimum energy as was first done for several jet
urces by Turland (1975) (3C219, 3C66, Virgo A) and also for
GC 6251 (Waggett et al, 1977). The values we find (from Table 5)
e > 3 10 32 ergcm~' (required)and g410 3 2 ergcm" 1 (observed),
lese estimates for B 0844+31 therefore do not allow to conclude
lether the observed energy along the jet is already in the same
rm as required for radio emission in the lobes or that most of the
ergy is passed unobserved and is converted to radiative energy
the end of the beam (for example according to the picture of
iristiansen et al., 1977). The same inconclusive results in fact
:re also found for the other jet sources. The diameters of the jets
: upper limits so that the estimate for the observed total minimum

energy along the jet may be too high (£min (diameter)"7). Also the
transport velocities may be much lower than c. Therefore most of
the energy that must be transported along the jet may not
contribute at all to its local synchrotron volume emissivity. Strong
evidence for a continuous supply of energy and momentum has been
found recently for the giant radio galaxy NGC6251 (Readhead
et al., 1978) which has a jet which is remarkably straight over
almost 100kpc (for Ho= 100kms"' Mpc"'). In contrast, here we
note the fairly sharp change of direction at the end of the jet in
B 0844+31. An explanation of the morphology of the jet in
B 0844+31 in a stationary continuous beam picture would require
balancing between the highly directional momentum in the jet and
the external pressure at the position where the jet starts bending.
Although this may not be impossible to achieve if enough external
pressure is available (such as ram pressure in the case of NGC 1265
(Blandford and Rees, 1978), we can as plausible envisage the jet
of B 0844+ 31 as a transient event (unstable beam for example) or
one in which the ejection axis has changed in direction during the
source's lifetime.
B 0844+31 has been identified with the 14th magnitude elliptical galaxy IC 2402, brightest member of the open, distant cluster
ZW 0844.5+3208 (Olsen, 1970; Callahan, 1977, and Grueff and
Vigotti, 1974).
It may be significant that sources containing S- and C-type
jets or trails are predominantly cluster members while this does
not seem to be the case for the much longer and staighter jets
found in giant radio galaxies such as NGC 6251. In a beam model,
bending of the jets could be caused by the denser intra-cluster
medium or by tidal interactions of the parent galaxy with other
cluster members (Blandford and Icke, 1978). (As there is no
companion galaxy close to IC 2402 the latter possibility to explain
the jet morphology of B 0844+ 31 is ruled out).
Non-cluster radio sources would be less subject to such
influences so that energy and momentum transport can remain
undisturbed during the lifetime of the source resulting in giant
radio sources. In this scenario one would not expect complex radio
galaxies with bent or disrupted beams outside clusters unless processes intrinsic to the powerhouse cause changes in the ejection
axis.
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Confinement of the Jet

Vie Hot Spot

Possible lateral confinement of the jet should largely come from a
static ambient pressure, PslaljC, perhaps complemented by ram
pressure due to the movement of the parent galaxy. Clearly the
ambient gas density ga must be high enough so that Ps„,üd 1/3 wmin,
where' umin is the minimum energy density of the jet. This gives a
density of typically a, 3:4 10~ M Ta~' gem" 3 where Ta is the ambient
gas temperature. So confinement would require a rather dense
medium for temperatures of the intergalactic medium in the range
of 106-109 K. The cluster and/or a gaseous halo around 1C2402
might perhaps be able to provide such a high density. We note
from the deep optical picture obtained by Grueff and Vigotti (1974)
that the galaxy extends almost to the hot spot.
It may be relevant here that the 5 GHz intensity map convolved
with the larger 1.4 GHz beam did not reveal any low brightness
structure surrounding the jet (at a level of ~3mJy/beam, 2a)
although such a map is more sensitive to large scale low brightness
structures. This indicates that no significant relativistic particles
and magnetic field have diffused or expanded outwards to distances
larger than ~ 1.8 kpc from the jet centre.
If the jet is not confined it will expand at a speed
i „ =: («min/30 J" 2 . We can estimate a lower limit for v„ by assuming
that jet is free i.e. that Qa$410'10 7^"'gcm" 3 and (WmjJje.S
1.1 10-* erg cm" 3 so that we find r„£3.2 10" 3 c for 7 > 1 0 7 K .
In order to remain unresolved by our 5 GHz beam the transverse
diameter dL of the jet must be less than ~ 3.5 kpc so that the jet must
be younger than d i /ti e ,=;410 6 yr, which is consistent with the
radiative lifetime of <910 6 yr. This indicates that the present
image of the jet is much younger than the source as a whole or that
it must be confined by some external pressure.

To explain the bending in the jet we have suggested that either t
beam is transient and unstable, or alternatively that the ejecti
axis of the powerhouse has changed. In both cases there is
further input of energy into the hot spot and from then onwai
it may be treated as an independent plasmon or assembly
plasmons.
Ram pressure on a plasmon due to its motion through
ambient gas with gas density ga g cm " 3 is important as long as
velocity is i'~(u mln /3e o )" 2 . For a typical circumgalactic gas dens
of ~ 1 0 - 2 9 g c m " 3 this is Ü>0.05C, for the western compom
of the northern hot spot (fc). The gas need not necessarily be
intergalactic origin but may have been expelled by earlier explosic
of the parent galaxy of which the lobes beyond the hot spots <
the remnants. The beams or plasmons arising from more rec<
activity by the core then impinge on the denser intra-lobe j
(provided that the parent galaxy has no large velocity with resp>
to the intergalactic medium) and ram pressure on the plasmc
is possible already at much lower velocities. The fine structi
(~5iT level) visible in the southern lobe is suggestive for l
existence of remnants of such plasmons and it is interesting to m
the similarity with the fine structure found in 3 C 310 (van Breuj
Paper I). It was shown that the presence of "knots" at the ou
ends of that source could be explained by motion of ram pressu
confined plasmons which were assumed to originate closer to
parent galaxy. Detailed analysis of an analogous evolution of •
hot spot c.q. plasmons in B0844+31 however must await m<
sensitive observations at high resolution, to provide better estima
for the physical parameters involved.

Is there a Counter-jet?

6. Conclusions

Many sources containing radio- and/or optical jets only show such a
jet on one side of the parent galaxy. Among the different suggestions
that have been proposed to explain the assymmetries the most
popular are: a) the power engine may flip-flop (Willis, Wilson and
Strom, 1978); b) the energy transport in the counter jet may be
more efficient so that it remains invisible (Waggett et al., 1977),
c) the counter jet may be Doppler redshifted and therefore have
a lower surface brightness (Graham, 1970 (M 87) and Guthrie and
Napier, 1975 (3C 273)). Regarding the latter explanation the ratio
of the flux densities in the frame of the obsener is given by
S2/.Si = [(l+/!cos0)/(l-/?cos ( ffl 3+ = 1 (Ryle and Longair, 1967)
where S, and S2 are the flux densities in the receding and
approaching jets respectively, ß is the velocity in units of c in the
frame of the parent galaxy and (j> is the angle with the line of sight.
Assuming the two jets have equal luminosity and the same bulk
velocity of the radiating particles then the counter jet remains
unobserved for a ratio S 2 /S!>5 (~3<r limit), which requires
ß cos 0^0.23 using a spectral index of 0.4. Thus without invoking
a large projection angle the required minimum velocity for the
observed jet may be not excessive: t!=0.5 c for $~60°.
Alternatively, if the jets would appear to be short lived phenomena then evolution effects become important because of the
longer travel times to the observer of the radiation from the
receding jet: tltave, s 6.5103 / cos (j) kpc"' yr, where / is the distance
in kiloparsecs along the jet from the parent galaxy. / is typically a
few tens of kiloparsecs for B 0844 + 31 so that evolutionary effects
would be important if the lifetime of the jet is S10 J yr. This might
be proven by higher resolution observations if tni(~dln)or
d L/vn
(~d} 3 ' 7 ) indeed give useful estimates for the lifetime of the jet.

1. The magnetic field in B 0844+ 31 is circumferential.
2. The jet in B 0844+ 31 is either transient or it must
confined by an external pressure.
3. The absence of a counterjet to the presently observ
brightness sensitivity limit can be explained by Doppler redshift
or by fast evolution of the jet.
4. The further evolution of the source may be compara
to that of 3C 310.
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CHAPTER VI

Multifrequency observations of extended radio galaxies III; 3C 465.

Abstract.

Total intensity and polarization maps made at 610 MHz and 4995 MHz using
the Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope are presented for the wide tail radio
galaxy 3C 465. A multifrequency comparison has been made using these and previously published observations at 1.4 GHz (Miley and van der Laan, 1973) and 2.7
GHz (Riley and Branson, 1973).
Polarization data are available at the three highest frequencies for
three different regions along the tails. An analysis of these data was made
using simple Faraday dispersion models (Burn, 1966). For each region the depolarization and the rotation of the polarization position angles at the various
frequencies were constrained to fit simultaneously. In this way the foreground
rotation measure (RIL), the rotation measure intrinsic to the source (RM„) and
a parameter (?) related to the importance of the random component of the magnetic field are determined.
After correction for the foreground rotation the projected magnetic field
along the tails of 3C 465 has been derived. The field is directed along these
tails and is indicative of a helical symmetry.
It is shown that for structures in radio galaxies for which a good correlation between the magnetic field and intensity distributions may be presumed
(such as radio tails and jets) a tnultifrequency polarization analysis can be
used to determine limits to the inclination angles of these structures with the
line of sight and thus, in the case of head-tail sources, of the trajectories
of their parent galaxies.
- Thermal electron densities are n = 1-4x10 cm
and the corresponding
-1
-1
Alfven velocities V - 400-800 km sec
to 700-1400 km sec depending on the
region. These values are in agreement with those found for other head-tail

jpj

sources. The spectral index distributions along the tails indicate that reaccel-äSr
eration or replenishment of the radiating particles is needed. Because of the

,$?•;•.
•&:*••

relatively high (equipartition) magnetic field strengths the energy loss probleir..-i;V;?i
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for 3C 465 seems even worse than for other lower luminosity head-tail sources.
Finally, there seem to be indications of a gaseous halo surrounding the parent
(cD) galaxy of 3C 465.

1. Introduction.

Since the discovery of head-tail radio galaxies (Ryle and Windram, 1968)
detailed studies of this class of sources have increased our understanding of
how radio galaxies evolve and what the conditions are in the media which surround them.
Sources which are well studied at several frequencies are 3C 129 and NGC 1265
(see for example Miley, 1973 and Miley, Wellington and van der Laan, 1975),
IC 708 and IC 711 (Wilson and Vallee, 1977) and B 1615+35 (Ekers, Fanti, Lari
and Ulrich, 1979).
All these sources have relatively low radio luminosities (power at 178 MHz
25
-1
less than "u 2 x 10

WR<; ) . A class of more powerful head-tail sources is con-

stituted by the so called wide-angle tails (e.g. Owen and Rudnick, 1973;
Fomalont and Bridle, 1978; Valentijn, 1979) which have radio luminosities intermediate between those of complex radio galaxies and "classical doubles". Here
we present a multifrequency analysis of the brightest wide angle tail source,
3C 465, which is identified with the cD galaxy NGC 7720 and lies in the cluster
Abell 2634. Previously a high resolution multifrequency study of 3C 465 has
been made by Riley and Branson (1973), using (less sensitive) observations at
1.4 GHz, 2.7 GHz and 5 GHz.
This is the third of a series of multifrequency studies of extended radio
galaxies by the author using the Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope. In the
previous papers I and II (van Breugel, 1980) we dealt with the relatively low
luminosity double radio galaxies 3C 310 and B 0844+31 respectively which also
have complex morphologies, including radio "knots" and jets. The calibration,
reduction and analysis of the data for 3C 465 has been performed in the same
way as described in paper I. Total intensity and polarization maps were made
using observations at 610 MHz, 1415 MHz (from Miley and van der Laan, 1973) and
4995 MHz. Parameters pertaining to these observations are given in Table 1.
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2. Observations.

2.1 Integral Parameters.

Integrated flux density and polarization parameters determined from our
observations are given in Table 2. Taking into account the unavoidable resolution effects, in particular at 5 GHz, our values are in agreement with single
dish observations (Conway, Daintree and Long, 1965; Kellermann, Pauliny-Toth
and Williams, 1969). Because resolution effects are also present in some other
published data of 3C 465 (see Tabara and Inoue, 1980 for references) a detailed
comparison for the integrated polarization parameters is not meaningful. This
and the complexity of the source structure suggests that previous values for
the integrated rotation measure (Vallee and Kronberg, 1975; Tabara and Inoue,
1980) are of little physical relevance.

2.2 Intensity and Polarization Distributions.

610 MHz

The intensity map is shown in Figure 1. We note the three distinct components (A, B, E) which were already apparent in the 408 MHz nap of Macdonald,
Neville and Ryle, 1966. Our observations show that the tails bend sharply at
their ends (G, H ) . The large scale symmetry in the source remains however.
At this frequency no polarization was detected. We can set limits of 4%
for component F and less than 2% for all other components (see Figure 1).

1415 MHz

We have used the observations of Miley and van der Laan, 1973. Intensity
and polarization maps can be found in their paper.

4995 MHz

Our intensity and polarization maps are shown in Figure 2. Comparison of
our intensity map with that of Riley and Branson, 1973 made at 2.7 GHz shows
good qualitative agreement. Of particular interest are the "tails" extending
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outward from both C and D. Spurious grating rings at ^ \7> {y 2a) level occur
in the intensity and polarization maps at multiples of *> 1.4' x 1.4' cosec 6
around these strong components. Furthermore residual sidelobes show east-west
distortions in the intensity map less than ^ 0.5% of the peak values. This
means in particular that some of the emission west of the core may be real.
This impression is enforced by the presence of polarized emission west of the
unpolarized core (Figure 2b).
In Figure 3 the percentage polarization (p- (%)) at various positions is
plotted as function of the distance along the tails which is defined by -he
ridge line in the total intensity map (Figure 4 ) . Note that in regions with
steep gradients in the total intensity, the errors in p,-(%) can become large.
In several regions the polarized intensity is resolved. From Figures 2
(b,c) and 3 we note that: 1) the polarized intensity distribution is more complex than the total intensity structure. In particular the relative maxima in
the polarized intensity are found along the edges of the tails. 2) the polarization position angles are in general perpendicular to the contours of the total
intensity. 3) p.(^) tends to increase along the tails and approaches the maximum value expected from the simple theory of synchrotron emission (p
100x(3a+3)/(3a+5)=75%, a is the spectral index defined by S

(%) =

a

^ v ~ ) . 4) rela-

tive minima in p,-(%) occur in regions where the polarization position angles
change rapidly. This is probably caused by a rapid change of polarization position angles within one beam ("beam depolarization").
These characteristics resemble those commonly found among other complex
radio sources (e.g. Miley and van der Laan, 1973; van Breugel, 1980 papers I
and II).

3. Spectral Comparison.

3.1 Intensity (0.6/1.4 GHz and 1.4/5 GHz).

The spectrum of the integrated flux density is straight and has a spectral
index a = 0.81 ± 0.02 (S

i> v~ a ) in Veron's flux density scale (Veron et al. 1974).

The spectral index however varies considerably as function of distance
from the parent galaxy. In Figure 5 the spectral indices a.*. and a " are
plotted as function of distance along the tails. The core (C) has a flat spec-
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1 4
trum (a * = 0.0 ± 0.2, Miley and van der Laan, 1973). This will influence the
spectral index of the tails within a beam size from the position of C. Within
the uncertainties our spectral indices (a-* ) agree with those given by Riley
and Branson, 1973, although for region B our values are systematically slightly larger.
We note the following:
1. The spectrum steepens quickly within the first few arcminutes along
1 4
both the EW and NS tails. This is most clearly seen in a / .
2. At B and just beyond D the steepening is much less. This is apparent in
0 6
14
both a. . and a_
3. In the low brightness regions between B-A (EW-tail) and E-F (NS-tail)
the spectrum steepens again. This is best seen in a.',. Between B-A the a-"
is less reliable because of a spurious grating ring at 5 GHz.
4. At the outer ends of the tails (A and F) the spectral index could only
be determined between 1.4 GHz and 0.6 GHz. The spectrum nearby F again steepens
rapidly (a,*, % 1.2 - 1.6), surprisingly, near A no further steepening occurs

The general behaviour of the spectral index along the tails of 3C 465 is
comparable to that found in other head-tail galaxies such as 3C 129, NGC 1265
and B 1615+35 (references are given in section 1). Since the NS-tail of 3C 465
1 4
is slightly resolved at 1.4 GHz we also examined a c
in transverse directions.
Although within the errors (y 0.2) we found that the spectrum was systematically
steeper at the west side of the tail. High resolution observations with good
sensitivity for large scale features would be useful in order to confirm such
a possible difference in spectral index across the tails.
Comparing a,.'
a '

and a\\

a

t equal positions along the tails, we find that

seems to be systematically larger than a,*A» as expected if radiative

losses are occurring. Although the uncertainties are large this may indicate
that the spectra of the tails steepen close to 1.4 GHz.

3.2 Polarisation (1.4/5 GHz).

In Figure 6 the polarization position angles and percentages are given for
the 5 GHz and 1.4 GHz observations using maps at equal resolution (23"x51").
2 2 4
Small differences in the positions of the relative maxima of P = (Q +U ) between 5 GHz and 1.4 GHz were found. The points plotted in Figure 6 were obtained by integrating the I, Q and U maps at each of the two frequencies over
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one beam size centered at the peaks in P at 1.4 GHz. Some intermediate points
then were added as well as three points (near regions B and E) obtained by
Riley and Branson, 1973 at 2.7 GHz with comparable resolution.
We note the following characteristics when going outwards along the tails.
In general the percentage polarization increases rapidly at all frequencies.
This was already noted by Riley and Branson, 1973 and Miley and van der Laan,
1973 and is commonly found for radio-tail galaxies (Miley, 1973). We note that
the increase in p. ,(%) along the NS-tail is much less than that in p„ ,(%) or
Pc(%). Yet, the depolarization (see section 4.1 for the definition) does not
vary significantly. Along this tail the amount of rotation between the polarization position angles at 5 GHz and 1.4 GHz decreases between componentD and E.
Along the EW-tail the situation is complex. Both at 5 GHz and 1.4 GHz we
note the dips in p (%) at components A and B. Like in the full resolution 5
GHz maps these dips are most likely due to "beam depolarization" caused by a
change of the polarization position angles (and hence of the magnetic field
direction) on a scale less than the beam size. This is entirely plausible considering the correlation of these relative minima in p (%) with the regions
where the structure of the source changes i.e. the bend in component B and the
transition of "bridge" to "blob1 near component A.
This characterictic of p (%) along the EW-tail is reflected in the oscillating behaviour of the polarization position angles.

4. Further Analysis of the Polarization Data.

The polarization data will be analyzed using simple analytic models based
on the theory of Faraday dispersion (Burn, 1966). In view of the many theoretical assumptions (Burn, 1966) and '<.he observational limitations (finite resolution, few frequencies) it is clear that analysis of polarization data of radio
galaxies must be treated with great caution. Because polarization data of radio
galaxies have potentially important physical implications we have attempted
such a detailed analysis for 3C 465 and regard the results as illustrative and
useful. Including the 2.7 GHz data of Riley and Branson, 1973, polarization
data (position angles and percentages) are available at three frequencies (1.4
GHz, 2.7 GHz and 5 GHz) for three regions of 3C 465: E and East and West of
component B (see Figure 6 ) . It is for these regions that we will try to fit
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the polarization data using Burn's models.

4.1 Model Fitting.

In complex notation the polarization at a certain frequency can be written
2iy
as p e
v, where p = polarization percentage and x = polarization position
angle. The complex depolarization between two frequencies v. and v„ is then defined as

„2,1 -Pj
Ü e2i<W

(v1, >v
).
2 2

(1)

Burn, 1966, gives his models in the form
_ Pv

Here p~ and x n

(2)

f(S).
are

the polarization parameters at zero-wavelength and f(S) =

/ f(y)exp(-Sy)dy is the complex Laplace transform of a function f(y) (y = x/L,
0
where 0 < x < L is the pathlength through the source with L as the maximum
length along the line of sight) which depends on the assumed geometry of the
dispersing medium. We have considered the two configurations given by Burn,
1966, namely a slab and a sphere. The complex variable S is defined as
S = (RMgX2)

? - 2i(RMgX2)

(X in m ) .

(3)

Where RM_ is the rotation measure in the radio source due to the uniform field
b

component only and is defined as:
L
RMC = 2.62 x 10~ 1 3 / n H cosi dl
S
e u
0

(rad/m2).

(4)

L = line of sight through the source (cm).

H

cosi = uniform magnetic field component along the line of sight,
i = the inclination angle.

m

The parameter £ depends both on the relative scale size and the relative energy -0
density of the random magnetic field and is defined as

g&
•••.%
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2

where H

= random component of the magnetic field, 6 = scale size of the mag-

netic field tangling. L/6

= N = number of "cells" along the line of sight. Re-

writing (5) as £ = ((RM/N)/RM ) 2 , where RM = 2.62 x 10~ 1 3 n
r
s
r

H 6 one can iner

terpret this parameter as a measure for the importance of the rotation measure
of the random field (N cells along the line of sight).
Before these models for the polarization of the source can be fitted, the
effect of foreground rotation must be removed from the observed polarization
position angles. The importance of Galactic foreground rotation in the direction
of 3C 465 was already noted by Riley and Branson, 1973. Moreover, since 3C 465
is identified with the cD galaxy NGC 7720 (Griffin, 1963; Matthews, Morgan and
Schmidt, 1964) and lies in the cluster of galaxies A 2634, some foreground roj tation might occur in a possible gaseous halo surrounding NGC 7720 or in the
;cluster itself (see also section 7.4.). In our model fits we have treated the
j foreground rotation measure (RM_) as an additional free parameter.
The three frequencies provide two complex, percentage polarization ratios
D

and D.

where 1, 2 and 3 correspond to 5 GHz, 2.7 GHz and 1.4 GHz respec-

tively. Therefore for each position, 4 independent points with their appropriate
(la) uncertainties, must be fitted simultaneously using 3 variables (RM„, RM„
iand £ ) . This was carried out using a computer program in which RM_, RMO and £
!
2
,
1
2
were varied within the ranges 0 < RM^ < -150 rad m , 0 < |RM
< 150 rad m
and 0 < £ < 100 with increments of 3 rad m -2 , 3 rad m -2 and• 0.5 respectively.
Smaller steps for some selected areas in the parameter space were tried but
this gave only minor refinements in the model fits. Before the iteration proce'dure was begun, the least possible rotation between 5 GHz and 2.7 GHz was determined (after correcting for foreground rotation). This fixed the sign for RM O
and thus also for the rotation between 5 GHz and 1.4 GHz. This rotation was
assumed to be less than |ir| radians. If extra rotations over ir radians would
exist, larger rotation measures would be implied. The allowed ranges were based
on the following reasoning:
-2
1. The allowable range for the foreground rotation 0 < RM_ < -150 rad m
was chosen because a recent analysis by Simard-Normandin and Kronberg, 1979
using new polarization data of extragalactic radio sources indicates that 3C 465
is located at the border of a region where large galactic rotation measures
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-2
-2
exist with typical values ranging from -50 rad m
to -150 rad m
2. The maximum value for |RM | was chosen such that all possible model pas
rameters could be tried. For the maximum allowed rotation between 5 GHz and 1.4
GHz (|TT| radians) and a model with a uniform field (£ = 0) and either a slab or
i
i
-2
sphere geometry one finds |RM
s | = 150 rad m . All other model parameters give
smaller rotation measures.
3. The models become increasingly insensitive for large values of £ and
0 < C < 100 was chosen as a reasonable range.
Table 3 and Figure 7 (a) demonstrate the range in RMp, RM_ and £ acceptable
for simultaneous fits to D, and x, for the three regions of the source and FigA
A
ure 'I (b) shows how the fits vary with changing £. The slab and spherical geometry gave similar results. These allow the following conclusions to be made
for R*L, RM

and ?.

RM„: For all these independently fitted regions the values of RM^ for which
models could be fitted are consistent with the large, negative foreground rotation measures found by Simard-Normandin and Kronberg, 1979. These values of RMp
furthermore do not depend on the assumed geometry.
Differences in RtL for the individual regions exist however, in particular
between E and B (east and west). Regarding all the assumptions we consider these
differences not very significant. They could however result if the galactic

,

foreground rotation in the direction of 3C 465 varies on a scale of arcminutes.
Another possible explanation could be a difference in foreground rotation
caused by an intervening magneto-ionic medium (halo or cluster gas) between
widely spaced regions such as E in the NS-tail and B (east and west) in the EWtail. However, this would require rather high gas densities. Typically,
-2
-3
n

;> 10

cm

-7

if we assume a halo or cluster magnetic field of less than 10

Gauss (cf. Harris and Romanishin, 1974) and a difference between the line of
sights towards E and B of i. 50 kpc. Because B (east) has the most uniform polarization distribution at 5 GHz full resolution (although barely resolved in declination!) and because side-side depolarization is likely to be less important ."
than for E and B (west) since there the resolution is twice as bad, we think

*£

that the model fits derived for B (east) are the most reliable. We will there- \§i
fore adopt a foreground rotation measure of -90 rad m

RM : Larger values of RM

.

are found for smaller values of £- This is in agree-

%1&

i
j£&

ment with the known fact that more thermal matter can be present in a source if fg'£r.
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the magnetic field tangling is large (? small). At large values of ? the rotation measures RM_ did not vary much with changing £. The sphere geometry gives
o

somewhat larger values for RM_.
For

region B (west) the sign of the rotation measure remains ambiguous.

Interestingly, a negative RM g for this area would imply that the large scale
magnetic field projected along the line of sight has changed direction between
B(east) and B(west).
£: We find £ > I nearly independent of foreground rotation and model geometry.

5. Magnetic Field Distribution.
Using the above value for the foreground rotation measure we rotated the 5
2
GHs polarization position angles over j7T + (0.06) x 90 = 1.90 rad (109 degrees)
in order to obtain the magnetic field directions (Figure 8 ) . These have not been
corrected for rotation intrinsic to the source (Wig) which is more uncertain
than RMp. For the regions modelled, such a correction (0.1 RM
not exceed 7

in degrees) would

in the magnetic field angles.

One can see from the Figure 8 that the magnetic field in general is aligned

r

along the tails, even very close to the core. This is comparable to the magnetic
field structure in other head tail sources such as NGC 1265 (Miley, Wellington
and van der Laan, 1975) and gives some confidence that the analysis of the polarization data given in the previous section is correct.
Along the NS-tail the magnetic field configuration is very suggestive of a
helix. Alternatively, some of the components (E, B.) may have circumferential
magnetic fields.

6. Physical Parameters.
In Table 4 some intrinsic physical parameters which can be derived from

•.£.

the total intensity data a r e listed for the several distinguishable components

;jp

of 3C 465. T h e volumes were calculated assuming prolate spheroidal symmetries.

£*:-

For the energies and magnetic f i e l d s , equipartition has been assumed as well as

|gr;

equal energies in the relativistic electrons and heavy particles and a filling
factor for the radiation of unity. Further the radio spectra were assumed to be
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'(:?_

optically thin with cut-off frequencies at 10

and 10

Hz. The radiation life-

times were calculated for v = 5 GHz taking into account synchrotron and inverse
Compton losses (van der Laan and Perola, 1969).
Physical parameters which in principle can be derived from the model fits
to the polarization data are the thermal electron density n

(using (4)) and

the typical "cellsize" of the magnetic field tangling (using (5)). To do this in
practice, we must know the strengths of the uniform and randomized components
of the magnetic field; the former projected along the line of sight. One can
estimate these as follows (Burn (1966)). Due to magnetic field tangling the
theoretical intrinsic polarization (p = 100 x (3a+3)/(3a+5) %) is reduced by a
a
2
2
2
factor H /(H + H ) , where H and H are the uniform and random components
of
r
u
u
r
u
r
the magnetic field. In the absence of thermal matter or, equivalently, at zerowavelength one has no Faraday depolarization, thus:

P0

H2
= Pa ' ^ 2
u r

<7>

Here p Q = zero wavelength percentage polarization. Since at small wavelengths
Faraday depolarization is negligible, one can approximate p~ by the percentage
polarization observed at the highest frequency (5 GHz). Note again that this is
then P Q seen at a particular resolution (23" x 51")• From (pQ) then one can derive the relative strengths of the random and uniform magnetic fields (H /H )
2
and, if we assume H

2
+ H

2
= H

r

u

, the individual field strengths.

In order to derive the typical cellsize of the magnetic field tangling in
the different components the inclination angle of the uniform magnetic field
along the line of sight must be known. Using the values of £ which were found
from the model fits it is possible to set (lower) limits on these inclination
angles. This is easily seen if we rewrite (5) as follows:
H
j
|cos i| = ~ (N?)""5
u

(8)

Since N > 1 a limit to the inclination angle is found if (H /H )£
—

For nearly all models we find (H /H )£

i

5

r

u

5

< 1.

< 1 and typical limits to the in-

clination angles of the uniform field in the components E, B(east and west) are
o
.
5 . These results lead to the interesting conclusion that: If the uniform
i > 45
magnetic field is directed mainly along the tails, then rmltifrequency polariza-0£
tion data may make it possible to determine lower limits for the inclination of g?}
these tails with the line of sight, and henae of the trajectory of head-tail
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sources.'
The same also holds for other structures in radio galaxies for which one
can presume a good correlation between magnetic field direction and morphology
(such as in radio jets for example).
If we assume that within the allowed range of 45

< i < 90

the uniform

field directions are distributed at random then on average i - 75 . Assuming
cylindrical symmetry the line of sight through the tails is L = D ± (sin i)
where D± is the diameter.
We then find that the number of cells along the line of sight in the components is ^ 10 and typical cell sizes are > 0.5 kpc. The thermal electron density n

can be computed using (4) and the Alfven velocity is given by v. =
s ii
6
—i
—1
"
He (4irp) = 2.18 x 10 H
n ~ 2 km sec . From our model fits for RM_ we then
1
_3 _3
eq e
_.
S
find n = 2-4x10 cm
for all components, V - 400-800 km sec
for E and V «
700-1400 km sec

for both components in B. All these results are rather inde-

pendent of the assumed geometry.
Other head-tail galaxies for which multifrequency polarization data have
been analyzed are NGC 1265, B 1615+35 and IC 711 (for references see section 1).
-4
-3 -3
In these sources one finds typical thermal electron densities of 10 - 10 cm
(VGC 1265), 2 x 10~ 3 cm" 3 (IC 711) and Alfven velocities of 650 km sec"1 (NGC

J

1

1265) and 250-300 km sec" B 1615+35).

}

Our values agree with these, although relatively high Alfven velocities

f-

may exist in 3C 465 due to the relatively strong (equipartition) magnetic fields

j_-

in this source.

|

7. Discussion.
7,1 Source Morphology.
The parent galaxy (NGC 7720) of 3C 465 is situated near the projected center of the cluster A 2634 (distance class 1, richness class 1; Abell, 1957). NGC
7720 has two nuclei (Matthews, Morgan and Schmidt, 1964) the southern and most
luminous of which (NGC 7720a) is identified with the core of 3C 465 (Riley and
. Branson, 1973).
Scott, Robertson and Tarenghi, 1977, have studied 17 galaxies in A 2634
spectroscopically including the two nuclei of NGC 7720. Depending on three devi, ant velocities of galaxies which perhaps are not cluster members they derive a
i

•••/}
.'*,
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dispersion in the line of sight velocities (an) of either 310 km sec
or 927
-1
km sec . If we assume that the center of mass velocity of the whole galaxy is
nearly equal to that of NGC 7720a we derive a probable sky velocity (=(3aK 2 l
(V -<V>) ) , where V is the line of sight velocity of the galaxy and <V> is
_ i

the average line of sight velocity of the cluster) of either 445 km sec

or

1570 km sec

. As was noted by Scott, Robertson and Tarenghi, 1977 A 2634
44
-1
would be underluminous in X-ray emission (L £ 1 0
erg sec ) when put in the
L

versus velocity dispersion diagram (Solinger and Tucker, 1972; Mitchell et
-1
al., 1977) if a_ is 927 km sec . This may argue for the lowest velocity disper.
-1
sion. We will consider 1570 km sec

as a likely upper limit for the sky velocity

of NGC 7720.
The occurrence of brightness enhancements along radio tails such as observed in 3C 465 has led several authors to apply plasmon ejection models in
order to analyze radio tail sources following methods originally proposed by
Jaffe and Perola, 1973. A conceptually different interpretation can be made assuming beam models (Begelman, Rees and Blandford, 1979) and a mixture of both
approaches may be appropriate.
Calculations in which presumed plasmon trajectories could be fitted only
approximately through the peak intensities along the tails of 3C 465 indicate
that the velocity ratio of plasmon ejection (v ) to galaxy motion (v_) is ^ 3.
Since v„ could be much less than 1570 km sec

, this implies that the ejection

velocity of the plasmons could be relatively low and that gravitation by the
parent galaxy must be taken into account (cf. Jaffe and Perola, 1973).
furthermore, since the Alfven velocities may be comparable to the galaxy
speed, merging of the individual plasmons may occur because the radiating particles then can diffuse back along the tails towards the parent galaxy (cf. Jaffe
and Perola, 1973). The slowly diminishing intensity towards the galaxy in component E could indicate such an upstream diffusion.
A further complication arises from the fact that the galaxy has a double
nucleus. The line of sight velocities of both nuclei have been measured (Jenner,
1974; Scott, Robertson and Tarenghi, 1977) and their velocity difference is
large: ^ 1100 km sec. . This indicates that the peculiar velocity of NGC 7720a
could be quite high. If the radio emission of 3C 465 arises from low velocity

5

beams (^ 500 km sec" ) such as proposed by Blandford and Icke, 1978 for 3C 31

|

this would be a significant effect.

|

It has been suggested that massive elliptical galaxies have formed due to
the merging of two or more galaxies (Toomre and Toomre (1972), Hausman and
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Ostriker (1978), Roos and Norman (1979)). Perhaps NGC 7720 is in the late stages
of such a merging process. Note also that the number of neighbouring galaxies
visible on the Palomar Sky Survey plates is relatively high.
The (quasi-)continuous ejection of plasmons or beams from NGC 7720

during

the merging process could have formed the waving EW-tail and the bending at the
ends of the tails of 3C 465. We measure a wavelength along the EW-tail of ^ 90
kpc. If we take the equivalent distance ('v 50 kpc) along the trajectory of the
galaxy defined by the main symmetry axis of 3C 465, we find a timescale for this
Q

wave of 0.3 - 1x10 yrs depending on the assumed sky velocity for NGC 7720. This
is comparable to the typical timescale for merging of galaxies (Roos and Norman,
1979).
The complexity of the radio morphology and the additional number of free
parameters resulting from peculiar motion of the two nuclei do not make it worthwhile to make detailed model fits to the trajectories of beams or plasmons.
7.2 The Variation of the Polarization Parameters along the Tails.
Because of the more complex structure of the EW tail we will limit our discussion on the variation of the polarization along the tails to that observed in
the NS-tail.
The decrease of the amount of rotation of the polarization position angles
between components D and E (Figure 6) may indicate that the rotation measure becomes smaller. Alternatively, since larger values for the field tangling parameter £ result in less rotation other possible explanations could be that (see
equation 5) the relative scale size of the magnetic field tangling (—) increases
Li

and/or the inclination angle of the uniform field component becomes larger and/
or the fraction of magnetic field energy in the random field component increases.
This last possibility is in conflict with the increasing percentage polarization
observed at 5 GHz. Note that increasing

£

results in only minor changes of the

depolarization at 1.4 GHz, (see for example Figure 7) which is in agreement with
the nearly constant depolarization observed along the NS-tail (D = 0.1 between

'4;„
• vis

5 GHz and 1.4 GHz, see Figure 6).
Qualitatively, a decrease in the rotation measure is expected because of

if
|||

the observed expansion between components D and E. For a fixed magnetic flux and

gjgi

total number of thermal electrons, RM ^ r . A n explanation for a possible ins
.
.
6
crease of the relative scale size of the magnetic field tangling (—) is less
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straightforward. It is possible that the magnetic field becomes less tangled
between D and E. The increasing percentage polarization at 5 GHz indicates that
the magnetic field becomes more ordered. The high resolution maps (Figure 2b)
and percentage polarization (Figure 3) show that much of this ordering occurs
along the edges of the tail. Higher resolution polarization maps must show how
the field tangling evolves in the centre of the tail. Most of the polarized flux
is observed along the edges which is suggestive of shearing of the magnetic
field at the interface of tail and intergalactic medium. It must be stressed
therefore that the magnetic field distribution shown in section 5 may be a very
superficial phenomenon i.e. it may even not be relevant for the magnetic field
structure inside the tails.
High resolution multifrequency polarization observations of 3C 465 might
provide experimentally many of the aforementioned important physical parameters.
7.3 The Need for Reaooeleration along the Tails.
An immediate consequence of the relatively high equipartition magnetic field
in 3C 465 is that synchrotron losses are large. Taking purely synchrotron losses
we find a radiation lifetime at 5 GHz of ^ 4 x 10 yrs in the front region of the^
tails, so that for a velocity of the galaxy of 1570 km sec

no radiation should .i

be observed at this frequency at distances larger than 6 kpc from the parent
galaxy!

i;-

To match the observed spectral index distribution at least up to *v 3

arcmin from the galaxy one would need either the velocity of the galaxy to be
about 10 times larger, which is absurd, or a magnetic field which is an order of
magnitude lower than the derived equipartition magnetic field. Inverse Compton
losses against 3 K background photons would then be the dominant loss mechanism.
The observed expansion along the tails (at least a factor 2 between components D
and E for example) would steepen the spectrum even more. Reacceleration or replenishment of the radiating relativistic particles is therefore needed along
the tails.

Here we have made the usual assumption (of the independent blob model) that the&,
relevant timescale for the emission at a certain position along the tails is
%t
given by the time elapsed since the galaxy has passed.
$£.

I
'•'•''(•
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Many theories have been proposed in order to explain how reacceleration can
occur along the tails and in the lobes of radio galaxies. In view of the number
of theories and more important, the numbe : of assumptions and free parameters
involved in each model a detailed discussion of their applicability to 3C 465
is not given in this paper. It is easily possible for example, to fit a model
for the spectral index along the tails of 3C 465 such as was used by Pacholczyk
and Scott, 1976 for the "standard" head-tail source 3C 129, but it is not very
instructive because of the sensitivity to the efficiency of reacceleration,
adiabatic expansion losses and magnetic field strengths.
Problems which in addition should be taken into account in order to obtain
a selfconsistent model for 3C 465 are the importance of upstream diffusion due
to possibly large Alfven velocities and, in contrast to 3C129, the fact that the
source evolution may be significantly influenced by a gaseous halo (Norman and
Silk, 1979).
The need for reacceleration seems to be even larger for 3C 465 than for
other head-tail sources such as 3C 129 and B 1615+35. Perhaps this is related to
the fact that 3C 465 is more powerful. Its luminosity approaches that of "classical" Type II double sources for which the energy loss/supply problem is outstanding (see for example Cygnus A; Hargrave and Ryle, 1974). To account for the
energy losses in the lobes of such classical doubles a beam model involving continuous re-supply of energy was originally proposed by Rees, 1971 (see Blandford
and Rees, 1978 for a review of this model and later versions of it). The existence of radio jets and the collimated streamers in the heads of head-tail
sources may be considered as evidence in favour of such (quasi-)continuous
energy supply model for the relatively low luminosity sources (van Breugel and
Miley, 1977). Also a radio jet is observed in at least one strong double source
(3C 219, Turland 1975).
If one envisages the tails of 3C 465 as beams or jets, than it is more
likely that the relevant time scale of the radio emisssion is given by the flow
velocity (V ) of the thermal gas in the tails. To get an order of magnitude
r
estimate for V_ we can use similar reasoning as has been made for freely expanding radio jets (e.g. Readhead, Cohen and Blandford, 1978; see also Perley,
tfillis and Scott, 1979) i.e. the Mach number (M) can be determined from the
opening angle (9) of the tail: M = 2 cotan 9. We measure cotan 9 = 5 . Assuming
(free) expansion at the (generalized) sound speed V„ = (u/p) , where u is the
energy density and p is the gas density, we find flow velocities (V„ = MV O ) of
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5000 and 10.000 km s

in components E and B„ respectively. Although more de-

tailed models are necessary this indicates that the flow velocities in a beam
might be relatively high (even after correcting for the velocity of the galaxy
itself). This could relieve the need for reacceleration somewhat.

7.4 The Environment of 3C 465.

Head-tail sources can be used for studying the intergalactic medium through
which they presumably move (Miley et al., 1972). Detailed models were first developed by Jaffe and Perola, 1973 (for 3C 129) who used independent plasmons as
probes to determine the intergalactic gas density and temperature. As we have
seen in section 7.1 the complicated structure of 3C 465 does not allow a similar
detailed analysis.
However it is possible to estimate the temperature of the intracluster gas
in A 2634 from the relationship between the velocity dispersion of galaxies in
X-ray clusters and the temperature using thermal bremsstrahlung models (Mitchell
Ives and Culhane, 1977; Mushotzky et al., 1978). A correlation seems to exist,
except perhaps at large temperatures (kT > 7 keV) and velocity dispersions
(/3a„ > 2100 km sec

) . Using this correlation for A 2634 we find temperatures

kT < 5 keV since the velocity dispersion is at most equal to /3 x 927 = 1610 km
sec

(Scott, Robertson and Tarenghi, 1977).
It seems therefore reasonable to assume that the temperature of the inter-

galactic gas in A 2634 is < 6 x 10

K. Assuming static thermal confinement of
i
— 12
—
the ends of the tails (A, F) of 3C 465 we have nT„ kT = -r u = 1.7 x 10
erg cm
IG
3
-4
(Table 4 ) , which implies an intergalactic gas density n
of more than 2 x 10
-3 .
.
cm
in the region around the components A and F.
If we assume that component E is also in pressure equilibrium with its sur-4
-3
roundmgs the external gas density must be higher here: n T _ > 5 x 10
cm
7
again adopting a temperature T < 6 x 10 K.
It is possible that the dense gas surrounding NGC 7720 does not permeate
the cluster as a whole but is a circumgalactic gaseous halo. The existence of

f__:

such halos around massive galaxies is to be expected naturally due to infalling :£
gas from the cluster (Gull and Northover, 1975). Recently X-ray halos have been f£
observed surrounding M 87 (Gorenstein et al. 1977) and Cygnus A (Fabbiano et al.0£1979). Also it has been found that many cD galaxies coincide with the centroids jp;
of X-ray sources in clusters of galaxies (Schwartz et al., 1979), which might ^};\.
indicate the general presence of hot gaseous halos surrounding such objects.
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Sensitive, high resolution X-ray observations with HEAO-II might provide good
estimates of their temperatures and in combination with radio data for radio
sources such as presented here it may be possible to study the pressure and gas
density in gaseous halos as a function of the distance from the parent galaxy.

8. Conclusions.
Summarizing the most important conclusions we find that:
1. Simple model fits to polarization percentage and position angles using
observations at three frequencies (5 GHz, 2.7 GHz and 1,4 GHz) give similar
values of the foreground rotation measure for different regions in 3C 465. These
values are consistent with those found in the litterature.
2. We find rotation measures intrinsic to the source of ^ |io| to % |50|
-2
rad m
depending on the importance of the random component of the magnetic field
and slightly on the assumed geometry.
3. The magnetic field is directed along the tails and is suggestive of a
helical symmetry.
4. Our model fits indicate that the inclination angle of the uniform field
component to the line of sight is greater than 45 . For radio galaxies such an
analysis can give indicative values for the inclination angle of these structures
with the line of sight and, in the case of head-tail sources, the trajectory of
the parent galaxy.
5. The thermal electron density has been determined in three different
regions and we find n a 2-4 x 10—3 cm—3 in all regions and Alfven velocities of
e
—1
—1
700-1400 km sec

in component B and 400-800 km sec

in E.

6. Reacceleration or replenishment of the radiating relativistic particles
is needed along the tails. Because of the relatively high (equipartition) magnetic field strengths the energy loss problem for 3C 465 seems even worse than
that encountered in lower luminosity head-tail sources.
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Table 1

Observing
frequency
(MHz)

Observational Parameters

Field Centre
RA(1950)
DECO950)
H M
S
D M S

Observing
Time
(hours)

Observing
a e

Interferometer
Spacings (X)
shortest/increment/longest

Halfpower beam- EMS Noise at
width (arc s)
Field Centre
RA x DEC
(mJy/beam)

610

23 36 10

26 43 00

1 x 12

sept/nov.1973

110

73

2963

54 X

120

1.5

1415

23 35 58

26 43 59

1 x 12

aug. 1972

340

340

6792

23 X

51

1.2

4995

23 35 58

26 43 59

2 x 12

Jan. 1973

900

600

24300

15

1.5

6.8

X

Table 2
Some observed source properties.

NS-tail

EW-tail

Integrated

5.4

8.5

Angular extent
(along major axis)
0.. (arcmin)

Flux density (Jy)
0.6 GHz

8.5 + 0.4

7.6 + 0.4

16.1 + 0.8

1.4 GHz

4.7 ± 0.2

3.2 ± 0.2

7.9 + 0.4

5.0 GHz

1.5 + 0.2

1.0 + 0.1

2.5 + 0.3

< 0.3

< 0.6

< 0.4

< 1.1

1.5+0.6

.< 0.5

Polarization
0.6 GHz
P.A.

1.4 GHz

-

P.A.

15.0+2.4

7+8

-

12+2.4

4.6±2.0

5.0 GHz
68+4

164+5

62+12

Compact components detected at 5 GHz.
Component

RA(1950)

DEC(1950)

Flux density (mJy)

C (Core)

23h35m58?94±0.04

26°45'1677+0.4

291 ± 13

D

23 36 01.49+0.04

26 44 51.8±0.4

196 +

I

8 (peak)
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Table 3

Model fit parameters derived from the polarization data at three
different regions of 3C 465

SLAB

SPHERE

RM

RMp

Region

£

RM

3

- » •

_2
rad m

E

(])

rad m

rad m

-66

+51

+ 18

-90

+45

+24

-87

+24

+ 18

-99

+39

+ 15

-96

+33

-93

-30

£2.5

m

£2.0

-66

+75

+21

1.5- 4.5

-90

+69

+39

1.0-2.5

6.0-11.5

-87

+42

+24

3.0-9.5

0,3.0

-99

+57

+ 18

£2.0

+ 15

£4.0

-96

+48

+ 18

£3.0

- 9

£5.0

-93

-42

-12

£4.0

B- and BTT are the east and west components
Ei

rad

of component B (see Fig. 6 ) .

W

The arrows in the columns with RM g and £ indicate the corresponding direction
of variation in these variables (a smaller | R M O | implies a larger £ )
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z = 0.0302 (Scott, Robertson and Tarenghi, 1977)
luminosity distance = 91 Mpc [ H Q = 100, q = 0.5]
angular size conversion factor = 26 [kpc/arcmin]

Compon.

Ang.size

Lin.size

Volume

Flux
at 5 GHz
(except A
and F )
S

[arcsec ]

2

[kpc ]

66

3

[l0 cm ]

5

Power
at 5 GHz
(except A
and F)
P

5

Total

Total

Equip.

Min.

Radiation

Radio

Min.

Magn.

Energy

Lifetime

Luminosity

Energy

L

E .
min

Density
H

eq

U

min

[10 erg sec ] [l056erg] [lO^Gauss] [l0~ ergon ]

[mJy]

ac 5GHz
rad
[l06yrs]

A (m)

90x50

39x22

290.

307*

3.0*

5.5

14.8

0.7

0.5

16.5

Bj(m)

34x10

15x4.3

4.3

280

2.8

6.0

1.6

2.0

3.7

4.0

&J.34

90

0.9

1.2

^0.16

£2.2

£4.7

£3.5

291

2.9

300

3.0

4.1

0.48

2.4

5.3

3.1

268

2.7

5.7

3.1

1.2

1.3

8.3

486*

4.8*

6.9

15.3

0.8

0.5

14.0

B

2

(<l4,5)x

C

(<2.8)x2.8

2.0x(£0.5) 0.87x(<9.22)
^

D

11x8

E (m)

60x17.5

26x7.6

F (m)

90x50

39x22

m = mean
* = at 1.4 GHz

4.8x3.5

10~ 4
0.90

23.1
290.

26" HO Ott

26" UU 00-

26* UÖ 0Ö

23 H 36 M 10 s

23 H 35 M S0 s

23 H 35 M U0 s

23 H 35 M 30 s

Figure 1. A contour map of the total intensity of 3C 465 at 610 MHz.
Contour values are: -0.02 (dotted), 0.02, 0.04, 0.08, 0.16,
0.32, 0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.25, 1.5, 2, 2.5 Jy/beam. The cross
indicates the •position of the southern nucleus of NGC 7720
with which the radio source is identified.
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26-Uö o O —

26* Uli Ofl

0 j

23"36 M 05 3

23 H 3S M 5S 3

23 H 35 M S0 3

Figure 2a. A contour map of the total intensity of 3C 465 at 4995 MHz.
Contour values are: -5 (dotted), B, 10, 15, 20, 25, 40, 80,
160 mJy/beam.
The map has been corrected for primary beam attenuation.

H-

73

Figure 2b. A contour map of the linear polarized intensity of 3C 465 at
4995 MHz superimposed on a radio-photo of the total intensity.
Contour values are: 3, 4.5} 6, 7.5, 12, 17.5, 21, 25.5 mJy/beam.
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Figure 2c. The position angles of the electric vectors of the linear polarized intensity at 4995 MHz superimposed on a radio-photo of the
total intensity. The length of the vectors is arbitrary.
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'DC 1

'

'

'

3
EW-tail

Figure 3. The polarization percentage along the tails of 3C 465 at 5 GHz
full resolution. Since the polarized emission is mainly found
at the edges of the total intensity distribution, the positions
along the tails were obtained by projection on the ridge lines
in total intensity (Figure 4).
In regions where the ridge line curves rapidly, neighbouring
points in Pr(%) are not independent. For reference the maximum
total intensities along the ridge line are given at the top of
this figure.

I
m
76

26°40' -

23 h 36 m 10 !

23 h 35 m 50 S

.m. ;
23 h 35'"30

Figure 4. This figure shows the outer contours of the 0.6 GHz, 1.4 GHz
and 5 GHz full resolution intensity maps. The contour values
are 20, IS and 5 mJy/beam.
The ridge-line following the maxima in total intensities along
the tails is shown and intervals of 1 aremin are indicated.
Regions with enhanced emission are labelled (A, B~} B03 C3 D,
l
EandF).
*
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Figure 5. The spectral indices v\'% and a].'1* (Sv ^ v a)
plotted along the ridge-lines in total intensity of the tails as defined in Figure 4. For
reference the maximum intensities at 1.4 GHz
(convolved to 0.9'x2.0' resolution) and at
5 GHz (convolved to 23"xSl" resolution) are
also shown. Note the difference in the intensity scales for the two cases. The spectral
index points are not entirely independent: approximately two points per resolution element
are plotted.
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6. The polarization position angles and percentages at
5 GHz and 1.4 GHy. nearby the ridge lines in total intensity of the tails as defined in Figure 4. The 1, Q
and U maps ustrd were made with equal resolution !23"x
bl"). For reference the maximum intensities at b GHz
and 1.4 GHz are also given. Note again the difference
in intensity scales. The points obtained at 2..7 GHz
(at the same resolution) nearby B and E, are taken
from Kiley and Htwuson (1973).
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The range of parameters £ and RMg (rad m- 2 ,) which simultaneously fit (± la) the values
of depolarization D^ and rotation of the polarization position angle hx\ for regions E3
B(east) and B(west) using a slab model (see text). D-^ and Ax^ are defined as D-^ - P-^(l)
PQ(%) and hx\ - Xx ~ X«-P/iW and x 0 are the zero wavelength parameters extrapolated
from the 5 GHz data using the model.
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Figure 7b. Typiaal fits to D^ and &x\ f°v different 5 and aonstant rotation measures, RMp - -90
vad m~s and EMn = +36 rad m~s.

Figure 8. The projected magnetic field structure of SC 465 using a
foreground rotation measure of -90 rad m~% (see sect. 4.1).
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CHAPTER VII
Multifrequency observations of extended radio galaxies; IV. the large radio jet
galaxy 4CT74.17.1
W.J.M. van Breugel and A.G. Willis*

Summary•

49 cm, 21 cm and 6 cm total intensity and polarization data of the large
(^ 840 kpc, H

= 75 km sec

Mpc

) radio galaxy 4CT74.17.1 are discussed. The

source has a one-sided jet approximately 160 kpc long with a pronounced wiggle.
From the polarization data we find that the magnetic field is directed along the
jet over its entire length. The thermal electron density is ^ 4 x 10-3 cm-3 in
-4
-3
the jet and % 3 x 10
cm
in the outer lobes.
The optical field along the jet, including a close pair of galaxies one of
which is responsible for the radio emission has been mapped in the blue (effective wavelength ^ 4500 A ) .
If the wiggle in the jet is due to orbital interaction of the binary pair,
then the flow velocity of the jet has a median value, based on statistical estimates, of ij 520 km sec

. If the velocity is this low, then a) reacceleration

and/or fast replenishment of relativistic particles is necessary along the jet
and b) an extremely efficient ("v 100%) energy conversion process would be required if the kinetic energy flux of the thermal matter in the jet were to be co
verted into the required fresh relativistic material.
If, however, the wiggle in the jet were due to some other agency such as a
precessing central nuclear source or a flow instability and it could be shown
that the flow velocity was several thousand km sec

, then both requirements a)

and b) above would be alleviated.
If we make the assumption that a gaseous halo is likely to surround the pai
of very bright galaxies associated with 4CT74.17.1, then the radio jet can be
used to study its physical conditions. To illustrate this we have assumed a sim-[,;
pie model and we estimate a temperature for the halo gas of ^ 4 x 10 K and a ga.j;
density which is an order of magnitude lower than the gas density internal to
radio source at equivalent locations.
Radios terrewacht Westerbork.
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1. Introduction.

The radio source 4CT74.17.1 was detected by the authors as a background
source in a Westerbork 49 cm field originally observed for other purposes. Several properties of the source suggested that it warranted further study: a) its
large angular size of 'v 8 arcmin, b) even with the low 1 arcmin resolution at 49
cm, the central core source appeared slightly extended in the direction of the
two outer lobes and c) there was no optical identification precisely coincident
with the central source, although a number of galaxies were clearly present in
the optical field (Abell cluster 1500). On the basis of rather insensitive 11 cm
observations with the NRAO three element interferometer, Rudnick and Owen (1977)
concluded that the source was indeed identified with the southwestern member of
a pair of bright galaxies in A 1500 and they tentatively classified the source
as a wide-angled tailed radio galaxy.
Here we present the results of further observations of 4CT74.17.1 with the
Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope (WSRT) at wavelengths of 49, 21 and 6 cm.
Our observations confirm the identification suggested by Rudnick and Owen (1977)
and show that the source contains a one sided jet approximately 160 kpc long with
a bright "knot". To search for possible optical emission from the region of the
radio jet, the optical field, including the pair of galaxies, has been mapped in
the blue (effective wavelength 4500 A, filter width (FWHM) ^ 900 A) with the ISIT
vidicon video camera at the Kitt Peak 4 m telescope.
Section 2 describes the radio and optical observations and Sections 3 and 5
describe the resulting radio and optical maps respectively. In Section 4 we intercompare the radio data at the different wavelengths.

2. Observations.

The calibration, reduction and analysis of the radio data for 4CT74.17.1
has been done in the same way as for other extended radio galaxies studied with
the WSRT (see e.g. Willis and Strom, 1978; van Breugel, 1980 (I)). Table 1 lists
telescope parameters relevant to the observations. At 6 cm the array should have
had a total of 40 baselines but a considerable number of these unfortunately had
to be deleted because of interference or telescope failure.
The optical data were kindly taken by H. Butcher at Kitt Peak who calibrated
and reduced the data in a manner similar to that described by Butcher, van
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Breugel and Miley (1980). Because of the limited field of view (1.2 arcmin) of
the video camera, two different field centers were observed so as to cover the
entire length of the radio jet.

3. Radio Data.

3.1 49 am wavelength (608.5 MHz)

A 49 cm total intensity map is shown in Figure 1. We note three different
components all of which are resolved even with the low resolution (58"(ct) x 60"
(6)) available at 49 cm. The central component is clearly extended in the directions toward the two outer lobes while the two most prominent galaxies in the
optical field, whose positions are marked by crosses, are clearly displaced from
the peak of the central source. 6 Cm observations described below nevertheless
confirm that the southwest member of the pair is the parent galaxy responsible
for the radio emission. Miley and Osterbrock (1979) have measured its redshift
to be 0.107. Thus the total angular size of the radio source, ^ 8.1 arcmin, corresponds to an intrinsic size projected on the plane of the sky, of ^ 840 kpc
(H

= 75 km sec"1 Mpc" 1 ).
At 49 cm wavelength no polarization is detected and we can set upper limits

(^ 3a) of "\< 7.5% for the northern lobe and ^ 4% for the central and southern
components.

3.2 21 am wavelength (1415 MHz)

I
The 21 cm total intensity map (resolution = 25"(a) x 26"(6) (FWHM)) is displayed in Figure 2. The central source seen at 49 cm is now shown to be a slightly S shaped bridge which links both lobes and has a region of enhanced brightness
in the middle. The northern lobe has a diffuse cone-like shape which flares out
from the end of the central bridge.
Using the print measuring engine at Leiden Observatory, we measured the
positions (with <v 0.6" accuracy) of all galaxies apparent in the field on the
red Palomar Sky Survey plate. These positions ar<» marked by crosses on the 21 cm
map. While several faint galaxies were found to lie along the central bridge,
none of them coincided directly with the central peak of this feature.
The background source near the northern lobe might be a very faint head-tail .
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source if the radio emission is associated with the southwardly displaced galaxy.
Figures 3a and 3b illustrate the polarization distribution at 21 cm. Note
the rapid change of the polarization position angle along the central bright
bridge as opposed to the smoothly varying position angles in the outer lobes
(Figure 3a). The degree of polarization is very low (^ 3%) at the peak intensity
of the bridge but increases to > 20% in the northern part of the bridge. Typically, ^ 10% polarization is measured in the central parts of the outer lobes, but
the degree of polarization increases to ^ 30% at the outer boundaries. Similar
values are found in the radio lobes of many sources, see for example Strom et
al., 1978 (3C 386) and van Breugel, 1980, I (3C 310).
3.3 6 am Wavelength (4995 MHz)
The full resolution (6.8"(a) x 7.0"(6)) 6 cm map is displayed in Figure 4.
There the same galaxy positions have been plotted as in Figure 2. Clearly the
southwestern galaxy of the close pair, located at a = 12 09 36.6 , 6 =
74 35*43.6" (1950), is the parent galaxy responsible for the radio emission. It
has an unresolved nuclear radio source of % 14 mJy strength at 6 cm. What we
deemed a "bridge" at 21 cm is now seen to be a long radio jet extending from
this galaxy toward the northern lobe. Other radio jets, either one-sided as in
4CT74.17.1, or two sided, have been discovered in a number of radio sources
during the past few years. Examples range from NGC 315, a low luminosity radio
galaxy with a twin sided jet (Bridle et al., 1979) to 4C32.69, a very luminous
quasar with a single jet (Pottasch and Wardle, 1980).
The radio jet in 4CT74.17.1 extends over an angular distance of at least
93", corresponding to a projected length of 160 kpc, before the brightness per
beam becomes too low to be seen on the 6 cm full resolution map. Further, it has
a pronounced wiggle, with a wavelength of ^ 40" (^ 69 kpc) and contains several
knots amongst which that labelled D in Figure 4 is relatively strong. The positions and flux densities of the knots were determined with the aid of a Gaussian
fitting program; the results are listed in Table 2. Among most of its length the
jet is clearly resolved in the transverse direction. Across the jet we measure

j

on average a Gaussian full width to half maximum (FWHM) of 10". Since the observ-

'$>

ing beam, used to restore the maps after cleaning, can reasonably well be approx-

ft
An"$>

imated by a Gaussian with a FWHM of 6.8", the deconvolved width of the jet is

2

2 i

&

approximately ((10) - (6.8) ) - 7". Refinements of this estimate for various
models of the brightness distribution could eventually be made through use of
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the method described in Burns et al. (1980).
No true counter jet is seen in 4CT74.17.1 although there is some faint
radio emission (^ 1 mJy)/beam at 6 cm) between the parent galaxy and the southeri
lobe. This emission is more evident in the 21 cm map (Figure 2 ) .
The southern lobe, including the "hot spot" (J), is entirely resolved at 6
cm. Note that a line joining the bright peak J winh the central nuclear source is
not parallel to a line delineating the average position angle of the radio jet;
instead they intersect at an angle of ^ 164 .
No radio emission was detected from the northern lobe at 6 cm full resolution; however it is clearly detected in a 6 cm map convolved to the 21 cm resolution.
Figures 5a and 5b show the polarization at 6 cm full resolution along the
jet and near the peak of the southern outer lobe. Along the jet the E vector
position angles are almost everywhere perpendicular to the jet direction, even
following the wiggles. In section 4.2 we argue that the Faraday rotation is negligible at 6 cm (< 9 ) so that the projected magnetic field structure in the jet
may be derived directly by rotating the E vector polarization position angles
over 90 , i.e. the magnetic field everywhere is parallel to the extension of the
jet.
Near the strong knot D the peaks in the polarized and total intensities do
not coincide. This could be due to variation of the magnetic field structure in \.
D on a scale size smaller than the beam, a suggestion supported by the slight
variation of the polarization position angle just to the north of this knot.
Alternatively the knot might be partially depolarized, even at 6 cm, due to a
large internal Faraday dispersion.
Figure 6 displays the variation along the jet of the peak total intensity,
degree of polarization and polarization position angle. Although the degree of
polarization varies between 10% and 40% along the jet, the low percentages near
B and D at least partially reflect the changes of E-vector position argle within
one 6 cm resolution element. Thus, at ^ 7 arcsec resolution, the true degree of
polarization probably does not vary significantly along the jet. The median
value is = 36% + 3%, a value comparable to that found in other radio jet sources ^
such as 3C31 (Burch, 1979), 3C449 (Perley et al., 1979) and 3C219 (Perley et al.£§
1980) at 6 cm wavelength.

|J

In the southern hot spot (J) significant polarization (27% + 8%) was detect^!
ed only at the eastern side (see Figure 5b), i.e. the region with the steepest

tji[

gradient in total intensity.

>V.
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4. Inter-frequency Comparison.

After convolving the total intensity and polarization data to comparable
resolution at the different frequencies, we compared the data in the usual way,
described by Willis and Strom (1978) and van Breugel (1979)(I) to obtain information about spectral index, rotation measure and depolarization variations over
the source.

4.1 Intensity Interoomparison

The flux densities of the lobes, the jet and of the entire source are listed
in Table 3 for the various wavelengths. We have not used the flux densities
listed in the table to derive the spectral index between 49 cm and 21 cm given
there but rathsr directly compared the brightness distributions. Since at 6 cm
the lobes are resolved at the shortest spacing (600 X) we did not attempt to determine the flux density of these components at this wavelength.
Cross cuts through the spectral index map made from the 21 cm and convolved
6 cm total intensity data are displayed in Figure 7. Also shown there are the
corresponding total intensity profiles. The scale factors for the profiles have
been adjusted so that profiles at the two wavelengths would have the same height
for a spectral index, a, of 0.75 (S

^ v~ ) . Along the jet itself the spectrum

does not seem to vary significantly and has an average value of 0.7 for the spectral index. The sharp flattening of the spectrum at the southern part is certainly due to beam smearing of the jet emission with a flat spectrum core source.
Thus our results indicate that the spectrum along the jet is probably straight,
with a mean spectral index of ^ 0.7 over the range 49 to 6 cm. In the northern
lobe the spectrum is rather uncertain, but seems quite steep (a ^ 1.05 ± 0.20).
Thus there is apparently some steepening of the spectrum here between 21 - 6 cm
as compared to 49 - 21 cm (see Table 3).
This situation contrasts with that found in the southern lobe. There the
21
hot spot has a relatively flat spectrum with a, = 0.5 + 0 . 1 . The diffuse outer
. 2 1
regions, however, have significantly steeper spectra with a, - 0.7 to 0.9.
Comparing these results with the spectral index between 49 and 21 cm of ^ 0.75,

•2

we conclude that the southern lobe is dominated by extended diffuse emission

fi
%
%

5'

with a spectrum such as is commonly found among radio galaxies, but the lobe
contains a high brightness peak with a significantly flatter spectrum.
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4.2 Polarization Interaomparison

Some striking differences appear between the 21 cm and 6 cm polarization
data. Figure 8 displays the total and polarized intensities along the jet at
both wavelengths as seen with a resolution corresponding to a Gaussian beam
with a half power size of 25" (a) x 26" (5) while Table 4 lists the polarization
parameters for those regions for which the convolved 6 cm polarization is significantly greater than the noise. The contour maps of the polarized intensities
along the jet at the two wavelengths (Figures 8c and 8d) show that at the position where there exists a maximum in the polarized intensity at 6 cm, there is a
minimum at 21 cm (between locations Y and Z in Figure 8d). From the polarization
position angles (Figure 8b) it is obvious that this minimum must be at least
partially due to "beam depolarization" since there is a sudden change within one
resolution element of at least 75

at this wavelength. At 6 cm the position

angles vary much more smoothly as function of position along the jet (Figure 8a).
If the rotation measure RM

(either external or internal) is constant along

the jet then all the polarization angles would be rotated by the same amount and
at 21 cm the same smoothly varying configuration would be displayed as at 6 cm,
despite an overall change in position angle. This is not the case. We will consider two possible explanations which are based on a change in the RM along the
jet due to 1. a change in direction of the magnetic field along the line of sight
or 2. a difference in magnetic field strength. Significant changes in the RM
along the jet on an angular scale of about an arcminute are probably internal to
the source since observations of giant radio galaxies at comparable galactic

Note: The rotation measure (RM) is a purely observational parameter defined as
RM = ($j-$2 - nir) (Xj-Xg)™* ra<* m~2- *i> *2 a r e t n e polarization position angles
at the wavelengths A lt X2(Xj > X2) and n is an integer. It is generally assumed
that the rotation of the polarization position agnles is caused by the Faraday
effect of a magnetoionic medium. For a simple slab model of such a medium RM i V, where V is the mean Faraday depth V = 2.62xlO~13 n e L B n rad m~ 2 ; n is the
thermal electron density (in cm" 3 ), L is the total length of the line of sight
(in cm) of the slab and B u is the magnetic field strength (in Gauss; parallel
to the line of sight. In case of more complicated models the relation RM = j¥ is
approximately correct only as long as the depolarization is small (DP = P^ (%)/
•*1
> X2; see for example Burn, 1966).
P, (%) > 0.5;
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latitudes (Willis and Strom, 1978; Strom and Willis, 1980) indicate that large
variations in the galactic foreground rotation measure are unlikely to occur on
such a scale.
We calculated the minimum difference in position angle between 21 cm and 6
cm at the two locations Y and Z (Figure 8d; these locations in the linear polarized intensity approximately correspond to the components D and (A,B) respectively in the total intensity map, Figure 5a). The results (Table 4) suggest
that the rotation is in opposite directions at these two locations.
A possible explanation for such a rather abrupt change of the RM is that
the direction of the uniform component of the magnetic field along the line of
sight (B..) flips between the different components of the jet. This behaviour
would be expected if the magnetic field is directed along a helically shaped
jet. At first sight this explanation might seem to make sense; in three dimensional space the jet must have a helical structure if the wiggles seen in the
two dimensional projection on the plane of the sky are due to a dynamical interaction between the parent galaxy and its companion, as we suggest in section
6.1. Thus the large scale structure of the magnetic field, which is directed
along the jet, must also be that of a helic. However, from the total intensity
map (Figure 5a) we estimate that the helix has one complete twist between component D and the end of the jet (A,B) so that the magnetic direction along the
line of sight should be the same at these locations. Thus the explanation of a
difference in RM based on these arguments seems unlikely.
An alternative possibility is that the RMs of the two components have the
same parity and thus that we must allow for an extra rotation of 180° between
the polarization position angles at 21 cm and 6 cm at one of the two locations.
Since the minimum energy value for the magnetic field in region D of the
jet is higher than thar in region (A,B) (see section 4.3 and Table 5) we might
expect the absolute value of the RM to be larger in D. We propose therefore that
the rotation measure at both locations along the jet is negative and has a larger
absolute value at region D (Table 4 ) .
The galactic foreground rotation measure (RM_) in the direction of
4CT74.17.1 (galactic coordinates I

= 126.5°, b

= +42.5°) is probably negli-

gible (Simard-Normandin and Kronberg, 1979). If we then assume a slab configuration of the magneto-ionic medium with a uniform magnetic field, the mean Faraday
depth (f) at different locations along the jet ot 4CT74.17.1 can be derived
either from the rotation of the polarization position angles (A*) or from the
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depolarization (DP). The values thus derived are consistent with each other
(Table 4, columns 8 and 9 ) .
A more detailed analysis is not justified by our data, but since the depolarization is not very model dependent the values given in column 9 can be considered as conservative estimates.

4.3 Physical Parameters

The internal minimum energy densities and corresponding magnetic field
strengths (B

) at some specific locations in 4CT74.J7.1 are listed in Table 5.

These values were derived assuming standard formulae (Pacholczyk, 1970) which
were conveniently modified for practical use by Perley et al. (1979). Note that
there is a typographical error in their formula for the minimum energy density.
The correct formula can be found from u . = — (B / 8TT).
min
3
me
We assumed a Hubble constant of 75 km s~' Mpc~', cylindrical symmetry and
no foreshortening, equal energies in protons and electrons and a power law spectrum between 10 MHz and 10 GHz with a spectral index which can be found from
Figure 7. The thermal electron density (n ) in the jet and the southern hot spot
(J) was then derived from the mean Faraday depth V(A$) given in Table 4. Note
that V was derived for a uniform slab and not a uniform cylinder. However, since
we have good depolarization data at only two frequencies, this procedure is
acceptable as rigorous treatment (.Cioffi and Jones, 1980) gives only slightly
different results. It was assumed that the uniform field component has no preferred direction with respect to the observer so that B.. can be calculated
using B., - (P./3P,)^B
(Burn, 1966). We have taken P. = P, which is 13% at
11
0
X
me
0
6
the resolution of the comparison maps (Tabel 4 ) . The minimum energy Alfven
velocity (V ) follows from V. = 2.18 x 10

B

n

km sec

The values we find for these parameters are comparable to those of the jets
in 3C449 (Perley et al., 1979) and 3C31 (Burch, 1979; scaled to H = 75). In
-3 -3
particular we find similar, relatively high thermal densities (n = 6 x 10 cm
in component D) and correspondingly low Alfven velocities. Also, as has been
found in 3C31, there is a tendency for n

to decrease between the base of the

jet ( locations D, E) and the outer parts (,B,C).
At 21 cm, we see that the degree of polarization in the outer lobes increases from < 10% in the middle to greater than 30% at the outer parts. This
result is consistent with a longer pathlength at the center than at the edges
where the Faraday depolarization should become lef .
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In order to estimate the thermal electron density in the northern lobe we
modeled the distribution of polarization as it would be observed with a gaussian
beam of 25 arcsec (FWHM) for an optically thin sphere of 58 arcsec radius (the
approximate radius of the northern lobe). The sphere is assumed to be uniformly
filled with depolarizing thermal material and a homogeneous distribution of
magnetic field. Beam depolarization was assumed to be negligible: i.e. the uniform component of magnetic field was assumed to be uniformly oriented in one
direction. We considered two simple cases: a. the intvinsia degree of polarization was assumed to be 50%, a value seen in other large radio galaxies such as
3C326 (Willis and Strom, 1978) and 3C236 (Strom and Willis, 1980); the depolarization in the center of the lobe is then ^ 0.1/0.5. b. the inbrinsia degree of
polarization was assumed to be ^ 30% (roughly the maximum value directly seen
in the 21 cm map (Figure 3b)); the depolarization in the middle is then 0.1/0.3.
Using the theory of Burn (1966) we then modeled the expected distributions.
Better agreement with the observed distribution was obtained for the model with
and intrinsic degree of polarization of ^ 50%. Using this result and the observed
depolarization at the center of the lobe of ^ 0.2 (0.1/0.5) we estimate the
-4
-3
density of depolarizing thermal plasma in the lobe to be 'v 3 x 10
cm

5. Optical Data.

The two opcical frames were-taken at adjacent positions in the jet. These
were combined and are displayed as contours superimposed on a radiophoto of the
jet (Figure 9) assuming exact coincidence of the radio core with the optical
nucleus. The curved boundaries of the two frames are caused by a spatial distortion correction. The approximate- (a. 1.5" accuracy) positions and integrated optical flux densities of several objects are given in Table 6.
The parent galaxy (h) and its nearby (^ 7.5", 13.1 kpc) companion (i) are
embedded in a common halo and almost certainly form a bound pair. In the discussion (section 6.1) of the radio jet morphology we will relate the likely orbiting of the galaxies to the observed wiggles along the jet.
The inner part of the parent galaxy seems elliptical with its major axis
(P.A = 54 ) in the direction of the companion. The radio jet (on average at P.A.
- -26 ) is nearly, though not quite, perpendicular to this. Palimaka et al.
(1979), using a Hubble constant of 50 km sec

Mpc

, have studied the correla-

1
i

tion between the orientation of radio galaxies and the minor axis of their
parent ellipticals. They find an increasingly better correlation for the (5)
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very large (> 1 Mpc) sources. With H

= 50, 4CT74.17.1 also has an intrinsic

size greater than a Mpc and so the jet orientation is consistent with the resuli
of Paliraaka et al.
Butcher et al. (1980) have found optical jet counterparts for two sources
with strong radio jets and they suggest that the spectrum between radio and opt:
cal wavelengths steepens only slightly. Our failure to detect an optical counte:
part in the jet of 4CT74.17.1 puts a limit of > 0.8 on the mean spectral index
between 6 cm and 4500 A.

6. Discussion.
6.1 The Flow Velocity -in the Jet
We will derive the flow velocity of bulk matter in the jet under the assum
tion that the wiggles in the jet are caused by the orbiting of the parent galax
(h) and its companion (i) (see Figure 9 ) . Because the galaxies appear to be embedded in a common stellar halo the dynamics of the binary system will be compl
cated. We will assume however that the motion of the galaxies can be described
by point masses moving in a circular orbit.
If we know the orbital periodicity (t) then in principle the flow velocity
of the jet (V ) can be derived from the observed wiggle wavelength of the jet
. i) -1 cm sec -1 where i is the average inclination angle of the
(w): V. = w(t sin
jet with the line of sight (0 < i < ir/2). The orbital period (t) can be calcula
2~3
-1 I
using Kepler's third law: t = (4ir r (G(M,+M.)) ) 2 sec where r is the radius of
*"
—8
2
the relative orbit (cm), G is the gravitational constant (6.673 x 10
g

dyn cm

) , M, and M. are the masses of the two galaxies h and i respectively (in g ) .

Because of foreshortening we observe a radius r

= r sin $ (cm) where $ is the

inclination angle (0 < $ < 90 ). Taking together these equations V T can be
written as:
G(K+M.)
w { Si j
f(#ji)
T r
P
3/2
-I
where f($,i) = sin
sin i.
V

Only the parameters
para
w and r
mate w = 69 kpc and r

can be measured. From Figure 5a and 9 we esti 3fc

13 kpc respectively. The masses M, and M. are unknown

but may be estimated by assuming analogy with other luminous ellipticals. Recet
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X-ray observations (Bahcall and Sarazin, 1977) indicate that the total mass of
the giant elliptical M87 is 1-6 x 10 13 M if its extended halo is included. A
e
similar halo might exist in the case of 4CT74.17.1, but since it will not partake
in the orbital motion we adopt for M, a mass of 3.5 x 10 12 M which is the same
as that estimated for M87 (see for example Eurbidge and Burbidge, 1975) without
the halo. Assuming equal M/L ratios for the galaxies h and i, then M^ = M, h./L,
12
+ ML = 5 x I
-1
Inserting these values in equation (1) we find V. = 1086 f(<f,i) km s

2.51 ( m B h ~ m B i ) = ^

2.512" 0 ' 8 = 0.48 M^ so that

Totally unknown are the inclination angles ($,i) of the orbit and the jet
respectively. Unfortunately V T is a strong function of these parameters and one
can only derive a likely sample of values for V T .
J
If we assume that the (unprojected) linear size of 4CT74.17.1 is less than
4 Mpc, the (projected) linear size of the largest radio galaxy known sofar (3C
236, Strom and Willis (1980)), then the foreshortening of 4CT74.17.1 can not be
j more than a factor ^ 0.84/4 =0.21 so that the inclination angle for the jet (i)
is larger than ^ 12 . No such plausible constraints can be put on $.
We used a Monte Carlo method to vary $ and i at random in the ranges
0 < $ < 90° and 12° < i < 90° and we find a median value of f ($,i) = 0.48, i.e.
V

is probably about 520 km sec

. (With 90% confidence we can say that the veloc-

ity is less than ^ 1086 km s ) .
Actually the velocity might even be lower since especially the assumption we
have used that the galaxies can be approximated by point masses is probably incorrect. Thus, in reality the orbital period may be longer than that given by
Kepler's law because of effects such as tidal friction. If the orbital period
were longer, then of course the flow velocity of the jet would be lower.
The flow velocity we have derived for 4CT74.I7.1 is similar to that found
for the jets in 3C 31 ("» 500 km s~ ) by Blandford and Icke (1978). These authors
also related a periodicity in the jet structure to an orbital interaction between
the parent galaxy and a nearby companion.
The assumption that the wiggle in the jet is due to an orbital interaction
has enabled us to calculate a flow velocity. However, at present we do not believe that the gravitational interaction hypothesis is to be exclusively preferred

over alternative explanations. For example, the wiggles in the jet could

arise if the "power house" in the nucleus precesses as has been proposed by Miley
(1976) to explain the overall S-type symmetries in some sources or it could be a
(kink) instability due to say, a Kelvin - Helmholtz interaction between the jet
and the gas that we suggest surrounds the parent optical galaxy (see section 6.2).
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Formation of such an instability might lead to shock waves propagating through
the unstable region with a (possible) consequent acceleration of relativistic
particles. Under such conditions we might expect an enhancement of the synchrotron radiation and thus of the observed radio brightness. An enhancement of the
radio brightness is clearly present in the region from component D to (A,B)
where the wiggle of the jet is most pronounced, although we could equally well
argue that the knotty structure of the jet could be due to intermittend nuclear
activity.
If either of these alternative explanations for the wiggles in the jet is
correct, then the flow velocity of ^ 520 km s

derived above is irrelevant. Un-

fortunately there is no simple way to derive a flow velocity directly based on
these alternative possibilities.
We conclude this section by noting that flow velocities in jets as inferred
from the orbital motion models seem to be systematically lower than velocities
derived by assuming freely expanding jets (e.g. Readhead et al., 1978) which
-1
(Perley et al., 1979; van Breugel, 1980 (il))
range from a few thousand km s

to more than 20.000 km s

(Potash and Wardle, 1980).

6.2 The Ambient Medium of

4CT74.17.1

j
The parent galaxy of 4CT74.17.1 as well as its companion are intrinsically
very bright (M

- -24 and M

== -23 respectively). Optical observations of nearby

giant ellipticals of similar high luminosities have shown evidence of very large
stellar halos (e.g. Oemler, J976; Dressier, 1979) and associated gaseous halos
have been detected in X-rays (Gorenstein et al., 1977; Fabbiano et al., 1979;
Kriss et al., 1979). We will assume therefore that there exists also such a gase
ous halo for 4CT74.17.1.
Assuming that the minimum energy condition is applicable for the radio emit
ting regions and that they are in pressure equilibrium with the surrounding gas,
one may be able to determine some of the physical parameters (temperature, densi
ty) which are pertinent to the gaseous halo from the pressure of the relativis- .
tic particles and magnetic field at various places along the jet by assuming

••

P

p.

= P.

(see also van Breugel, 1980 (II); Bystedt and Högbom, 1980).

We will adopt the simple model that the gaseous halo is in hydrostatic
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equilibrium and is isothermal since this seems to explain the X-ray data of the tyi
extra-nuclear region of M87 rather well (Fabricant et al., 1978). Then the pres-igS
sure P(r) and the gravitational potential $(r) as function of radius are related'vi
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by " ^ ' V = -r-=r d$(r) where $(r) = - f
K. X

3T

— y £ 2 . dr; G = gravitational constant,
TO

rf(r) = total mass within radius r, u = mean atomic weight ( = 0 . 5 for fully
ionized pure hydrogen), M., = 1.67 x 10

g and T = temperature in degrees K.

For the purpose of illustration we assume that 1. the gas itself gives a negligible contribution to the potential and 2. that at relatively large radii
(r > 40 kpc) the potential can be approximated by $(r) - G(M, + M.)r . From the
1
1
above equations, the assumption that P. . (r) = P. (r) = -~ u . (r) and using
halo
jet
J min
the minimum energy densities given in Table 5 we derive a temperature of
^ 4 x 10

K, comparable to that of the gaseous halo of M87 as measured from

X-ray data (^ 2.6 x 10

K; Fabricant et al., 1978). Of course more realistic

models for $(r) (see for example Mathews (1978) for M87) are required before w e
can have real confidence in a temperature thus derived. (Note that the temperature depends on the gradient

in $(r) so that the actual form of the gravitational

potential is less important). Conversely however, if the gaseous halo temperature would be known, for example from spectral X-ray data, then 0(r) might be
derived this way.
We conclude therefore that large, straight radio jets indeed may prove to
be useful in studying the physical conditions in gaseous halos.
If the gaseous halo assumed for 4CT74.17.1 indeed has a temperature similar
to that of the halo of M87 one can determine the halo gas density (n) at the
various locations since we have assumed P, , = P. . or nkT = •=• u . . The values
halo
jet
3 min
for the external thermal electron density (n )

= 0.5 n are listed in Table 5,

column 8. It is clear that under, our various assumptions the halo gas density
is about an order of magnitude lower than the gas density in the jet.
The energy density in the northern lobe is approximately constant which
suggest that this part of the source is situated outside the galactic halo in
intra-cluster space. The temperature of intra-cluster gas in Abell clusters (on
average ^ 6 x 10

K, Mushotzky and Smith, 1979) may be somewhat higher than that

in a galactic gaseous halo such as has been found for M87 and the Virgo cluster
(Bahcall and Sarazin, 1977; Mathews, 1978). The external gas density, n, near
—5
—3
the northern lobe of 4CT74.17.1 thus might well be less than ^ 1 0
cm . Since
the gas associated with clusters of galaxies generally has a density in excess
-A
-3
of t> 10

cm

(Bahcall, 1977) in the central regions we suggest that the north-

W
i';%

e m lobe of 4CT74.17.1 not only has escaped from the galaxy halo, but also is

$t

situated in the outermost regions of the cluster. We note the similarity between

i|&

the low energy density northern lobe of 4CT74.17.1 and giant radio galaxies such

'$

as 3C 326 (Willis and Strom, 1978) and 3C 236 (Strom and Willis, 1980) which

~"

are not in clusters of galaxies.
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On the Palomar Sky Survey plates we find a slightly larger concentration
of galaxies south east of the bright galaxy pair which suggests that the cluster
gravitational centre is displaced in this direction. The evolution of the southern lobe might therefore be occurring in a denser intra-cluster medium than that
of its northern counterpart, in agreement with what we find on the basis of
pressure equilibrium (see Table 5, column 8 ) .

6.3 Comparison with other Radio Jets

Radio jets seem to be a rather common phenomenon among radio galaxies. Although the sample of detailed maps is still small, some important features of
radio jets have already been recognized (Perley et al, 1979; see Miley, 1980 for
a review).
An important characteristic of radio jets seems to be their magnetic field
structure, which may be related to the luminosity of the radio source. 4CT74.17.
25
-1
is itself a radio source with a rather high luminosity (2.7 x 10
W Hz
at 49
cm). We note that radio jets in the higher luminosity sources have their magnetic fields aligned with the jet (4CT74.17.1 (this paper); 3C 219 (Perley et al.,
1980); 4C 32.69 (Potash and Wardle, 1980); 3C 465 (van Breugel, 1980 (II)) while
in lower luminosity sources the field is sometimes parallel to the jet extension
at the base of the jet near the central galactic nucleus but then rapidly
changes to a perpendicular orientation at distances further from the parent
galaxy (3C 31, NGC 315 (Fomalont et al., 1980); 3C 449 (Perley et al., 1979)).
Scheuer (1979) has emphasized that the most attractive way of resupplying
energy to the outer lobes from the central nucleus may be to use the bulk kinetic energy in the beam or jet.

In the case of 4CT74.17.1 if the flow velocity of the j e t is ^ 520 km sec-1
41
-1
roughT 7 x 10 ergs sec
then the bulk kinetic energy flow is3 roughly
if we assume a
,-3
-3
J
thermal particle density of -v 4 x 10 cm . The integrated radio luminosity of
the northern lobe and the jet of 4CT74.17.1 over the range 10 MHz to 10 GHz is \.
nearly the same. Thus we would require a conversion process of bulk kinetic

ji

energy into relativistic particle energy and magnetic field which is about 100% ^|
efficient. It is highly unlikely that such an efficient process actually existsM
However, since the kinetic energy flux is proportional to V , we could quickly f|
increase the kinetic energy if the flow velocity were higher. If the velocity
would be several thousand km s

j

, the process for converting bulk kinetic energy»

to relativistic particle and magnetic field energy must have an efficiency of atp
most a few percent. The required efficiency in 4CT74.17.1 would than be similar?
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to that in the quasar 4C 32.69 (Potash and Wardle, 1980) where the flow velocity
may be several tens of thousands of km s
If the jet wiggles in 4CT74.17.1 are due to an orbital interaction, a velocity of a few thousand km s

is only possible if the source is foreshortened by

a large factor (see section 6.1). For example, in the extreme (statistically unlikely) case that 1. the source has an intrinsic linear size of "v 4 Mpc and is
foreshortened by a factor 5 (i = 12 ) and 2. the distance between the centres of
the two galaxies is not foreshortened ($ = 90 ) , then V T would even be as high
J
-]
.
as 5400 km s

. The required efficiency would then be less than 0.1%.

A much higher flow velocity than we derived in section 6.1 would also be
attractive in the sense that no local acceleration of relativistic particles
would be required. On the minimum energy assumption, the synchrotron lifetime of
the relativistic particles at the end of the jet is ^ 2 x 10 yrs (at 6 cm) and
in the outerparts of the northern lobe

"v 7 x 10

yrs (at 21 cm). Here we have

assumed no foreshortening of the source. If these particles (and magnetic fields)
are produced in the nucleus and were to be transported outwards together with the
bulk matter at an average flow velocity of ^ 7500 km s

, then the travel time

would be short enough to prevent a decrease in intensity due to radiative energy
losses in these locations.

1

If, on the other hand, the flow velocity is low, then either reacceleration
or replenishment of the energetic, radiating particles seems required. Because
the large scale magnetic field in 4CT74.17.1 is everywhere directed along the
jet it may be attractive to consider in this case a fast and nearly loss-less
transport of energetic particles moving at small pitch angles with respect to
the magnetic field direction such as has been proposed, for example, by Spangler
(1979). Through scattering off magnetic irregularities, the particles increase
their pitch angles and then begin to radiate. Thus one can continually introduce
fresh relativistic, radiating electrons by supplying them from a low pitch angle
reservoir.

Conclusions

The most important results from the analysis of the 4CT74.17.1 data are:
a. the magnetic field is directed along the radio jet of 4CT74.17.1 over its entire length {^ 160 kpc)
-3
-3
-4 -3
b. the thermal electron density in the jet is ^ 4 x 10
cm
and <v 3 x 10 cm
in the outer lobes
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c. if we assume that the wiggles in the jet are due to orbital motion of the
parent galaxy then we find a relatively low flow velocity (;< 1086 km sec

) for

the jet. If the flow is this slow, then «acceleration and/or fast replenishment
of relativistic particles is necessary along the jet. Also too little bulk kinetic energy would be available as a source of energy for conversion into relativistic particles. Both problems would not exist if it could be shown that the flow
velocity is actually much higher (:> 7500 km sec

) and thus that either the

wiggle in the jet is due to some other agency or some of the assumptions and
simplifications we have made are not applicable
d. a gaseous halo is likely to surround the pair of bright galaxies associated
with 4CT74.17.1 and the radio jet may be useful in helping to derive its physica
conditions. This gaseous halo and the general intracluster medium of Abell 1500
have probably influenced the morphology of 4CT74.17.1.
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Table 1

Observational Parameters

Field Centre: RA(195O) 12 o9 m 30.0 S
(at all
Frequencies) DEC(1950) 74O36'19.8"

Observing
Frequency
(MHz)

608.5

Observing
Time
(hours)

Observing
Date

1 x 12

2 Dec 1978

Interferometer
Spacings (X)
shortest/increment/longest

146

292

2777

219

146

2850

1415.0

1 x 12

9 July 1977

170

340

6627

4995.0

1 x 12

28 April 1979

900

2400

22493

1500

1200

24293

600

600

23993

4995.0

1 x 12

29 May 1979

Halfpower
Beamwidth (arcs)
RAxDEC

Effective
RMS Noise
(mJy/beam]

58

x 60

1.5

25

x 26

0.40

6.8 x 7.0

0.25

Table 2

o

Positions and integrated flux densities of compact components detected at 6 cm

Component
(Figure 4)

RA(1950)

DEC(1950)

C

12 09 29.56

74 36 33.1

7.0+0.8

D

12 09 32.35

74 36 16.6

15.8+0.9

E

12 09 34.88

74 35 59.3

1.9+0.7

F (core)

12 09 36.09+0.13

74 35 45.3+0.3

Flux density
(mJy)

14.0+0.9

Table 3

Flux densities of the extended components of 4CT74.I7.I

Flux density
(mJy)

Northern
Lobe

Southern
Lobe

Jet

Integrated

49 cm

410+20

480^20

320+20

1210+61

187+10

232+12

173+9

592+31

21 cm
6 cm

a)
a)

Spectral Index
21

a'49

85+5

(average values)

0.85+0.05

0.75+0.05

a)
Determined from the convolved maps.
b)

De fined as S y ^ v"01.

0.70+0.10

0.85+0.09

Table 4

Polarization parameters at 21 cm and 6 cm
determined from equal resolution (25" x 26")
maps for some regions in 4CT74.17.1 (fig. 8)

REGION

21

Hot spot (J)

21

75+2

14.8+1.4

< 3.1

-

Jet (X)

102+5

12.3+3 .0

45+5

12.8+3 .0

(Y)

-42+12

2.5+1. 7

85+8

12.4+3 .5

(Z)

+30+7

8.2+3.0

68+5

21 .4+6 .0

-27+5

1.2+0. 3

+53+14 or -127+14 a)

< 0.3

-

> 50

•-'0.4

-,08 b )

> 50

-32

35-60

0 .4+0.2

-38+9

-22

The regions Jet (X), (Y) and (Z) are defined in Figure 8. These regions correspond approximately to the regions E, D
and A-B as defined in Figure 4.
_2
¥(A$) = mean Faraday depth derived from A$ for a uniform slab, (in rad m )
I'(DP) =

"

"

"

"

"

DP

"

"

"

$, = polarization position angle in degrees; A$ = $_. - $...
P.(%) = percentage polarization; D = P..(%)/P,(%).

a)See text.
^Assuming A$ = -127°.

"

( "

"

"

)

Table 5

Physical Parameters at some locations in 4CT74.17.1 (see Figure 4 and Sections 4.3 and 6.3)
Redshift
Luminosity Distance (H,. = 75, q Q = 0.5)
Angular Extent
Size Conversion Ratio
Projected Linear Size
Location

(Miley and Osterbrock, 1979)
Power at 49 -m: 2.7 x 10 25 W Hz~'
Integrated Power (107Hz - 10 10 Hz): 1.1 x 10 3S W

Linear
Size
{kpc}

B
me

23

< 14

>4.4

I I-8

4

Distance
from Core
{kpc}

Jet: E

0.107+0.003
439 Mpc
8.1 arcmin
1.74 kpc arcs -1
843 kpc
u .

mm

{yG}

_
erg cm 3 }

(internal)
{10 3 cm~ 3 }

"A
{km s"1}

(external)
{lO~5cm~3}

I9

105

"

D

6C

11

8.0

5.9

6

11

C

97

14

5.5

2.8

2-4

170-220

"

B

118

14

5.3

2.6

2-4

170-220

N.Lobe

284

85

1.6

0.3

0.5

II

338

140

1.6

0.2

0.5

"

387

160

1.5

0.2

0.5

II

409

140

1.6

0.2

0.5

II

466

100

1.6

0.2

0.5

S.Lobe: H

223

100

1.8

0.3

1.5

J

278

47

3.0

1.1

0.8

230

230

29

13

5.3

Table 6
a)
Approximate positions (^ 1.5" accuracy) and optical flux densities

Object

RAO950)

DEC(1950)

of the objects labelled in Figure 9

Integrated
Flux density
{mJy}

Blue magnitude

{HMS}

{DMS}

a

12 09 22

74 36 54

1.259

16.23

b

12 09 28

74 35 46

0.220

18.12

c

12 09 26

74 36 31

0.003

22.80

d

12 09 29

74 36 60

e

12 09 31

74 36 57

0.820

16.70

f

12 09 32

74 36 48

0.328

17.69

12 09 34

74 36 30

0.732

16.82

12 09 37

74 35 44

^9.24

^ 14.1

l

12 09 38

74 35 49

% 4.32

<\- 14.9

k

12 09 36

74 36 52

<vO.39b)

0.085

"•B

^ 17.5

19.16

Blue broad-band; effective wavelength % 4500 X, FWHM % 900 8. The relation between flux density and
magnitude is given by m n = 8.98 - 2.5 log F D ; F D in Jansky (10~ 26 Wm 2 Hz ' ) .
b)
Some flux missing.

71" 10

7<l' 3Ö

00—

00—

711" 36 00

I

I

12"lO n 00 s

I

12 H 09 M U0 s

I

I
12 M 09 H 00 S

Figure 1. A contour map of the total intensity of 4CT74.17.1 at a wavelength
of 49 cm. Contour values are -5 (dashed) and 5, 10, 20, 40, 80,
160 mJy/beam. The two crosses indicate the optical centres of two
galaxies in a common envelope, the western of which is the identification (see Figure 4). The half power beam is shown in the lower
right corner.
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I

I

I

I

7^30 Ot)

71' 36 0»

o

7C34 0Ü

Figure 2. A aontour map of the total intensity of 4CT74.17.1 at a wavelength
of 21 am. Contour values are -1 (dashed) and 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 52,
64 mJy/beam. The crosses indicate the positions of galaxies as
measured from the red plate of the Palomav Sky Survey in the region
near the radio 3et.

a?.

108

Hgure Sa.
1 contour map of the polarized intensity
it 21 cm together with the distribution
;/ the polarization position angles over'.aid on a radiophoto of the total intensity of 4CT74.17.1. Contour values are:
', 1.2, 2, 2.5, 3.5, 4.5, 5.5, 6.5 mJy/
team. The length of the line segments is
proportional to the polarized intensity.

Figure 3b.
A contour map of the percentage polarization at 21 cm (fully drawn contours) together with the two lowest contours of
the polarized intensity map (Figure 3a)
overlaid on a radiophoto of the total intensity. The arrows indicate the direction
of increasing percentage polarization. The
start values are given at the beginning of
the arrows and the contour increment is
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71" 30 Oö

7U"34 Oö

12H10M00s

Figure 4. A contour of the total intensity of 4CT74.17.1 at
6 cm. Contour values are -1 (dashed), 0.5, 1, 2, 4,
8 mJy/beam. The northern lobe was not detected at
full resolution. The crosses indicate the positions
of galaxies in the field near the radio jet and the
characters A-J refer to brightness enhancements. The
map has been corrected for primary beam attenuation.

no

I

iJJj

30

o

O

0

V? 37 on—

o
-

U 36 3Ü-

D —

7U P 36 0 0 E
F

_

12 H 10 M 00 S

2mJy
1? M 09 M 30 S

Figure Sa. The distribution of the polarization
position angles at 6 cm along the radio
jet of 4CT74.17.1 superimposed on some
contours of the total intensity map.
Contour values are 0.5, 2, 4, 8 mJy/beam.
The length of the line segments is proportional to the polarized
intensity.

Figure 5b. The polarization position angles at 6 cm in the
southern lobe of 4CT74.17.1 superimposed on some
contours from the total intensity map. Contour
values are 0.53 1, 2, 4 mJy/beam and the line
segments are proportional to the polarized intensity.

Figure 6.
Profiles along the radio 3et in 4CT74.17.1
of the total intensity (I), the percentage
polarization (P) and the polarization position angle (<b) at 6 cm.
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Figure 7.
Profiles of the total intensity (I) and
spectral index (a^) between 6 cm and 21 a
along the jet and northern lobe (position .
angle 157 and centered at the core) and
the southern lobe (position angles 131° an^
44 , centered at the hot spot). The 6 cm 1
map was convolved to 21 cm resolution (25n::
x26"). Note the difference in scale for thf,
6 cm (I§) and 21 cm (Ii\) which is such i
that the profiles overlap for a spectral
index of 0.75.

Figure 8.
The total and polarized intensity along
the jet at 6 cm convolved to 25"x26" resolution (Figures 8a and 8c). Figures 8c and
8d are details of Figures 2 and 3a, to
show the remarkable difference with the
polarized intensity at 21 cm. The characters X, Yj Z are used to label some parti- •.
cular polarized components.

12H09M20S
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ure 9. The two overlapping optical fields represented by contours superimposed
on a photo of the radio jet of 4CT74.17.1 at 6 am. The contours represent
the intensity in the blue (4050 $ <, X <, 4950 A). The contour values are
1.294 x 10~2*(3, 6, 12, 20, 30, 40, 50, 100, 150) rnJy/seeing disk. The
seeing at the time of the observations was ^ 1.5" (FWHM). Optical objects
are labelled using small characters a through k, i excluded. Objects a, b,
a and k are unresolved. Object c is near the detection limit and has an
integrated flux density of ^ 3 \iJy or, equivalently a blue magnitude of
m„ * 22.80.
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CHAPTER VIII

Multifrequency Observations of Extended Radio Galaxies V: 3C 31, 3C 33.1,
3C 35, 3C 66 B , 3C 129, 3C 130, 3C 223, 3C 310, 3C 390.3 and 4C 48.29.
Summary.
Total intensity and polarization maps obtained at several wavelengths with
the WSRT, are presented for 10 extended radio galaxies. The sources were
selected from the 3C survey such that their largest angular extent was > 200"
and their declination > 25°. 4C 48.29, a large source with peculiar morphology,
was also included. The multifrequency comparison of the data will be given
elsewhere.

1. Introduction.

To improve our knowledge of the physical conditions in radio galaxies a
sample of 3C radio sources of large angular size has been observed in total
and polarized intensity at several wavelengths with the Westerbork Synthesis
Radio Telescope (WSRT). In order to have at least two resolution elements at
the largest wavelength (49 cm) the sources were selected such that their
largest angular size was > 200" and their declination > 25°. Some additional
sources with radio jets or peculiar morphology were also included. For
convenience the complete list of sources that was selected initially is given
in Table 1. Column 1 gives the name of the source, column 2 the classification

I

of the structural type adopting the morphological scheme of Miley (1980),

\

crosses in columns 3, 4 and 5 indicate at which wavelength a source was observed
and column 6 gives a reference where the most recent data of the source are

L;

discussed. Some of the sources were not observed because these have been
discussed in detail by other authors, other sources were not included because
the observations were of poor quality. The sample includes objects of every
morphological class although our selection criteria discriminate in favour of
nearby sources of relatively low radio luminosities. Such sources are known
to have complex morphologies (Fanaroff and Riley, 1974) and several of these
were found to have radio jets or other fine structure.
For several of the sources a detailed multifrequency comparison has already'-'./;
been made (see Table 1). An analysis of the remaining sources will be given
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elsewhere. Similar raultifrequency studies generally of more powerful sources
have been made by Burch (1979a, 1979 b ), Hb'gbom (1979) and Laing (1980).

2. The Observations.

The observational parameters are given in the Tables 2 and 3. During the
course of this research several major changes have been made to the WSRT.
Between January 1978 and August 1979 two additional movable telescopes came
into operation increasing the number of interferometers of the 1.5 km array
from 20 to 40. The backends were changed (January 1978) such that the incoming
signal was digitally recorded and new cooled frontends were put into operation:
at 6 cm (50°K (4 movable telescopes) + 130°K (10 fixed telescopes)), at 21 cm
(90 K) and at 49 cm (325 K)). Furthermore the bandwidth available for continuum
observations was increased from 4 MHz to 10 MHz.
The resulting increase in sensitivity was most profitable at 6 cm and
enabled the mapping at full resolution of the polarization distribution to
j

much fainter levels. In Table 2, column 8 the rms noise at the fieldcentre is
given. These values were derived from circular polarization maps, assuming no
contribution from the source itself. Since the sources that are studied here
are extended and mostly weak, this is a safe assumption (see for example
Weiler and Raimond, 1977). These values are only relevant for maps which are
noise limited. This was mostly the case for the polarization maps. For various
reasons, i.e. unstable temperature control in the receivers (at 6 cm) and
ionospheric disturbances (at 49 cm) the 6 cm and 49 cm were limited in dynamic
range and an estimate of the peak residual intensity in the map which was left
after "cleaning" (Hb'gbom, 1974) is given in column 9.
Except for the use of updated and new reduction software developed by the
SRZM Reduction Group (e.g. Harten, 1978) the data was reduced in a standard
way (Baars et al., 1973; Weiler, 1973; Hb'gbom and Brouw, 1974). At 49 cm
ionospheric corrections were applied to

the polarization position angles

(Strom, 1972). Although due to increasing solar activity, ionospheric disturbances were larger at the time of observations than in previous years, they
were limited to relatively short periods of time. A check on the integrated
polarization position angles was possible for 3C 33.1 and 3C 390.3 and in
both cases they agreed within the errors with the values found by Kronberg
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and Conway (1970), after including the correction given by Conway et al.
(1972), and Strom (1973) respectively. (A table with complete information on
the integrated parameters is in preparation.)

3. The Maps.

The maps are shown in Figures 1-60. Polarization position angles (<j>) are
overlayed on contour maps of the total intensity (I). For display reasons the
lengths of the line segments of $ are of equal length and the polarized intensity (P) is given as a separate contour map. Where no separate P-contour map
is shown the length of the line segments is proportional to the polarized
intensity. Brightness contour levels are in mJy/beam. Crosses indicate galaxy
positions with a typical uncertainty of ^ 0.5" in both right ascension and
declination and stars in the 6 cm maps indicate the pointing position of the
telescopes in cases where this is significantly different from the galaxy
position.
None of the maps have been corrected for primary beam attenuation because
the noise distribution would then be nonuniform across the map. However, these
corrections are important at 6 cm for most of the sources, since the halfpower
halfwidth (HPHW) of the primary beam at 6 cm is ^ 5 arcmin. The WSRT primary
beam attenuation as a function of radius

has been taken from Willis and

Miley (1979).
Instrumental polarization at the half power intensity point in the primary
beam is < 2% at 6 cm (Weiler and Wilson, 1973; Strom priv. comm.) and ;< 1% at
21 cm (Weiler et al., 1973). At 49 cm the primary beam is so large (^ AO
arcmin) that its effect on the polarization can be neglected and the instrumental polarization which is dominated by instrumental gain and phase drifts
is typically < 0.5%.
The percentage polarization distribution was determined after applying
an average zero level correction for the total intensity maps when necessary

>;

(e.g. Miley et al. 1975). This was never more than a few mJy/beam. The maps

%

are presented as number/character maps except in a few cases where there were

$$

only two or three independent resolution elements. In those cases the percentages^?
polarization are given in the description of the source. The percentage
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polarization in the maps was binned with b = 1%, 2.5% or 5% intervals indicated in the left corners. The key relating the numbers/characters to these
bins is: < = (<b%), 1 = {\b% to 2b%)
to \\b%)

9 = (9b% to \0b%), A = (\0b%

F = (15fc% to \6b%), >= (> 16b%). An independent resolution

element contains 2.5 x 2.5 pixels. Note that for ease of display the declination scale in the printed maps is compressed with respect to that in
right ascension to give equal numbers of pixels per beam in both directions.
The lowest contours from the total intensity maps are drawn to delineate the
source structure and a star indicates the position of the radio core. The
right ascension is expressed in degrees. The maps show in general an increase
of the percentage polarization along the boundaries of a source. This may be
partially due to increased instrumental polarization at gradients of the synthesized beam. Except at the extreme edges this effect is probably small and
will be further investigated using calibration sources.
In Table 4 the radio core positions and flux densities at 6 cm are listed
(columns 2, 3, 4) together with the visual magnitudes of the galaxies and their
redshifts (column 5, 6 ) , the luminosity distances derived assuming H
s

Mpc

and q

= 100 km

= 0.5 (column 7) and the angular to linear size conversion

ratios using the angular size distances (column 8 ) . References for the red-

;

shifts are given in column 9. For several sources the radio cores were not detected previously. All proposed optical identifications have been confirmed.

4. Notes on the Sources.

3C 31
This source is identified with NGC 383 ( Humason

et al., 1956), a

member of the chain of galaxies Arp 331 (Arp , 1966). The galaxy has a dust
lane and an optical jet coincident with the bright base of the northern
radio jet (Butcher et al., 1980). The total angular extent of the source is
'v 30 arcmin and its two opposite radio jets have been studied extensively by
Burch (1977b, 1979c), who

included a comparison of 11 cm and 21 cm polariza-

tion data. Very high resolution (^ 1.4") total intensity and polarization
maps at 6 cm have been made by Fomalont et al. (1980) with the VLA. The
present WSRT 6 cm observations, at a much lower resolution (^ 7" x 7" cosec/6
show polarized emission over a larger part of the source than the
convolved (^ 4.5") 6 cm map by Fomalont et al.
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Polarized emission is now detected along the boundaries of the southern
jet and also beyond the first bends of both jets. The percentage polarization
measured along the centre lines of the jets is relatively low at our resolution:
5%, increasing to 20%

in the southern jet until it drops rapidly below 10% at

60" from the core (see Figure a ) . The higher resolution polarization maps by
Fomalont et al.

Figure a
Total and polarized intensity
and percentage polarization
along the ridge line of the
jets in 3C 31.

£Q

percentage polarization
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80 60 ID 20 0 20 40 60
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arcsec
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show oscillations in the percentage polarization in particular in the southern
jet. These oscillations, which seem to occur around a mean value which
steadily decreases southwards along the jet, are smoothed within our larger
observing beam. At the place where the polarized flux density and the percentage
polarization in the center of the jet become low, the flux density and the
percentage at the boundaries increase (up to <v< 40%). A high percentage
polarization is found at all places where the jets bend. At these bends the
magnetic field is parallel to the jet direction (Chapfcar IX). These results
suggest that shearing at the interface of the jets and a surrounding medium
may enhance and order the magnetic field.
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3C 33.1
We detect a weak radio core in this source (Table 4) which confirms its
identification with a 19.5 - 20th magnitude double galaxy suggested by Longair
and Gunn (1975). A previous 21 cm map made with the WSRT was published by
Högbom and Carlsson (1974) and a 2" resolution map at 6 cm of the northern hotspot was published by Jenkins et al. (1977). The radio galaxy, at low resolution
described as a quadrupole or double-double (see 21 cm map), is well resolved at
6 cm except for its hot spots and a narrow elongated bridge or jet located halfway between the core and the the southern hot spot. The structure of 3C 33.1
resembles chat of 3C 219, a three times more luminous double source with a strong
jet (e.g. Perley et al., 1980). Interpreting the narrow structure in the southern
lobe as a jet, the gap between the core and the jet (47 arcsec, 9C kpc) is much
larger than that in 3C 219 (5 arcsec, 17 kpc). It shows that the terms "j,.;t" or
"bridge" are perhaps only a semantic distinction. The low brightness structure
perpendicular to the major axis of the southern lobe is uncertain and ccul'". be
a cleaning artifact, since at the time of the observations the dynamic . ange was
relatively poor. The core, the northern hot spot and the brightest pe^k in the
jet are aligned to within a few degrees in a position angle of 43.5 . The jet
itself however points neither to the core nor to the southern hot spot. Also misalinged are the "tail" at the northern hot spot and the core. The source has a
slight S-shape and the misalignments may be caused by changes in the ejection
direction for example due to precession or to orbital motion of the parent galaxy
around its companion.
The polarized intensity is most prominent along the jet and at the northern
hot spot. In the jet the percentage polarization at 6 cm is 30-40%, in the
northern hot spot ^5% and 10-15% in the tailed extension. In the diffuse lobes
the percentage can be as high as 50-60% but here the errors are large.
The foreground rotation in the direction of 3C 33.1 (Galactic coordinates
fc_j. = 124.3 , bjj - 10.4 ) is probably between 0

rad m~

and -30 rad

(Simard-

Normandin and Kronberg, 1979) so that the magnetic field in 3C 33.1 is generally
parallel to the jet direction, similar to that in 3C 219.
At 21 cm a strong polarized ridge is observed in the south-eastern part of
the southern lobe. This ridge appears to be ax. least partially associated with
the jet. The percentage polarization at the position of the jet is 10-15% at 21 cm.
In the northern lobe the polarized intensity shows a Z-shape, linking the northern
hot spot with the core. The percentage polarization is lowest at the hot spot
(£ 2.5%), the highest values are found along the outer boundaries.
At 49 cm significant polarization (£ 2.5%) was detected except in the northwestern part of the source.
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3C 35
Of this large source (11.2 arcmin, 590 kpc) only crude low resolution
maps existed, made at 408 MHz and 1.4GHz (Mackay, 1969), since it is rather
weak (^ 10 Jy at 178 MHz). Because o" its large extent the two lobes were
mapped separately at 6 cm. These maps are shown combined in Figure 12. The
two different pointing centres are indicated by stars.
We detect a weak radio core (Table 4) which coincides with the nucleus
of a 14.5 magnitude galaxy and confirms the identification proposed by
Burbidge and Strittmatter (1972). Both lobes are completely resolved and
structure at the two lowest contour levels is noise limited. The "hot spot"
in the southern lobe is double and each of the components is resolved. The
maximum intensities are ^ 1 . 5 raJy/beam and >\( 3 mJy/beam. The

hot spot in

the northern lobe is nearly square (y 60 kpc x 60 kpc) and has a ridge at
position angle 36

connected with a knot (a, 8 mJy/beam) at the sharp north-

eastern boundary. Beyond this boundary there is weak emission which is also
present in the 21 cm map (Figure 16). At full resolution only polarized
emission was detected from this knot: 32 _+ 5% at the boundary and 25 +_ 5%
south-west of this.
The 6 cm maps have been convolved to 23" x 23" cosec 6 resolution to
obtain better sensitivity for low brightness structure (Figures 14 and 15).
We detected polarization in the northern lobe with percentages of 23 + 3%
and 15+^5% at locations a and b, and in the southern lobe of 23 +_ 5%,
15 _+ 5% and 50 +^ 10% at locations c, d and e.
The 21 cm maps show the full extent of the source which has a nearly
rectangular morphology and a bridge in the middle. The curiously shaped hot
spots have their largest intensity gradients (projected?) inside the source.
The ridge in the northern hot spot seen at 6 cm full resolution can be
traced also in the 21 cm map.

Polarization is detected along the bridge,

the boundaries and near the hot spots. The percentage polarization in the
bridge is highest near the core, decreasing in the direction of the hot spots.
The highest percentage polarization in both lobes is found along the eastern
boundary. Not much polarization is found west of the southern hot spot.This is
probably due to beam smearing.
The 49 cm maps are shown in Figures 19, 20, 21. Here the flat spectrum
core is not detected. The source is appreciably polarized also at this wavelength. The spatial distribution of the brightness and polarization follows
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the same trend as at 21 cm.

This well known complex source is identified with a 12.9 magnitude elliptical
galaxy situated at the edge of the cluster .A 347. The galaxy has two nearby
companions and an optical jet coincident \.ith the bright base of a strong
radio jet, similar to that in 3C 31 (Butcher et al., 1980). 3C 66

has been

studied in total intensity at several radio wavelengths by Northover, 1973.
Previously 21 cm total intensity and polarization observations have been made
by Miley and van der Laan (1973). Here we present 6 cm, and new more sensitive
21 cm and 49 cm observations of this source. The 21 cm and 49 cm observations
were kindly provided by Drs. D.E. Harris, R.G. Strom and G.K. Miley. Polariza-

j

tion was detected at 6 cm and 21 cm. At 49 cm interference precluded the
construction of reliable polarization maps.
The 6 cm observations were not without problems because of the unrelated
A
strong background source 3C 66 (see at the end of this section) and spurious
grating rings remained after the map had been cleaned to a residual level of
^ 4 mJy/beam. An attempt was made to self-calibrate the data using the (slightly
resolved) source 3C 66

but this did not improve greatly the dynamic range of

the map. Nevertheless, at brightness levels £ 4 mJy/beam the source is not
severely affected by these problems. Note that the contour levels shown in
Figure 22 increase logarithmically. The polarized intensity was only slightly
affected by 3C 66 A at a level of $ 0.5 mJy/beam.
The overall appearance of ' the source ressembles that of a trumpet with the expanding jet

appearing to open rather abruptly at its end. Along the ridge

line of the jet the percentage polarization is < 10% until ^ 80 arcs
(^ 24 kpc) from the parent galaxy and then increases quickly to ^ 60% at the
end (Figure b ) . 3C 66

has a weak radio counterjet with a maximum intensity

of 32 mJy/beam. No significant polarization is detected from this counterjet
until it merges with the extended western radio lobe. In this lobe there are slight
brightness enhancements which appear to be surrounded by polarized emission

i

at the extrapolated end of the counterjet. The percentage polarization is

'••':

highest along the boundaries of the lobes.

'$j'

Compared with the previous 21 cm observations by Miley and van der Laan

%

(1973) our new 21 cm observations show that the low brightness lobe of the

'i

source is ^ 2 arcmin larger, giving a total extent for the source of "\> 10.3

4.
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Figure b .
Total and polarized intensity and percentage polarization
along the ridge line of the jets in 3C 6 6 B .
arctnin (y 190 k p c ) . T h e overall appearance is that of a head tail source seen
partly head- or tail-on. T h e steep intensity gradient east of the source at
the end of the jet and the very extended west lobe suggest that 3C 66 h a s
an appreciable velocity component eastwards. Part of the .eastern lobe m a y b e
seen mostly in projection. The morphology of the source m a y have been
complicated further b y orbital motion because there are two nearby
companion galaxies (Butcher et a l . , 1980). Dynamic range in the 21 c m
observations w a s good (^ 25 dB) but still a spurious grating ring ("\< 5 mJy/
beam remained from 3C 66 . Although confused b y the grating ring, the
upward bending at the end of the eastern lobe of 3C 66 is real (compare
49 cm map Figure 2 8 ) .
Using the slightly resolved source 3C 66 as a phase reference our 21 c m
polarized intensity map was slightly improved and a spurious grating ring removed?
The accuracy

of these polarization measurements is limited to ^ 0 . 4 % of the maxi-m
B
ii
mum intensity of the brightness map. In the eastern lobe in 3C 66 the percentage^
polarization is rather low ( < 4 % ) . Along the boundaries much higher values are found.

i
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The 49 cm map essentially confirms the structure observed at 21 cm i.e.
the source is not larger and the upward bending of the source close to its
eastern edge seen at 21 cm is also apparent.

Positions and flux densities of the two sources in the contour maps unrelated
to 3C 66 B
Name

RA(195O
H M S

DEC(1950)
D M S

3C 66 A

02 19 29.91+0.05

42 48 30.2+0.3

0219+428

02 19 46.83+0.05

• : peak intensity

3C 66

42 50 01.7^0.4

Wavelength
(cm)

Flux density
(mJy)

21

1900 : L 24*

49

3391 Hh 38

21

47.6 +_ 0.8

49

90

+8

since the source is resolved.

is polarized at 21 cm: 2.0 _+ 5%, position angle 50

+_ 10

at the centre.

There is a tendency of the percentage polarization to be larger at the edges
of 3C 66

but this is rather uncertain due to the very large intensity gradients.

3C 129.
This very long narrow tailed source (a. 30 arcmin, V520 kpc) is identified
with a 19.4 magnitude galaxy (Spinrad, 1975) situated in a nearly obscured
area of the galactic plane. Its Galactic coordinates are £y T = 160.3°, b T T = 0 . 1 ° .
Its morphology is thought to be mainly produced by motion of the parent galaxy
through an intracluster medium (Miley et al., 1972; Miley, 1973). 3C 129 has
been studied by many authors, most recently by Owen et al. (1979), Downes
(1979) and Perley and Erickson (1979).
Because of the steepening of the spectrum along the tail, previously only
the head of the source was seen at short wavelengths. The increased sensitivity
of the WSRT allowed to map a much larger part of the source at 6 cm (Figure 29).
The pointing of the telescopes was centered in the tail at approximately 7.5 arcmin
from the head. That part of, the source is far beyond the half power radius of
the primary beam (at ^ 5 arcmin). This means that the attenuation is large and
not accurately known and that instrumental polarization may be important. To
check on this we therefore observed the head of 3C 129 in a separate observing
run using 6 short (^ 30 minutes) observations which were well spread in hour
angles. Comparing maps from these observations with the full synthesis'maps
centered at the tail we conclude that 1) instrumental polarization is negligible
and 2) the average attenuation factor for the head is 2.7 j* 0.6. Within approxi-
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mately one beamsize from the fringe stopping centre in the tail (indicated by
a star), the source structure may be distorted at a level of M mJy/beam due to
a small instrumental problem occuring at the time of the observations.
Note that the 6 cm maps have not been corrected for primary beam
attenuation . From the observations centered at the head we infer a flux
density of 34 jf 4 mJy for the radio core at RA (1950) = 0 4 H 45 M 31.92 S +_ 0.05S
and DEC (1950) = 44°55 29.0" +_ 0.3". This core is slightly extended in northward direction and high resolution observations with the VLA have shown that
it contains a one-sided jet (Owen et al., 1979). Departing from this core are
two parallel, expanding streamers or jets with equivalent wiggles. At the point
where the expansion stops the structure becomes more complicated. Along the
tail, weak streamers are found. Note that low brightness structure with an
angular scale size of > 4 arcmin is not present in the map because of missing
short spacings and also because much of the resolved structure will remain below
the

detection level at full resolution. The percentage polarization is 5-10%

at the beginning of the head in the two jets rising to <v> 70% far out along the
tail. In the head the percentage polarization is highest near the boundaries
of the jets.
The 49 cm observations (Figure 34) were kindly provided by Dr. D.E. Harris
and Dr. G.K. Miley. The map shows that the source is still somewhat larger than
observed at 21 cm (Miley and van der Laan, 1973). At RA (1950) - O4 H 44 M 15 S ,

>

DEC (1950) = 44°53'OO" the tail is broader. This is approximately at the place
where Perley and Erickson (1979) find a brightness enhancement at very low
frequencies. For the polarization is a 3CT upper limit of ^ 1.5% can be set for
both head and tail.
A weak unresolved background source is apparent at RA (1950) = 04 44 45.10
+ 0.07S and DEC (1950) = 4O°OO?19.4" + 0.9". The flux density is 3.4 + 0.4
mJy at 6 cm and 5.0 *_ 0.5 mJy at 21 cm.
3C 130.
This wide-angled tail source also lies in an obscured part near the Galactic j
plane («,

= 155.4°, b

= 5.1°). It is relatively weak (15.5 Jy at 178 MHz)

"|

and has previously been mapped with the WSRT at 21 cm by Högbom and Carlsson (1974;|&

* Note: Also the total intensity contour map of previous 6 cm observations |>Jl;
of 3C 129 presented in Chapter II (van Breugel and Miley, 1977) was
§§5.
not corrected for primary beam attenuation, contrary to what was stated ?[&
there.
~^:/i
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We detect the radio core at 6 cm (Table 4) which confirms the identification with a 16.5 magnitude (reddened) galaxy at a redshift of z = 0.1090
(Smith et al., 1976). On the Palomar Sky Survey plates several galaxies are
found of similar magnitude some of which constitute

a chain. Their positions

are plotted in the figures. The 6 cm total intensity map was distorted due
to bad dynamic range caused by temperature variations in the receivers at the
time of the observations. This did not affect the much weaker polarized
intensities. The polarization position angles in the south-western tail show
variations on the scale size of a resolution element while the variation is
much smoother in the north-eastern tail. The percentage polarization is on
average higher in the south-western tail.
The new 21 cm and 49 cm WSRT observations show that the extent of the
source is "v» 9.4 arcmin (^ 750 kpc) i.e. much larger than previously could be
inferred from the 21 cm map by Högbom and Carlsson (1974). The polarization
distribution is rather asymmetric. The polarized intensity is much higher in
the north-eastern tail than in the south-western tail which is nearly entirely
depolarized (^ 5% polarization) except near the end where the tail curves.

3C 223.
Previous WSRT maps of this source made at 6 cm and 21 cm have been
published by Högbom (1979) and Högbom and Carlsson (1974). The new observations
presented here, made with better sensitivity, confirm the features shown by those
maps and show weaker structure (at 6 cm) and have better signal-to-noise in the
polarization maps. The hot spots have been mapped at 6 cm with 2" resolution
using the Cambridge 5 km telescope (Riley and Pooley, 1975).
At 6 cm we detect the core (Table 4) ^ 3 arcseconds north of the position
at which the proposed identification is located (a 17.1 galaxy in a small group;
Riley and Pooley, 1975). This discrepancy could be due to a blending in our
observations between the core emission and that of the northern bridge. The
southern lobe of 3C 223 resembles that of the northern lobe in 3C 219 (Perley
et al., 1980) in that the hot spot

seems embedded in the lobe and a somewhat

fainter protrusion is seen at the end. The percentage polarization is lowest
at the hot spots and highest along the boundaries.

3C 310.
This wide doable source is identified with a 15.2 magnitude galaxy which
has two nearby companions. A comparison of previous 6 cm and 2i cm observations
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with the WSRT is discussed by van Breugel (1980, I ) .
The observations presented here are of superior sensitivity but inferior
dynamic range. They are useful for investigation of the brightness structure
far from the core (> 1 arcmin) and of the polarization structure. The curved
radio jet embedded in the southern lobe and faint brightness enhancements
("knots") in the outer regions of both lobes inferred to exist in the previous
observations, are confirmed. Note also the "holes" in the centre of the
southern lobe and the curved "flux tube" north-west of the source. Because
there are so many resolution elements in this large source, the clean procedure
has not completely removed the negative bowl due to the missing short spacings
(e.g. Miley et al., 1975). The brightness levels of the extended structure are
therefore subject to relatively small (1-2 mJy/beam) offsets.
Polarized intensity in 3C 310 is found at the boundaries of the hot spots,
around the hole and along the flux tube. The observed percentage polarizations
varied from as low as < 10% in the northern hot spot to as high as 70% at the
north-western boundary of the source.
At the latter position polarized emission (9 +_ 5%) was also detected at
49 cm. The polarization position angles at 6 cm, 21 cm and 49 cm are almost
the same (compare with Miley and van der Laan, 1973

(21 cm) and van Breugel,

1980, I (convolved 6 cm)). Thus presumably the foreground rotation measure can
be neglected and the magnetic field structure of 3C 310 can therefore be derived
by rotating the polarization position angles at 6 cm through 90° (see cover
of this thesis).
Although 3C 310 has a steep spectrum at high frequencies (Veron et al.,
1974; van Breugel, 1980, I) the source is not observed to be significantly
larger at 49 cm. The 49 cm map is however limited by dynamic range due to
ionospheric fluctuations.

3C 390.3
This classic edge brightened double source is identified with a 14.5
magnitude (variable) N-type galaxy. It has recently been studied using the
Cambridge 5 km telescope with ^ 2" resolution at 6 cm by Hargrave and
McEllin (1975) and compared with "* 4" resolution II cm observations by Laing

••;

(1980). 21 cm WSRT maps have been published by Högbom and Carlsson (1974)

\

and Miley and van der Laan (1973).

*

The WSRT 6 cm map was severely dynamic range limited and at this wavelength we therefore report only the flux density of the core (see Table 4 ) .
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The 49 cm map is shown in Figure 52. In the northern lobe there is a
significant amount of polarization increasing from ^ 2% in the middle of the
bridge to <\» 7% near the hot spot. This contrasts with the southern lobe where
the percentage polarization is ;< 1%, perhaps slightly larger along the boundaries. Compared with the maps at the other wavelengths mentioned above the
polarization position angles are nearly the same at all wavelengths for the
northern lobe but not for the southern lobe. For the latter the wavelength
dependence of the polarization is presumably more complicated due to the much
brighter hot spot.

4C 48.29.
This source has been partly mapped previously at 11 cm with the NRAO three
element interferometer by Burns and Owen (1979). This map did not show the
bright southern hot spot ^ 2 . 9 arcmin south of the core (components B and C,
Figure 54). The source is identified with a 16th magnitude elliptical galaxy
member of a pair and its redshift (z = 0.052) has been measured by Miley and
Osterbrock (1979).
From the 6 cm maps it appears that the brightest components of the hot
spots are well aligned with the core. Of the two components of the southern
hot spot the weakest (D) is furthest away from the core. The boundaries of the
resolved components (A, D) are polarized with a percentage of 12+^4% and
15+^6% respectively and the bright component C with 8 + ^ 3 % .
The 21 cm map shows the peculiar large scale structure of the source.
Note that some fainter emission exists beyond the northern hot spot. The percentage polarization is lowest near the hot spots and highest along the boundaries.
The 49 cm map confirms the structure seen in the 21 cm map and also
significant polarization is found. The percentage polarization is on average
highest in the southern lobe.
The morphology of 4C 48.29 resembles that of 3C 315 (Hogbom, 1979) and
s

NGC 326 (Ekers et al., 1978) and suggests that tidal interaction between the

i

pair of galaxies has caused the nuclear source of the parent galaxy to precess.

';'?

Swinging of the beam along the line of sight would then mean that the hot spots

's?|

are seen projected onto the lobes.

^

s
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TABLE 1

Source

Morphological
classification

6 cm

21 cm

49 cm

Recent references for other
maps
Burch, 1977a, 1979°
Fomalont et al., 1980

3C 31

NedD

3C 33.1

NebD

x

X

X

Jenkins et al., 1977

3G 35

NebD

x

X

X

Mackay, 1969

C

X

X

X

3C 66

B

Northover, 1973

3C 83.1

NT

Miley et al., 1975

3C 111

NebD

Högbom, 1979

3C 129

NT

Owen et al., 1979; Downes,1979
Perley and Erickson, 1979

3C 130

WT

X

X

Högbom and Carlsson, 1974

3C 223

NebD

X

X

Högbom, 1979

3C 236

NebD

Strom and Willis, 1980

3C 310

WD

van Breugel, 1980 (I)

3C 326

NebD

Willis ard Strom, 1978

3C 390.3

NebD

Laing, 1980

3C 402

NedD

Miley and van der Laan, 1973

3C 449

NedD

Perley et al., 1979

3C 452

NebD

Burch, 1977a

3C 465

WT

x

X

X

van Breugel, 1980 (III)

3B 0844+31

NedD

x

X

X

van Breugel, 1980 (II)

4C 48.29

C

x

X

X

Burns and Owen, 1979

4CT 74.17. 1

NedD

X

X

X

van Breugel and Willis, 1980(IV)

ft

I

Following Miley (1980):
NebD = narrow edge brightened double
NedD = narrow edge darkened double
WD

= wide double

NT

= narrow tailed

WT

= wide tailed

C

= complex

i
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Table 2. Observational Parameters

1

2

ource

3C 31
3C 3 3 .

3C 35

3

Observing r i c
and MH2
Bandwidth

4

5

7

6

MHB

4995
4990
1412.6

10
10

01 06 00

10

01 05 01

608.5

01 04 39

32 08 44
72 55 45
72 56 05

X 12
x \2

79
78
77

x 12

141

54 LD
36 HD

360

36 HD

6 x 12
7 x 7
24 x 25

104

9

8

u ate
C o n f i g u r a t i a n Bea m U r c s
RAU95O) DEC(1950) Ob act v t-ug
Time
H M S
D H S
Hours
Yvar Day
RAxDEC

Noise
nuly/bear

in Total Intens i t y Map
(mJy/beam)

0.35

•v 0.6

0.35

••. 0 . 6

0.35

-.2.5

2.5

01 06 06

72 5b 05

x 12

78

316

36 HD

56 x ^9

2.3

•- 5

4995

10

01 09 09

49 1b 45

1 x 12

BO

039

36 OLD

7 x9

0.35

-. 0.35

1412

10

01 09 03

008

72 OL!)

-- 0.50

78

318

79

112

36 HI)
54 Hfl

2'. x 32
56 x 74

0.5

01 09 60

1 x 12
I x 12
1 x 12

78

2.5
10

49 12 00
49 10 00
42 45 30

x (0

».3

24 x 36

0.3

". 5

153
603.5

3C 66 B

4995

0 2 20 04

75

1415

3C 130

3C 223

4

0 2 20 00

10

04 45 28

10

187

72 OLD

73

253

72 OLD

1 x 12
1 x 12

79

147

36 ilD

79

1 11

54 HD

, x 12

77
77

041

56 x BJ

04 44 4b

609.5

4

"

053

36 OLD
36 01.1)

bO9.5

c

]

X 12

77

064

54 OLD

609.5

4

1 x \2

77

078

72 OLD

(.09.3

U

90 OLD

44 55 00

4B74

10

1)4 S8 i7

1412.b

10

04 49 00

51 59 "5
52 00 00

608.5

2.5

04

51 59 56

608.5

2.S

608.5

2.5

48 57

"

4995

10

09 36 51 36 07 35

1415

4

09

4995
608.5

36 51

I

xM

77

071

1

x 12

7S

11}

)6 f]»

1

x 12

78

013

J6 I1U

1 :; 12

36 07 35

< 0,5
fhead)

56 x 79

0.75

- U
(lu> ad)

31 1

36 HI)

78

312

36 HD

78

338

36 HD

79

106

54 LD

77

175

54 LÜ

X 4

0.35

56

x 72

1.3

'* 5

6

x 10

0.4

-- 1

x 37

0.5

-- 4
1. 1

77

184

54 LD

02 47

26 12 36

1

x 12

79

100

54 LD

6

x

li

0.3

2.5

15 02 46

id \l 30

1 x 12

78

29b

54 Ll>

51

x

.,5

1.2

10

18 45 34

79 43 30
79 43 06

1 x 12

79

140

36 OLD

1 x 12

78

340

18 45 38

7
24

36 HÜ

1.5
1

0.')

24 x 31

15

2.5

x 12

* to

4
10

••

1

1.5
O.J5

7

78
1 x 12

•- 1 0
• : *

7 x 10

22

'-O-ZL

-- 12

x 7

0.40

•- 20

x 24

"°

-- 100

10 17 45
7

4874

10

155

54 HD

x 9

0.3

,

4

10 18 00

48 45 00

I x .2
1 x 12

78

1415

77

192

36 OLD

25

x 33

0.4

-- 1

2.5

10 18 00

48 45 00

1

x 12

7B

313

36 HD

56

x 75

1.5

-- 7

608.5

OLD « Old Config
HD - High Densi
IB

75

u

608.5

'*C 48 2 °

42 48 00
44 56 32

I X I.1
1 x 12

6U9.5

4995

3C 390.

»

4995

1415
3C 310

4

4995

609.8

3C 129

7

1.4

1

ion (20 inte rfe r o » e t e r s , 72 m i rtcrements)

'
shadow ne of the telescopes)

Table 3.

Interferometer
Configuration
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Interferometer Spacings (m)
shortest/increment/longest

36 OLD

36

72

54 OLD

54

72

1404
1422

72 OLD

72

72

1440

90 OLD

90

72

1458

36 HD

36

36

1440

54 HD

54

36

1458

54 LD

54

36

1602

sec

S

Table 4.

Source

Radio Core P o s i t i o n s
RAÜ950)
DECO950)
H M S
D M S

Flux density Magnitude Redshift Luminosity Angular Size References
Distance
Conversion
at 6 cm
V
Z
Z
Ratio
(Mpc)
(mJy)
(kpc/arcsec)

-

3C 31

(core confused w i t h j e t )

3C 33.1

01 06 06.34+0.12

72 55 58.6+0.3

15+_1

3C 35

01 09 04.93+0.07

49 12 40.6+0.7

3C 66 B

(core confused with j e t )

14+3
-

3C 129

04 45 31.92+0.05

44 55 29.0+0.3

34+4

19.4

.0208

63

0.29

3C 130

04 48 57.29+0.06

51 59 50.2+0.3

28+1

16.5

.1090

335

1.32

3C 223

09 36 50.81+0.05

36 07 38.3+_0.5

8.5+1.,0

17.1

.1371

424

1.59

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

3C 310

15 02 46.90+0.04

26 12 35.3+0.5

89.0+J.,6

15.2

.0540

164

0.72

8

3C 390.3

18 45 37.44+0.19

79 43 06.8+0.2

14.5

.0569

173

0.75

9

4C 48.29

10 17 47.65+0.05

48 46 32.7+0.3

16

.052

158

0.69

8

* Assuming a Hubble constant H

** Using the Angular Size Distance.
References for Z
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

74.5+2..6

Humason et al., 1956
Sargent, 1977; Longair and Gunn, 1975
Burbidge and Strittmatter, 1972
Maltby et al., 1963
Spinrad, 1975
Smith et al., 1976
Sandage, 1978
Miley and Osterbrock, 1979
Osterbrock et al., 1975

mpc

51

0.24

.173

539

1.90

15

.0677

206

0.88

12.9

.0215

65

0.30

19.5-20

340+8

= 100 km sec

.0169

12.1

and q

=0.5.

Figure 1.
B5

3C 31, 6 en I + <s>; -2.5, 2.5,
5, 10, 20> 40, 80 mJy/beam.

32* 12 Ott

32' if oO

33* 10 00

32* 00 00

32" 08 00

32* 07 00

32* 06 00
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Figure

2.

3C Sl3 6 am P; 1, 2, 4,
mJy/beam.

!2" 13 00

2- i t Qtt—

is* lö 0 0 —

Figure
I' OS 00

3.

30 31, 6 cm %; 2.5 mJy/beam.
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Figure 4.
3C 33.1, 6 cm I + cf>; -2.5, 1.25,
2.5, 5, 7.5, 10, 12.5, 15, 20,
40, 80 mJy/beam.
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Figure
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5.

3C 33.1, 6 cm P; 1.5,
6 mJy/beam.
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Figure
3C 33.1,

6.
6 cm %; 1.25

mJy/beam.
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I
I

I

I

I

I

I

01 H M l1 20 s

Figure 7.
3C 33.1, 21 cm I + <J>; -10, 10,
20, 40, 80, 160, 320 mJy/beam.

I

I

I

I

I
I

I

Figure 8.
3C 33.1, 21 am P; 2, 4, 8, 12,
16, 24, 32 mJy/beam.
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Figure

CCC*
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At °66007 *
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a
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9.

3C 33.1, 21 cm %; 10 mJy/beam.
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72*54 Oll

Ot)

ot)—

7a" sä o B —

7a" si ot)—

'Figure 10. 3C 33.1, 49 am 1+ *; -20, 20, 40, 80, 160, 320, 500, 750, 1000,
1250, 1500, 1750 mJy/beam.

Figure 11.
=cec
RA =

3C 33.1, 49 am %; 20 mJy/beam.

16.32C94
CEC =
72.95545
RA =
16.32126
DEC =
72.92766 »
R» =
72.89967
RA =
16.32

CEC

= R»
= CEC

i
£5
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01 H 09 M 20 s

01 H 09 M 10 s

01 H 09 M 00 3

Figure 12.

O

ZC 35, 6 am I; .5, 1,
1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 3.5, 4,
5, 6, 7, 8 mJy/beam.

0 o
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W lö oö

49" 14 00

19" 12 00-

«9" 10 O Ö —

00

01H09M10S

01H09M00s
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Figure

0

a

13.

3C 36, 6 am I + <>j
(N.Lobe); .5, 2, 5 mJy,
beam.

16 ott—

10mJy
1? otJ—

01 H 09 M 20 s

O1HO9H1DS

I

01 H 09 H 00 s

I

I

—

I

19* 12 00—H

27mJy
U9" 16 0 0 —

U9'00 00-

13 mJy

49' 12 Ott

I

01 w 09 M 20 3

I

i

01 H 09 M 00 s

'Figure 14. 3C 35, 6 am I + § convolved
(N.Lobe); -1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32
mJy/beam.
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01 H 09 M 00 s

vigure IS. SC S5, 6 cm I + <j> ccnvolvad
(S.Lobe); -2S 2, 4, 8, 10, 12,
18, 20 mJy/beam.
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I

:«!« «.-{(MS K-.&a :&
,8':'

II':""

«9* 16 0 0 —

«9* 1« 00

••(::::;:

1:;:;:
Hi"Hf It

Ott

US' It 00

Figure 18. SC 35, 21 cm %;
1 mJy/beam.
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—

I

0lH09N203

I

I

01H09N00S

I

Figure 16. 3C 3S3 21 am I + $; -2, 1,
2, 4, 8, 15, 22.5, SO, 37.5,
45, 60, 75, 90 mJy/beam.
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s

I

I I

01H09H00S

Figure 17. 3C 35, 21 am P; 1, 2, 4, 8,
16 mJy/beam.
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Figure 23. '6C 66B> 6 am P; 1.5, 6, 4.b, 6, 7.5, 9 mJy/beam.

•',y.','M

Figure 24. 3C 66B, 6 am %; 2 may/beam.
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3C 66B, 21 am %;
5 mJy/beam.

G
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o 0
on—
I
(top). X

66B,

I

21 an

Ä
mJy/beam.

0, 20
Figure 28. 3C 66B, 49 am I; -30, -IS, 15, 30, 60, 120, 240,
480, 720, 960, 1440, 1920 mJy/beam.
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Figure 31.
SC 129 (head),
6 am I+<j>; . 5 . ,

7.5 mJy/beam.
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o.
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Figure 32.
3C 129, 6 am P;
.75, 1.25, 1.75
2.25, 2. 75 mJy/]
beam.
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Figure

33.

3C 129, 6 am %; .5 mJy/bectm.
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34. 3C 129, 49 am I; -5, 10, 20, 40, 80, 160, 250, 320, 640, 1280, 2560 mJy/b eam.
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"Figure

35.

3C 130, 6 am I+<|>; -4, 4, 6, 8,
16, 24, 32, 48 mJy/beam.

Figure

36.

3C ISO, 6 am P; 1.5, 2.5,
6.5, 8.5, 10.5
mJy/beam.

3.5,
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12,
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Figure

;!?!;;•;;

3C 230, 5 cm %, 4 mJy/beam.

37.

4.1

I

Figure

I

38.

3C 130, 21 am I+$i -2, %, 4, 8, 12,
16, 32, 48, 64, 96, 128, 192, 256,
384 mJy/beam.
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i

i

Figure

40.

3C 130, 21 cm %; 2 mJy/beam.

Figure 39.
3C 130, 21 am P.; 1, 1.5, 2, 3, 4, 5
mJy/beam.
!

I

I

I

•M

Figure 41.
I

I

I

I

3C 130, 49 cm I; -20, -10, 10, 20, 40,
60, 80, 160, 320, 480, 640 mJy/bem.
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Figure 42 (left).
3C 223, 6 am J+<j); -1.25, 1.25, 2.5, 5, 10, 20, 30, 50,
70 mJy/beam.
Figure 43 (right).

3C 223, 6 am Pj 1.25,

2.5,

5, 7.5,

10, 12.5 mJy/beam.

Figure 44.
3C 223, 6 am %; -20, 20, 40, 80, 160, 320, 480, 640
mJy/beam.
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Figure 47.
3C 223, 21 am %; 20 mJy/beam.
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CHAPTER IX

Multifrequency Comparison of the Total Intensity and Polarization Distributions
for: 3C 31, 3C 35, 3C 66B and 3C 129.
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1. Introduction.

1.1 General.

In this chapter we will compare observations made with the Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope (WSRT) at 6 cm, 21 cm and 49 cm wavelength of four very
extended (> 6 arcmin at 6 cm) radio galaxies: 3C 31, 3C 35, 3C 66B and 3C 129.
These sources are all nearby (z < 0.07), have relatively low radio luminosities
2 5 - 1
(< 3 x 10
W Hz
at 178 MHz) and have complex morphologies.
Two of the sources (3C 31, 3C 66B) are well known because of their relatively strong radio jets and 3C 129 is together with NGC 1265 (3C 83.1) the prototype
of a narrow tailed radio galaxy. In contrast, not much was known about the large
source 3C 35 since it is rather weak: 10 Jy at 178 MHz which is near the 3C
survey flux density limit. Some parameters of the sources are listed in columns
1 through 5 of Table 1. References to previous maps recently made of these
sources can be found in Chapter I (Table 1). Detailed WSRT maps of the total and
polarized intensity at the various wavelengths are presented in Chapter VIII and
for convenience some of the maps are reproduced here. None of the contour maps
shown are corrected for primary beam attenuation. Stars indicate the pointing
centre when this was much different from the parent galaxy position. The distributions of the spectral index, the depolarization and the rotation of the polari- •
zation position angles of all the sources have been derived, except for 3C 31
which was observed only at 6 cm, as well as the distributions of their magnetic
fields.
The reduction and analysis of the comparison maps was performed in the same
way as described in Chapter IV. In particular intercomparison maps were made with
the longest and shortest interferometer baselines matched as closely as possible
(in units of wavelenghths (X)). The baseline parameters of the intercomparison
maps are listed in columns 6 through 10 of Table 1. Note that since the WSRT array
can not be scaled, the baseline increments (in X's) are different for observations at different wavelengths. The sampling of a brightness structure is worst ,->
at the shortest wavelength of two intercomparison maps although "cleaning" of thei|
maps (Högbom, 1974) partially corrects for this (Schwartz, 1978). After cleaning §£
the maps were restored with identical Gaussian beams. For the determination of

||

the spectral index maps primary beam corrections were applied.

||>

In this chapter we shall consider some conclusions which follow directly

gf

from the results. However a more detailed and quantitative interpretation will '$.
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Table 1
Source Parameters
Source

Morphological
Classification
(Miley, 1980)

Largest
Angular
Size
(arcmin)

Parameters of the Comparison Maps
Redshift**

Linear
Size

(cm)

HaIfpower
Beamwidth
(arcsec x
arcsec)

Wavelength
Comparison

Map
(kpc)

Interferometer Spacings
in Units of Wavelengths
Shortest / Increment /f Longest

3C 31

NedD

% 30

0.0169

-v- 430

-

-

-

-

-

3C 35

NebD

-v. 11

0.0677

^ 580

6,N.Lobe
6,S.Lobe

24x32
24x32
24x32
54x71
54x71

600
600
679
340
293
900

1200

6600
6600
6792
3056
2927

3C 66B

3C 129

C

NT

-\- 10

30

0.0215

0.0208

^ 180

^ 520

* NedD = Narrow edge darkened Double
NebD = Narrow edge brightened Double
Complex
C
Narrow Tailed
NT
XX

References for these redshifts are given in Chapter
VIII.

21
21
49
6
21
21
49 •

25x38
25x38
56x83
56x83

6
21
21
49

23x32
23x32
54x76
54x76

170
146

600
340
340
37
600
170
170
146

600
509
170
183

300
85
85
37

1019

6600
6623
2888
2927
7200
6877
3057
2963

be given elsewhere. Throughout this chapter we will use a Hubble constant H
100 km sec

Mpc

and deceleration parameter q

=

=0.5.

1.2 Derivation of the Foreground Rotation Measure.
X *

X

In order to derive the depolarization (DP,1 ) and rotation (A(j>, *) parameters
for a source the effects of Galactic foreground depolarization and rotation must
be determined. Foreground depolarization on scales less than ^ 1 arcmin can probably be neglected even at low galactic latitudes, but foreground rotation certainly not (e.g. Burn, 1966; Strom, 1973). Since all four sources presented here
happen to be in a direction where the foreground rotation measure (RMp) is large,
derivation of RfL, presents some problems. We will discuss therefore the different
methods which can be used to determine RIL, in some detail.
1. A first estimate of RM^ in the direction of a source can be obtained fror
the Galactic rotation measure maps as derived by several authors (e.g. Vallee anc
Kronberg, 1975; Spoelstra, 1976; Simard-Normandin and Kronberg, 1979) using polarization data from samples of extra galactic radio sources.
2. To determine RMp, in the direction of a particular source more accurately:
polarization observations at a sufficient number (> 3) of suitable spaced wavelength intervals are needed. Usually, if available at all, such observations have
been made only with single dish radio telescopes so that the sources are at bestpooriy resolved. Using the assumption that most of the rotation occurs outside
the source one can derive RMp.
3. From high resolution polarization maps of a source a better estimate can,
be made because then one can directly select the regions where no Faraday dispersion in the source occurs. These regions, with a high percentage polarization ant
no depolarization, are often found near the outer boundaries of a source. Here i
is reasonable to attribute all rotation to a foreground magnetoionic medium (e.g
of our Galaxy).

x

V
Note: a list of abbreviations and symbols together with their definitions is _;Vj
given at the end of this chapter. Xj < X2 is the wavelength and when no confu- £.'<'
sion is possible these subscripts will be omitted.
?Ji

M
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4. If there is appreciable depolarization

one must rely on more complicat-

ed models because rotation in the source may not be neglected. Such models should
include the effects of fieid-tangling in the source if, typically, DP < 0.5.
These are even more important than (symmetric) geometrical effects because they
affect the Faraday dispersion function much more (e.g. Burn, 1966; see also Chapter VI). If indeed applicable, then the mean Faraday "depth" (ip) of the source,
the field tangling parameter (§) and the foreground rotation measure (RM„) can be
derived using three parameter model fits. An example of this method is given in
Chapter VI for the wide angled tailed source 3C 465.
5. Finally a crude estimate of RM„ may be_ obtained if one assumed that a)
the external rotation is constant across the source and b) the rotation in the
source is not correlated between different locations. RM„ then is found from the
mean value of the observed rotations, but note that RK-, is still ambiguous by a
value of + mr (A22-Aj2)

radians (n = integer number). Each of these assumptions

may be wrong of course, in particular if a source is at a low Galactic latitude
(may violate a)) and if the polarization angles vary smoothly across the source
(probably violates b)). This method is the least reliable and will not be used
here.
If one knows the wavelength dependence of the rotation for each location in
a source, the projected magnetic field distribution can be determined by extrapolation of the polarization position angles to zero wavelength and rotating the
(electric) position angles over an extra angle of 90 . At a short enough wavelength, such that the depolarization (DP.) and therefore the rotation in the
source (A<}>. ) is negligible, the corrections are small and are mainly due to foreground rotation (X BJL,). In general, in diffuse regions, the percentage polarization is high at 6 cm and the assumption of no depolarization at this wavelength seems justified.

1.3 Display of the Data.

The spectral index distributions are represented by profiles through the
spectral index maps. Error bars at representative locations indicate the combined statistical and systematic uncertainties. For a discussion of these uncertainties we refer to Miley et al. (1975) and Chapter IV.

Note: we follow the convention by Burr. (1966) that D P ^ = Px 2 (%)/Px,(%) with
\\ < \% so that the depolarization at a wavelength A2 is large if the fraction
DP is small.
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Polarization maps in general show much more structure than total intensity
maps. Therefore DP and, in particular, A<f> can not easily be displayed because
there can be large differences between independent resolution cells. We have designated different regions in the total intensity maps by big capitals (A, B ...)
and corresponding regions in the polarized intensity maps by small characters
(a., a.» b., b. . . . ) . In the case of 3C 66B and 3C 129 the polarization data are
presented in tabular form. For 3C 35 the distributions varied more smoothly and
we have chosen to present the data as "printed maps" in which the pixel values
are represented for a suitable range by numbers and characters. An independent
resolution element is defined as the half power full width (HPFW) of the Gaussiar
restoring beam which is approximately 2.5 x 2.5 pixels in all maps. Since the
signal to noise ratio of the polarized flux density can vary appreciably in each
of two comparison maps, we stress that for a good appreciation of the uncertainties it is necessary to compare the depolarization and rotation maps with those
of the polarized intensities.
Except for 3C 66B at 21 cm, all the polarization maps are sensitivity limited.
We required that the polarized flux density in both comparison maps be above
'v 3a (for 3C 66B at 21 cm above ^ 0 . 5 % of the maximum in total intensity). The
2
2 z
uncertainties can roughly be estimated as aDp = DP (a /pj) + (o /?%) ) and
tf.o. - (°T + o"? ) ~ i((o /Pi) + (° /P2) )2» The signal-to-noise ratios can be
A<f>
*i
<t>2
Pi
P2
estimated from the polarization contour maps. At the lowest contours (^ 3o ) the
errors in DP and A(f> still can be large: a

=0.5 DP; a

= 14°. In many cases

the uncertainties can even be larger; for example if the polarization position
angles change over a beam size and/or if the polarization maxima at different
wavelengths do not coincide. Note also that in general the polarization is found
where there are large gradients in the total intensity so that slight positional
differences between the polarized and total intensities can cause large differences in the percentage polarizations and, a fortiori, in the depolarizations.
Altogether this results in somewhat subjective error estimates.

2. 3C 31.

.-;

This edge darkened double source has two radio jets. It has been extensive-/^ly studied by Burch (1977a, 1979b) who derived the magnetic field structure

<?.

from 11 cm polarization data. He showed that the projected magnetic field direc-"-j;
tion in the strong northern jet of 3C 31 changes abruptly from being parallel to "/
the jet direction close to the nucleus to being perpendicular further out.
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Figure 1.
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3C 31, 6 cm.
Total intensity map with
magnetic field superimposed. Positions are epoch
1950. Contour levels:
-2.5, 2.5, 5, 10, 20, 40,
80 mJy/beam. The letters
denote regions of the
source referred to in the
text. The cross indicates
the position of the optical nucleus and the field
centre. The shaded ellipse
represents the half intensity width of the synthesized beam.
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Recently high resolution maps made at 6 cm with the VLA (Fomalont et al., 1980)
have revealed this magnetic field structure in much more detail. Fomalont et al.
have also observed similar behaviour for NGC 315 and it would appear that change
of the magnetic field direction near their base is a common feature of strong
jets. Another example of such a source (3C 66B) is discussed in section A.
The VLA observations showed that the widths of these jets increase rapidly
with distance from their parent nuclei. Fomalont et al. propose that the magneti
field is helical with a small pitch angle near the base of the jet changing to a
large pitch angle further out due to an expanding flow of thermal plasma with
frozen-in magnetic fields, as was theoretically predicted by Blandford and Rees
(1978). The nearly circumferential field configuration in the expanded jet, when
seen in projection, gives the observed perpendicular magnetic field in the rentr
and the parallel projected field at the edges.
Furthermore from the 11 cm map by Burch (1979b) and the convolved 6 cm map
by Fomalont et al. the magnetic field appeared parallel near the first bend in
the northern jet. This suggested that bending of the jet is accompanied by compression and shearing of the magnetic field at the interface of the jet and a
surrounding medium.
2.1 Magnetic

Field.

The magnetic field structure of 3C 31 derived from WSRT observations at
6 cm is shown in Figure 1. To correct the polarization position angles we have
_2
assumed the same foreground rotation meausre (-63 ± 5 rad m ) as that derived
by Burch (1979b).
We observe the same magnetic field structure as the above authors but with 1
er resolution .In addition our observations allow the determination of the magnetic field structure over a larger part of the source i.e. for the entire
southern jet and also beyond the sharp bends of both jets. In the southern jet
we note that the magnetic field is parallel to the eastern and western boundaries near location C.

The field is also parallel to the jets near the bends .

A and D. In between the two bends in the northern jet and also in the fully ex- ••'.panded southern jet>or lobe, the magnetic field is perpendicular to the jet d i -

,-;

rection. At the south-western extremity of the southern lobe the magnetic field w#
is again aligned parallel to the boundary. Wherever the jets bend the percentage®,
polarization is higher than average (Chapter V I I I ) .
Our observations thus strengthen the general picture that the projected
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%y.
"/>

magnetic field distribution of the jets in 3C 31 is due to expansion of the
jets combined with shearing along the boundaries.
The situation may be somewhat complicated by projection effects as mentioned
above i.e. the parallel field at the boundaries in the southern jet near C
could be due to a circumferential magnetic field configuration viewed at some
inclination angle

to the line of sight. Projection effects could also in

principle account for the observed change of the magnetic field directions near
the base of the northern jet if the inclination angle of the jet with the line
of sight would be small in the beginning and increases quickly further out.
A circumferential magnetic field configuration seen in projection at small inclination angles shows a field structure that is predominantly parallel but at
large inclination angles it is predominantly perpendicular. If the jet is relativistic, a twin counter jet would remain undetected because of Doppler redshifting (see for example Chapter V ) . Bending could change
angle

and

cause

the

the inclination

brightness along the northern jet to diminish quickly.

Although such a picture is consistent with the observed magnetic field and
brightness structure at the beginning of the strong jets in 3C 31, 3C 66B and
NGC 315, one would also expect to see sources where a jet has a magnetic field
that flips from perpendicular at its beginning to parallel further out. However,
such sources have not been observed.

3. 3C 35.

This source has a relatively large linear size (11.2 arcmin, 590 kpc) and
a peculiarly rectangular appearance. Previously only crude low resolution maps
existed (Mackay, 1969) of this source. Recent WSRT maps made at 6 cm, 21 cm
and 49 cm are given in Chapter VIII but for convenience we reproduce here the
full resolution, composite 6 cm map (Figure 2 ) .

3.1 Spectral Index.

;.•

Profiles of the spectral index (a,]» «,„) along the major axis of the

%

source are given in Figure 3. No significant differences from this were found

'•£[

in lateral directions. Also the profiles of the 6 cm/21 cm and 21 cm/49 cm

:£*
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Figure 2.
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3C 35, 6 cm.
Total -intensity composite map (see Chapter
VIII). Contour levels:
.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3,
3.5, 4} 5, 6, 7, 8 mJy/
beam. The two stars
•indicate two different
field centre positions.
Otherwise as Figure 1.
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3C 35. Spectral index
a22 and a4g profiles
(middle figure) along
the major axis of the
source. Top and bottom
figures show profiles
of the total intensity
comparison maps scaled
such that they would
overlap for a = 0.5.

4
6
northern lobe

comparison maps are shown, scaled such that for a = 0.5 the profiles would coincide. Note that the intensity peak of the southern lobe at low resolution
(21 cm/49 era) is displaced with respect to that at higher resolution (6 cm/21 cm)
because of the difference in beam smoothing.
ft

21

Within i* 2 arcmin (i/ 100 kpc) from the hot spots a~. is similar to a^_ and
the spectrum is relatively flat (a < 0.8) but further out the spectrum steepens
quickly. At 6 cm the central part of the source in the convolved maps was confused by grating rings from the opposite hot spots so that here o^j could not be
determined reliably. The spectral index for the core was determined from the
full resolution maps where confusion was less.
Similar steepening of the spectrum away from the hot spots has been found in
other sources (e.g. Miley, 1980) but 3C 35 is a particularly good example.
The result that within ^ 100 kpc from the hot spots the spectrum remains relatively flat throughout the diffuse lobes is interesting. Assuming that particle
acceleration occurs in the hot spots, it shows that either the accelerated particles diffuse from the hot spots at rather high velocities (typically 100 kpc/
—1
7
/t , - 3000 k m s : t
,-3xl0
yrs for electrons radiating at 6 cm in a
rad
rad
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magnetic field of a few micro Gauss and including inverse Compton losses) or
that particle reacceleration also occurs outside the hot spots.

3.2 Depolarization.

No significant depolarization at 21 cm was observed at any of the locations
where polarization was detected in the convolved 6 cm maps. Near the hot spots,
where the signal-to-noise of the polarized intensity was good (see Chapter VIII)

fi

f%

we find DP.. = 1.0+0.1 (northern hot spot) and DP21
9 1 = 0.8 ± 0.2 (southern
hot spot). Also between 2\ cm and 49 cm no significant depolarization was found
in most of the northern lobe and along the boundaries in the southern lobe
(Figure 4 ) .

17.10*3.;
V-'.iJ/lO

17..27C3-;
i?.33?lu

17.Ut.47
io.3?71£'

Figure 4. 3C 35. Printed map of depolarization between 21 am and
49 am (DP\\ = P^(%)/Pzl(%)
binned in units of 0.2. The
key relating the numbers/
characters to the range of
DP\\ is: 1 - (0.0, 0.2),...,
9 = (1,6, 1.8), A - (1.8,
2.0), > = (> 2.0). The star
indicates the position of
the optical nucleus. The
contour (10 mJy/beam) denotes the source extent at
49 cm. RA and DEC coordinates
are in degrees.
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49.337U

Figure 5. ZC 35. Printed map of the
rotation between 21 am and

49 cm CA<t>2i E <{.„ - 4,21-1
binned in units of 10°. The
key relating the numbers/
characters to the range of !
A<J>21 is: 1 = (0°, 10°), ...
9 = (80°, 90°) and A = (0°,'
-10°) ..., I - -50°, -90°).
Otherwise as in Figure 4. Y

However, significant depolarization was found at 49 cm in the bridge south of
21
the core (DP/Q = 0.6 ± 0.2). This cannot be due to confusion of the steep spectrum bridge with a much flatter spectrum core because that would favour a lower
percentage polarization at 21 cm, since the core is less polarized than the
21
bridge, and thus would tend to increase DP, . Furthermore there is significant
21
depolarization near the southern hot spot (DP,g = 0.4 ± 0.2).
We can conclude that at some places in 3C 35 there is a significant amount
of thermal gas mixed with the radio emitting regions . For example, assuming a uniform magnetic field and making other standard assumptions (e.g. Miley, 1980) we
_4
-5
-3
find a thermal electron di
density n - 10
- 10
cm
for the southern hot spot
and

bridge respectively.

3.3 Foreground Rotation Measure.

3C 35 (Galactic coordinates I

= 126.5°, b

= -13.3°) is situated in a

region of very large, negative rotation measures: -120 rad m
< RJL, < -90
-2
rad m
(Simard-Normandin and Kronberg, 1979). In our search for the
value of RMp in the direction of 3C 35 we will require that R1L does not differ
from the above range of values by more than ±30 rad m

, the interval within which

these authors binned their data.
From the integrated polarization position angles (Table 2) we find a good
-2
least squares fit for RWL = -137 ± 30 rad m .
Table 2
Polarization Position Angles for 3C35

.
(cm)

6.0
18.0

Integrated
Position Angle
(degrees)

31 + 16
156.3 +

3.4

Position Angle at Position Angle at
Hotspot N.Lobe
Hotspot S.Lobe
(degrees)
(degrees)

6+ 6

138 + 10

-

-

21.4

68.2 + 5.0

81 + 8

28 + 7

49.2

145 + 5

120 + 6

56 + 8

References for the integrated position angles are given in "A catalogue of
linear polarization of radio sources" by Tabara and Inoue (1980) except for
A = 49.2 cm (Chapter VIII). Theposition angles at the hot spots are taken from
the low resolution 6 cm map and the 21 cm and 49 cm maps (Chapter VIII).
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Because 3C 35 is so extended and RUL, so large the foreground rotation measure
may vary significantly across the source. Selecting the regions with strong polarized emission near the hot spots (Table 1) we find for both hot spots
-2
RM_ = -124 ± 28 rad m

. This is consistent with RM^ as derived from the inte-

grated polarization position angles, but the uncertainties are large. More
accurate results cannot be obtained using a least squares fitting procedure because the gap between 21 cm and 49 cm wavelength is so large (for example for
RM- = -120 rad m

^ A Q > ' x '^0 I). Since at 49 cm wavelength

Faraday dis-

persion (i.e. internal rotation) is not negligible it seems better to use only
the 6 cm and 21 cm data to determine RfL. In that case we find RfC = -120 +
—2
—2
4 rad m

(northern lobe) and RM^ = -122 + 4 rad m

(southern lobe). Other

values for RMp, would not be within the range of values derived above since extra rotations of ± 180

are equivalent to + 76 rad m

.

Because the foreground rotation measures for both lobes are not significant
-2
ly different we adopt a foreground rotation measure of R M = - 1 2 1 ± 4 rad m
for 3C3
3.4 Intrinsic Rotation.

Because we have used the hot spots to determine the foreground rotation
measure, the residual source rotation between 6 cm and 21 cm ( A<t>?.) at these
locations is of course negligible. At other places, in the southern lobe, some
rotation ( A<|>_.) internal to the source might exist but the data are too noisy
to inspire confidence.
The rotation distribution between 2J cm and 49 cm is shown in Figure 5.
21
Because of the still somewhat uncertain value for RM_ the &()>,- distribution
will not be interpreted in detail. For example an error in RM

of 4 rad m

results in a (systematic!) error in A<|>,. of 45°. Small gradients in RM^ could
complicate the picture further. Note that there is still a large amount of ro2i
tation at places where the depolarization is small (DP^n

large) so that per-

haps the foreground rotation measure must be adjusted somewhat (see section 1).
3.5 Magnetic Field.

Using the foreground rotation measure adopted in section 3.3, we derived
the projected magnetic field distribution of 3C 35 using the 6 cm full resolution and convolved maps (Figures 6 and 7 ) . Because RMp, is so large, the necessary correction due to foreground rotation of the polarization position
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5. 3C 35 Northern hotspot, 6 cm. Total intensity with magnetic field directions
superimposed. Contour levels: .5, 2, 5 mJy/beam. The star indicates the
field centre position.
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ure 7a. SC 35 Northern lobe, 6 cm convolved to "\> 23"x23" cosee 6
resolution. Total intensity
with magnetic field directions
superimposed. Contour levels:
-1, ?,, 4, 8, 16, 32 mJy/beam.
The star indicates the field
centre ana the cross the galactic nucleus position.
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Figure 7b. 3C 35 Southern lobe, 6 cm convolved to -v 23"x23" cosec 6
resolution. Total intensity
with magnetic field directions
superimposed. Contour levels:
-2, 2, 4, 8, 10, 12, 18, 20
mJy/beam. The star indicates
the field centre and the cross
the galactic nucleus position.
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angles is appreciable even at 6 cm: -\, RtL = +25°. However, the uncertainties
in the corrections due to the uncertainties in RM„ and rotation internal to the
source can be neglected at this wavelength.
Figure 6 shows that in the northern hot spot the magnetic field is parallel
to the north-eastern boundary. This situation is commonly observed, for example
in the southern hot spot of 4CT 74.17.1 (Chapter VII). The peculiarly straight,
bright edge and the relatively high percentage polarization (Chapter VIII)
suggest that the magnetic field here may be sheared and compressed by shock
waves. Perhaps due to projection we see the effects of these shocks embedded
within the lobe (the weak emission north-east of the edge is real, see Chapter
VIII).
In the southern lobe the magnetic field is also parallel to the brightest
rim of the banana shaped hot spot which may also seen within the lobe due to
projection.

4. 3C 66B

Although 3C 66B has a rather complicated morphology (Chapter VIII) in many
respects it can be considered the twin brother of 3C 31. Both sources have

i

comparable radio luminosities and strong, relatively flat spectrum radio jets
coincident at their bases with optical jets (Butcher et al., 1980; Chapter III).
In both cases the parent galaxies also have nearby companions and tidal interactior
similar to that proposed for 3C 31 (Blandford and Icke, 1978) could also be
the cause of the peculiar morphology of 3C 66B. The structure of the low brightness lobes suggests that the parent galaxy has (had) an

appreciable velocity

component with respect to the surrounding medium in approximately the same direction

as the jet,

The total intensity distribution of 3C 66B has been previously studied

"

in detail at several radio wavelengths by Northover (1973). WSRT maps, including ',;;.
polarization, are given in Chapter VIII.
Figures 8a and 8b show the convolved 6 cm WSRT maps that were used for the

0.

|p

interfrequency comparison. Note that the line segments show the position angles |ji§
of the magnetic field. The observed polarization position angles can be obtained Mi

Ü
'£••:<
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Figure 8a.
3C 66B 6 cm, convolved to i>
23"x23" oosea 6. Total intensity with magnetic field directions superimposed. Contour
levels: -8, 8, 16, 32, 48, 64,
96, 128, 192, 256 mJy/beam.
Crosses indicate galaxy positions: middle position is of
the parent galaxy, the other
two are companion galaxies
(see Butcher et al., 1980:
Chapter III). The field centre
is near the southern galaxy
position. Letters denote regions referred to in the text.

Figure 8b.
3C 66B 6 cm, convolved to ^
23"x23" cosee &, polarized
intensity. Contour levels: 3,
5, 7, 9, 11, 22, 33, 44 mJy/
beam. Small characters (a\,
a-i, bi, b<i...) refer to polarized regions associated with
regions (A,B ...) indicated
in the total intensity map.
Otherwise as in Figure 8a.
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by rotating the angles through 90° - 14° = +76° (see section 4.3; 4.5).

4.1 Spectral Index.
6
21
Profiles through the spectral index (a2i> a Aq) maps along the approximate
ridge line of the jet and the west lobe are shown in Figure 9. Also shown is a
profile across the end of the jet between lobes F and D. The uncertainties are
indicated with error bars and include an estimate of possible systematic errors.
We note that the jet seems to have a significantly flatter spectrum a shorter
wavelengths (a 2] - 0.4, a^

= 0.6). This may be due to the fact that the a^,

map shows the spectral index for a smaller scale structure (£

3 arcmin) than

the a^g map (£ 16 arcmin). The total intensity 21 cm map (Chapter VIII) indicates that the jet may be surrounded by an extended lobe which presumably has
a steeper spectrum comparable to that of the western lobe where a21 > 0.7. On
49
basis of its spectrum (a„i ~ 0.4) and morphology, part of lobe F seems a south-

Figurc 9.

3C 66B.

Spectral index a|j and a^i
profiles (middle figures)
along the ridge lines and
across the end of the jet
between lobes F and D
(right). Top and bottom
figures show profiles of
the total intensity oompa- :
rison maps scaled such that
they would overlap for
a = 0.5.

i
• west lobe
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SE lobe — arcmin - » N E lobe

i

ward extension of the jet.
The core appears as a dip in the a e

profile and at our resolution it is blended

21

with the emission from the jet. In the west lobe a6- and a 2 1 are the same and
21
49
the spectrum steepens gradually away from the parent galaxy. The weak, short
counter jet hardly affects the spectrum.
The spectral index in the jet of 3C 66B (a6 =0.4) is similar to that of
21

other jets, in particular that of 3C 31 (Burch, 1977) and significantly smaller
than the integrated spectral indices of these sources.
The optical emission at the base of the jet together with the relatively
flat spectrum which is constant along the jet implies that in situ acceleration
or fast replenishment of relativistic electrons may occur throughout the jet.
The jet in 3C 66B is peculiar in the sense that although it clearly widens with
length the surface brightness remains constant. If the jet is expanding, reacceleration or replenishment of the relativistic electrons must be very efficient (see also 3C 31, Burch, 1979b).

4.2 Depolarization.

The depolarization ( D P 2 p a t

the

various locations labelled in Figure 8a

and 8b is given in Table 3. Along the boundaries of the lobes the depolarization

Table 3
and DP^, at Several Locations in 3C66 .

*

A< 1

D] l

a

*51 + 16

0.8 + 0.2

b

-61 + 15

0.6 + 0.2

b

- 3 + 22

1.0 + 0.2

+58 + 13

0.9 + 0.6

-34 + 17

1.4 + 0.3

e

-70 +

9

0.5 + 0.2

e

-55 + 24

0.2 + 0.1

+ 8 +

9

1.2 + 0.5

- 4 + 11

0.8 + 0.3

Location

l

l

2
c
l

C

2

l

f
f

2
,
2

I
•4

Corrected for foreground rotation assuming a foreground rotation measure of
-66 rad m~ 2 (see text) and constrained to angles between +90° and -90°.
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is probably negligible but, except for B(b„), the uncertainties are large. Surprisingly there is also no measurable depolarization at the beginning of the jet
(C(c_)) but in contrast very much at the end (E(ej,e?)). As noted above, the jet
seems surrounded by a region of lower brightness (lobe). The polarized emission
may be confused with that of this lobe. Although the lobe is expected to have a
much steeper spectrum than the jet, it is unlikely that the polarized emission
from the lobe will dominate that of the jet, even at 21 cm, because the jet is so
strong. We conclude therefore that the depolarization in the beginning of the
jet of 3C 66B is probably small.
Relatively little depolarization has also been found in the bright northern
jet of 3C 31 (between 11 cm and 21 cm; Burch, 1979b), in most places along the
jet in M 87 (between 2 cm and 6 cm; Owen and Hardee, 1980) and in the jet of
3C 273 (between 6 cm and 21 cm, Perley et al., 1980). In contrast large depolarization is seen in the weaker southern jet of 3C 31 (Burch, 1979), in the jets
at the head of 3C 129 (section 5.2) and as we have seen above, at the end of
the jet in 3C 66B. Note also that the weak counter jet of 3C 66B may be depolarized at 6 cm because no polarization was detected (Chapter VIII). Although for
;

a few knots in M87 it has been observed to be large (Owen and Hardee, 1980), we

conclude that in general depolarization may be inversely related to the strength i~
of a jet.
)
4.S Foreground Rotation Measure.

The Galactic coordinates of 3C 66B are I

-16.8

II

and the

source is at the edge of a Galactic region with large negative rotation measures
(Simard-Normandin and Kronberg (I979)). From these authors we estimate that in
-2

the direction of 3C 66B -30 rad m

-2

< RMy < -60 rad m

'•

. With this range as a

•

guideline we will make a more precise estimate using integrated polarization data
that are available in the literature for 3C 66B as well as for the strong source
3C 66A which is located at only % 7 arcmin north-west of 3C 66B (see Chapter

;

VIII).

;

Using selected, reliable polarization data from the catalogue compiled by \'gt
Tabara and Inoue (1980) for 3C 66B and using a least squares fitting procedure — 2 JJJ*
m
for the polarization position angles, we find good fits for RM_ = -69 ± 7radm
:

By itself not too much weight should be given to this value because of the
effects of resolution on most of the (integrated) polarization values which were Hsu
measured by single dishes. These limitations do not apply however to the small
source 3C 66A. For this source we have a 2.8 cm measurement by Stull et al.
29° + 13°) and our 21 cm data (Chapter VIII; <|>
50° ± 10°).
K
2.8
21
(1975)
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_9

From these we find M L = (-63 + 9) ± n.71 rad in

(n = integer number) which is

consistent with the previous value of RJL, if we assume n = 0. We have not used
our 6 cm data for 3C 66A because the source was observed at i> 7 arcmin from the
centre of the field where the instrumental polarization correction due to the
primary beam is uncertain. To proceed further we will take the average of the
_2
above determined rotation measures (RM_ = -66 ± 7 rad m ) as representing the
foreground rotation measure in the direction of 3C 66B.
4.4 Internal Rotation.
Using the foreground rotation measure just derived we removed the foreground
rotation from all the 6 cm and 21 cm polarization position angles and obtained
the residual rotation (A(f>6 ) presumed to take place in the source itself. All
21
.
o
o
rotations were constrained to be within +90 to -90 (Table 2) and are of course
ambiguous by + n.180 . A (weak) argument that n = 0 is provided by the observation that most rotation measures of extra galactic radio sources are typically
_2
less than ± 50 rad m
(e.g. Miley, 1980). A possible error in the foreground
— *?

rotation measure of + 7 rad m
o

results in a systematic uncertainty in A<j>^ of
c

.

21

+ 17 . In total the errors in A<j>° can be quite large and a detailed mterpreta21
tion is not fruitful. We can however draw the following qualitative conclusions.
1. The rotations near B(b„) and F(f ,f.) are small. This is consistent with
the probably small depolarization at these boundaries and suggests that our
estimate of the foreground rotation measure in the previous section was correct.
2. At the end of the jet E(e.,e_) the rotation is large and negative. Combined with the large depolarization for this region this indicates that this
rotation is very likely produced in the source itself by thermal gas mixed in
with the radio emitting regions. Significant rotation and depolarization is also
found in the lobes A(a.) and B(b.). Subject to many standard assumptions (e.g.
Miley, 1980) a preliminary estimate of the thermal electron densities (n ) from
6
-3-3
3. Near the beginning
C^-.c«)
the depolarization
data is nof =the
1 0 jet cm
at thethe
endrotation
of the varies
jet and significantly.
in the lobes.

•';

This is confirmed by comparing our full resolution 6 cm polarization data with

y\

11 cm observations of 3C 66B made with the Cambridge 5 km telescope (Pooley,
private communication).

iiä
jp

As we have seen in section 4.2 there is no depolarization between 6 cm and

^

21 cm at the beginning of the jet. The combination of no depolarization and ap-

J?

preciable rotation at the centre of the source (i.e. the jet) but not at the
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edges implies that the situation is quite complicated.
If the rotation near location C is all intrinsic to the jet, then the variation of the rotation could indicate a gradient in Faraday depths along the jet.
The combination within the beam of a few dominating components which have different
Faraday depths causes interference effects ("beating") of the polarization at
different wavelengths. Hence the percentage polarization could be equal or even
larger at 21 cm than at 6 cm (DP6

> 1). It would require that the Faraday depths

(ty) of the individual components are not large otherwise these components would be
depolarized significantly at 2) cm. For example, in order to have DP 6 ;> 0.8 one
—2
^^
must have tp ^ 25 rad m

for a slab configuration with a uniform magnetic field

and mixed in thermal gas (e.g. Burn 1966). For a typical magnetic field strength
along the line of sight of 'v- 10

Gauss and a jet width of a few kiloparsec this

would imply that the mixed-in gas density of the thermal electrons is less than
It seems more plausible however that the rotation near the beginning of the
jet of 3C 66B occurs outside the radio emitting region. We noted already in
section 4.1 that there may be part of a low brightness lobe along the line of
sight in front of the jet. This could be the cause of the external rotation but
it would require large gradients of the Faraday depth in the lobe over an angular
scale of ^ 10 arcsec (y 3 kpc). The rotation may alternatively occur closer to
the jet, for example in a gaseous halo or interstellar magneto-ionic medium,
similar to the steep spectrum 2 kpc radio core in M 87 (e.g. Forster, 1980).
Note that near the nucleus of 3C 66B faint Ha emission was found indicating the •
presence of an inhomogeneous interstellar medium (Butcher et al. 1980; Chapter

I

III) again like M 87 (Ford and Butcher, 1979).

:

A detailed comparison of high resolution radio observations at many wavelengths is required to disentangle the rotations caused by the loaal foreground
in 3C 66B and that of the jet itself. Also high resolution X-ray observations and
more spectroscopic mapping would be very useful since these could provide further
important information on the physical conditions of the thermal gas outside (and .
inside) the jet.

4.5 Magnetic Field.

The magnetic field structure of 3C 66B was derived from the 6 cm full reso- ffi
lution and convolved maps and is shown in Figures 8a and 10. We have adopted a
-2
foreground rotation measure of -66 rad m
as derived in section 4.3. At 21 cm
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3C 66B, 6 om. Total intensity map with magnetic field directions superimposed. Contour
levels: -4, -2, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 125, 250 mJy/beam. Otherwise as Figure 8a.

the Faraday dispersion in the source is too complicated to allow a reliable determination of the magnetic field structure.
Near the base of the jet the projected magnetic field flips from parallel tc
perpendicular similar to the behaviour observed in 3C 31 and NGC 315 (Fomalont et al.,
1980 and section 2.1). At its centre it remains perpendicular all the way to the
end of the widening jet at ^ 2.5' from the core but at its sides it is parallel
in some places (RA = 02 20 09 ) . Also in the lobes the magnetic field is paralle
to the boundaries. The counterjet does not have much polarization except at its
end. There it seems to have a perpendicular field which may persist when it
enters lobe B. In this lobe the magnetic field is parallel to the boundary and
wrapped around a slight brightness enhancement which is situated along the extrapolated direction of the counterjet. It suggests that the counterjet is "blowing
a bubble" which causes shearing of the magnetic field at the boundaries.

5. 3C 129.
This very long narrow tailed source (^ 30 arcmin, ^ 5 2 0 kpc) has been
studied by many authors at various wavelengths and with different resolutions,
most recently by Owen et al. (1979), Downes (1979) and Perley and Erickson (1979
3C 129 Is considered the prototype narrow tailed radio galaxy and its twin taile
morphology is thought to be due to motion of a 'normal' double radio galaxy
through an ambient intra cluster medium (Miley et al., 1972). To show the large
extent of the source, a cleaned 21 cm map of 3C 129 (using the observations of
Miley, 1973) is shown in Figure 11. Models to explain the morphology and spectra
index distribution of 3C 129 have been proposed for example by Jaffe and Perola
(1973) and Pacholcsyk and Scott (1976).
Until now no detailed comparison has been made for the polarization far out'
along the tail because of sensitivity limitations at short wavelengths. The increased sensitivity of the WSRT at 6 cm allows such an investigation. We observed 3C 129 at this wavelength with the telescope beam directed towards the
centre of the tail; the total intensity and polarization of both head and tail ,;,'J
could then be mapped at full resolution (^ 7" x 7" cosec 5 ) . These data have beert?,
compared with the 21 cm observations of Miley (1973) and 49 cm observations kind^i;
ly provided by Drs. D.E. Harris and G.K. Miley. For a description of these maps '0.:;
we refer to Chap'er VIII.
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Figure 11. 3C129, 21 cm (from Miley, 1973). Total intensity map with polarization
directions superimposed (i.e. not magnetic field directions but see
also text, section 5.5.). Contour levels: -2.5. 2.5, 5, 10, 20, 40, 80,
160, 320 mJy/beam. The star indicates the field centre, the cross galactic nucleus position.

Figures 12a and 12 b show the total and polarized intensity maps at 6 cm convolved to 23" x 23"

cosec (6) resolution that were used for comparison with the

I

21 cm observations. Note that the position angles superimposed on the total intensity maps are that of the magnetic field directions. Since the head of 3C 129 is
^ 7.51 from our field centre i.e. far beyond the half power radius of the primary
beam, the resulting attenuation

and the instrumental polati ation was checked by

making short observations (y 30 minutes at 6 different hour angles) positioned at
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Figure 12a. 3C 129, 6 cm convolved to ^ 23"x2Z" aoseo 6. Total intensity map wit
magnetic field directions superimposed. Contour levels: -1.5, 1.5, 2
2.5, 3.75, 5, 7.5, 10, 20, 40 mJy/heam. Letters indicate regions referred to in the text and Figure 13. Otherwise as figure 11.
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Figure 12b. 3C 129, 6 cm convolved to % 23" x 23" cosec 5. Polarized intensity m$?-}
Contour levels: 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3.75, 5, 7.5, 10 mJy/beam. Small charac-fx,.
ters (bd. c, e\, 02 •••>' refer to polarized regions associated withX^i
regions (A, B, C ...) indicated in the total intensity map (Figure ly-l'-j
Otherwise as Figure 11.
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the head (Chapter VIII). We conclude that 1. the instrumental polarization is
negligible and 2. that the average attenuation factor for the head is 2.7 + 0.6.
For the 6 cm to 21 cm intercomparison therefore there will be no systematic uncertainties in the percentage polarization, depolarization or rotation distributions but the spectral index a 6 at the head of 3C 129 can not reliably be ob21
tained.
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Figure 13. 3C 129. Spectral index a^i profile (bottom figure) along the ridge
lines of the total intensity comparison maps (top figure, note change
of intensity scales from head to tail). The spectral index afjj was
determined for individual regions as indicated in Figure 12a. Stars
refer to the spectral index a ^ between 11 cm and 73 cm (Riley, 1973),
typical uncertainties here are < 0.1 (head), ^ 0.2 (tail).
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5.1 Spectral Index.
Figure 13 shows the spectral index between 6 cm and 21 cm (a6 ) at various
21
locations labelled in Figure 12a, and a profile through the 21 cm/49 cm spectral
index (a 21 ) map along the ridge line of the source. We have corrected for zero
49

level offsets and primary beam attenuation at the different wavelengths. As we
have sean however, at 6 cm these corrections are rather uncertain at the head of
3C 129 and the resultant errors in a 6 can be large so that we can draw no use21
ful conclusions from the spectral distribution in this part of the source.
The a 2 1 spectral index map was much more accurate, mainly because of the
'»9
good quality of the 21 cm observations and because systematic uncertainties
caused by possible errors in the primary beam corrections are small. Except near
the end of the tail, the uncertainties are dominated by possible systematic
errors due to the inevitable differences in baseline coverages and possible artifacts introduced by the cleaning procedure. Such errors are difficult to determine but may be estimated by comparison with maps made with different baseline ;
coverages (e.g. Miley et al., 1975; Chapter IV). From the results obtained at

!

similar wavelengths with the WSRT by Bridle et al. (1979) we estimate the uncertainties in a 2 1 to be ^ 0.1.
kS

9-1

The variation of a z l along the tail agrees within the errors with that
49

derived by Miley (1973) using (the same) WSRT 21 cm and 73 cm Cambridge observations. Thus we do not confirm that a 2 1 is lower than a 2 1 as was reported by
49

73

Perley and Erickson (1979). Riley (1973) derived the spectral index distribution
between 11 cm and 73 cm (a 11 ) and we find that it is everywhere above a 2 1 (Figuri1
73
49
13). At distances larger than ^ 6 arcmin Ov 100 kpc) from the galaxy a 5 is
21

larger than a ? 1 . Although detailed comparison of the different spectral indices
49
is difficult due to the difference in resolution and baseline coverages used,
some conclusions can be readily and safely stated.
First, the spectrum steepens with distance along the tail. This steepening
can be interpreted in two different ways:
1. One may recognize three different regimes along the tails as was done by
Pacholczyk and Scott (1976) namely:
a. a region between 0 - 6

arcmin (0 - 100 kpc) where the initially flat spectrum".,

in the head of 3C 129 steepens;
b . a region between 6 - 1 0

.£;•

arcmin (100 - 170 kpc) where the spectral index remai'ÄV

nearly constant;
c. a region beyond 10 arcmin (170 kpc) where further steepening occurs.
2. Alternatively, the spectrum may steepen somewhat between the regions of
188
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brightness enhancements ("blobs"). One might therefore interpret the spectral
distribution also by assuming a mixture of two spectral index components in the
tail of 3C 129: a large scale, diffuse steep spectrum component in which blobs
with a somewhat flatter spectrum are embedded. A steep spectrum in the interblob
regions would explain why no emission was detected here in the convolved 6 cm
map although this may be partially due to the severely reduced response to structure with a scale of :> 4 arcmin caused by the absence of short spacings in the
baseline coverage. The spectrum of the blobs themselves would seem to steepen
fairly continuously along the tail (see dashed line in Figure 13). The above
picture of relatively flat spectrum blobs embedded in a steeper spectrum component would be consistent with the fact that diffuse emission in radio sources has
a generally steeper spectrum than that of more compact regions such as hot spots
and jets (e.g. Miley, 1980; Chapter VII (4 CT 74.17.1); this Chapter section 4.1
(3C 66B)).
Seeond, the spectrum of the tail (> 61 from the head) appears to steepen
significantly with wavelength between 49 cm and 6 cm. At longer wavelengths the
spectrum is probably straight throughout the tail (Perley and Erickson, 1979).
Again our result should be treated with caution because of the reduced response
of the shorter wavelength observations to large scale structure.

We conclude this section by speculating that low energy electrons, distributed so as to form a steep spectrum produced by radiation losses in the blobs,
diffuse into the lower pressure interblob regions. This may be quite easy along
the well ordered magnetic field (section 5.5). Probably further energy losses in
the interblob regions occur at a much lower rate because of a lower (minimum
energy) magnetic field and would be dominated by inverse Compton losses.
Replenishment or even increase of the low energy, steep spectrum population might
then be possible due to continuous diffusion of electrons from the blobs , i.e. the
interblob regions might act as reservoirs. Observations at very low frequencies
by Perley and Erickson (1979) indicate that the low energy (still relativistic)
steep spectrum electrons indeed might pile up near the end of the tail of 3C 129
i.e. near RA (1950) * 04 h 44 m 15 s .
Inherent to this "scenario" for the evolution of relativistic particles in
the tail of 3C 129 is the assumption that the blobs remain active as reacceleration centres. This need for localized reacceleration is common in radio galaxies (see
for example van der Laan, 1978) and was recognized for 3C 129 by Jaffe and Perola
(1973) and explored in detail by Pacholczyk and Scott (1976).
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5.2 Depolarization.

The depolarization (DP„ ) at various locations in 3C 129 is shown in Table
6
4. There is a significant decrease in depolarization (DP„. increases) between
the head and far out in the tail. The large depolarization in the head of 3C 129
(typically DP ?

- 0.1 - 0.3) is probably caused by the combined effects of the

complicated morphology (including that of the magnetic field; Figure 15) and the
comparatively low resolution of the comparison maps (^ 23"x23" cosec 6). This will
cause a large Faraday dispersion to occur within one resolution element and therefore
a large depolarization. Some evidence for spatially differential Faraday dispersion can be inferred from the fact that in some regions (B, D, F) the polarized
intensity maxima at the two wavelengths are significantly displaced like in 3C
465 (Chapter VI) and 4CT 74.17.1 (Chapter VII).
Although less than in the head of 3C 129, there is still appreciable depolarization further along the tail. We must mention however that because of the
large extent of the source, zero level offsets due to missing short spacings were
significant even after cleaning and also varied at different places along the

Table 4

| and D P ^ at Several Locations in 3C129.

Location

A 6 *

DP

!l

-23 + 35

< 0.3

c

8 ± 13

0.2 + 0.1

e

-16 ± 45

e

+44 ± 22

< 0.3
0.2 + 0.1

-74 ± 11

0.2 +

+ 5+17

0.4 + 0.1

l

2

-66 + 11

0.5 + 0.2

n

l

+24 + 17

0.5 ±

-34 ± 17

0.4 + 0.2

- 2 + 7

1.0 + 0.3

bd

i

2
f

q

O.I

O.I

I
ife;

Corrected for foreground rotation assuming a foreground rotation measure
of •••33 rad ic~2 (see text) and constrained to angles between +90° and +90°.
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source. Before determining the polarization percentage and depolarization we
therefore applied a zero level correction (I ) . At 6 cm this results in a correction of DPoi with a factor 1 + I /I. In places where the total intensity is high,
this correction is less than a few percent. Along the tail we estimated I /I =
10%, resulting in a correction of DPji by t*le

same

amount.

At the end of the tail (Q(q) in Figure 12a) the depolarization seems to be
small (DP„, = 1.0 + 0.3, Table 4) and we will use the rotation A4 6 observed at
21
21
this place to determine RM_,.
5.3 Foreground Rotation Measure.

3C 129 is located in the Galactic plane (Z

= 160.4 , b

=0.1 ) and

therefore foreground rotation may be expected to be appreciable and could even
vary across the source. We obtained information about the foreground rotation in
three different ways (see section 1).
1. From the RM_ map by Simard-Normandin and Kronberg (1979) we note that the
*
-2
foreground rotation measure in the direction of 3C 129 is -30 rad m
< RM_ <
-2
0 rad m
2. Making the assumption that the rotation at the very end of the tail
(A<j>6 = -78 ± 7 ) is all due to foreground rotation (see previous section), then
21
we find RJYL, = (-33 + 4) + n.76 rad m -2 ( n = integer). Thus for n = 0
is
close to the above range of 0 to -30 rad m

.

3. Comparing the 6 cm, 11 cm (Downes, 1979) and 21 cm maps shows that there
is one location (C) where polarization information is available with good signalto-noise at all three wavelengths. Since the polarized intensity is very strong
at this location, we assumed that the polarization direction at 11 cm with
23" x 23" cosec 6 resolution can be inferred from the higher resolution map without making a large error and obtained <j>n = -70

+ 15 . We have fitted three pa-

rameter (RJL,, <JJ, §) slab models which included field tangling to the 6 cm, 11 cm
and 21 cm polarization data for location C in the same way as described for
3C 465 (Chapter VI). The ranges within which the parameters (RMj,, ty, §) were
varied were identical except that for small values of §(§ < 5) we also included
-2
-2
positive values of IttL, (-60 rad m
< +110 rad m ) . The results we find
'•4

are not unique and the following sets of parameters were found:
-2
-2
-2
-2
a. -30 r a d m
< RM„ < - 1 5 r a d m w i t h -100 r a d m
< i> < - 4 0 r a d m
and

MS

§ < 1.

-2

b. -84 rad m

-2

< R1L, < -69 rad m

-2

with -63 rad m

-2

< i|> < -57 rad m

and § < 1.
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I

-2
c. -114 rad m

-2
< IttL, < -108 rad m

-2
with 0 rad m

-2
< i|> < +12 rad m

and § > 20

Thus the first set of parameters gives a range of values for RRp, that is consistent with that of Simard-Normandin and Kronberg (1979). Note that such modelfits
should be considered with caution until high resolution observations at many mor
wavelengths become available. Nevertheless it is reassuring that it is at least
possible to find consistent values for RMF, as in the case of 3C 465 (Chapter VI
Combining our results for the head and the tail of 3C 129 our best estimate
-2
for RMp is -33 + 4 rad m
and we find no evidence for appreciable variation of
across the source. This value for the foreground rotation measure is similar
_2
to that estimated roughly by Downes (1980) (RM^ = -40 rad m
from Spoelstra,
1976). The relatively small value is at first sight surprising since 3C 129 is
located in the Galactic equatorial plane. We note however that the source is nea
ly in the anticentre direction so that the Faraday "screen" can be expected to b
thinner.

5.4 Intrinsic Rotation.

The intrinsic rotation A<(>6

at several places in 3C 129 is listed in Table

The position angles were corrected for foreground rotation assuming RMp = -33
and A<j>6 was constrained to angles between -90

rad m
± n.180

and +90 . An ambiguity o\

(n = integer) of course remains.

In the head the uncertainties are large at some places (bd, e., e„) mainly
because the polarization position angles at 21 cm vary appreciably within one re
solution element. Along the tail there is significant rotation and there are lar
gradients at L(l.,l_) and N(n.,n„). That these gradients are real is immediately
clear from the smoothly varying polarization position angles at 6 cm (Figure 12)
and from the rapid changes at 21 cm at these locations (Figure 11). Combined wit
the large depolarization at these places this indicates that 1) there is a signi
ficant amount of ionized thermal gas present in the tail and 2) that the magnetT
field component along the line of sight varies, probably due to changes in the -;
direction of the magnetic field.

J

A preliminary estimate of the thermal electron density (n ) using standard it«
e
- 3 - 3
'$
assumptions (e.g. Miley, 1980) is ^ 10
cm
near the head (i.e. region C) as 0
well as in the tail.
&
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.
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0HM1SM20s

Figure 14. 3C 129, 6 am. Total -intensity with magnetic field directions superimposed. Contour levels:
1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 5, 7.5, 10 mJy/beam. Otherwise as Figure 11.

-1,

.5,

5.5 Magnetio Field.

The proiected magnetic field distribution of 3C 129 is shown in Figure 14,
15 and 12a. We have used only the 6 cm observations to determine the magnetic
field structure because at 21 cm internal Faraday dispersion is important (see
previous section). Because of the large depolarization a simple X 2 dependence of
Ai|>6 is very unlikely, so that one can not reliably extrapolate the 21 cm position
21
angles to zero wavelength. Only near component Q(q) (Figure 12) can the depolarization be neglected. Because (fortuitously) a foreground rotation measure of -33
rad m

corresponds tr> a rotation of -85 at 21 cm, the unoorreated polarization

41" 58 0Ü

Uti'56 oö

0UH45M30s

0UHU5M20s

0UHU5Ml0s

Figure 15. 3C 129 (head), 6 am. Total intensity with magnetic field directions '
;
:
superimposed. Contour levels: .5, 2.5, 7.5 mJy/beam. Letters denote ~f\
regions equivalent to those in Figure 12a.
;£
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position angles at Q(q) approximately indicate the directions of the projected
magnetic field.
In the head of 3C 129 the magnetic field structure is very complicated. At
the beginning of the jets the field is predominantly parallel. As the jets expand,
the field changes to a direction perpendicular to the jets (A-C, B-D) and follows
a similar behaviour to that observed in 3C 31 and 3C 66B (sections 2 and 4 ) . Further from the head and along the entire tail, the field is parallel with only a
slight twist near L (see Figure 13a).
At the boundaries where the field is parallel also the percentage polarization is highest: 40% to 50%, increasing to ^ 70 % far out along the tail. Like the
notorious jet sources 3C 31, 3C 66B and NGC 315, the polarization structure in
the head of 3C 129 suggests that the processes of expansion and shearing play a
large role in shaping the magnetic field.

6. Discussion and Conclusions.

The spectral index distributions of 3C 35, 3C 66B and 3C 129 indicate that
reacceleration or fast replenishment of relativistic electrons is occurring at
least at some particular places in each of the sources. This behaviour has also
been found in many other radio sources (e.g. Miley, 1980) and currently much
theoretical research is being done to find which astrophysical processes are
responsible. A more detailed analysis of 3C 35, and in particular 3C 66B and
3C 129, may well give some further useful constraints on possible models. In the
case of 3C 129 somewhat higher resolution observations with good baseline coverage at small (^ 6 cm) as well as large (> 49 cm) wavelengths would help to
determine better the spectra of the blobs and interblob regions. If the spectrum
of these interblob regions is indeed significantly steeper than that of the
blobs, then 3C 129 could be a useful testbedfor studying diffusion processes in
radio galaxies.
In all three sources little depolarization has been found at the boundaries.
This is to be expected because of the smaller lines of sight through the source.
If one has a good initial guess for the foreground rotation measure, one can use
the measured rotation at the boundaries to determine the foreground rotation
measure more accurately. Using the rotations measured between 6 cm and 21 cm this
method was applied successfully to all three sources which coincidentally, all
lay in a direction where the Galactic foreground rotation measure was large. The
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rotation between 21 cm and 49 cm is much more sensitive to the adopted foreground
rotation measure and in the case of 3C 35 probably more "fine tuning'1 is required.
The large depolarization (DP2i £ 0.5) found in several places in 3C 66B and
3C 129 indicates that thermal, ionized gas is mixed in with the radio emitting
regions. Since magnetic field tangling clearly exists, its effect on the Faraday
dispersion must be taken into account when the thermal electron densities (and
magnetic field strengths) are large because this will strongly affect the rotatior
as function of wavelength (see Burn, 1966). For that reason a simple geometrical
configuration, like a slab, including magnetic field tangling seems physically
more relevant than special symmetric geometries without such tangling taken into
account asanalyzedby Sazonov (1973) and more recently by Ciof fi and Jones (1980).
Only if tangling can be neglected do geometrical effects become important.
For a fruitful proper analysis i.e. fitting simultaneously the depolarizatioi
and rotation as a function of wavelength, polarization data at many wavelengths
are required. The procedure is a somewhat similar one to that used to determine
the brightness structure of a source from interferometric visibility data and it
is clear that with only two or three measured (complex) values this can be done
only poorly. We consider the three parameter model fitting of the (large) depolarization and rotation simultaneously, as carried out for 3C 129 (region C) and
for 3C 465 (Chapter VI), as a small but necessary improvement on the simple interpretation of polarization data using either depolarization or rotation alone.

'••
:

The smaller, but significant depolarization between 21 cm and 49 cm which
was observed at some places in 3C 35 is similar to that found in other large

]

sources such as the giant radio galaxies 3C 326 (Willis and Strom, 1978) and

j

3C 236 (Strom and Willis, 1980). It shows that in these sources much lower gas-5
-3
densities (typically ^ 1 0
cm ) and magnetic field strengths are present.

!

The magnetic field configurations of 3C 31, 3C 66B and 3C 129 suggest that
shearing of the magnetic field along the boundaries of jets may be rather common.
Such processes might occur if the external pressure is larger than that within
the jet. This pressure may be provided by ram pressure due to motion of the parem':
galaxy through the ambient medium. External pressure however could also be pro-

\
• ij

vided by a gaseous halo (e.g. Norman and Silk, 1979) surrounding the galaxy.
A comparatively large pressure probably exist in the central regions of

.i
jjsj

galaxies (Jones and Owen, 1979). Observational evidence for the existence of sig-->J
&
nificant amounts of interstellar matter has been found for galaxies with strong
jets (Ford and Butcher, 1979; Butcher et al., 1980, Chapter III). It therefore
seems plausible to assume that shearing occurs along the jet boundaries, in
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I

particular in the central regions of galaxies. This shearing will result in a
magnetic field directed along the jet and this might be the region where most of
the polarized emission originates.
If no thermal gas is entrained in this shear layer, such a picture might
explain why no depolarization was observed in the beginning of the jet of 3C 66B.
It is possible to obtain a lower limit for the width of this shear layer. Assuming a
uniform volume emissivity, a cylindrical jet configuration with a depolarized central
region (due to a large thermal gas density and/or magnetic field tangling) and a Faraday transparent shear layer, it is easy to show that the ratio of the width of the layer
(.1) to the jet radius (r), including the layer, is £/r= 1 - (1 - P. (%)/P7 (%) ) *. Here
t
J
P. (%) andP 7 (%) are the zero wavelength percentage polarization of the jet and layer resJ
'•
pectively. Assuming P. (%) = 20% in the parallel field regime (Fomalont et al. 1980; Owen
and Hardee, 1980) and Pj,(%) < 100 x y ^ x = 70% (the theoretical maximum intrinsic
percentage polarization for a spectral index a - 0.4; e.g. Pacholczyk, 1970) we
find that the width of the shear layer is more than <v 15% of the jet radius and
its volume is more than 100 x P.(%)/P7(%) = 30% of the jet volume.
u
J
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Abbreviations and their Definitions.
(subscripts are omitted when no confusion arises)
a..1,, Xj < A 2

;

Aij).1, Aj < A2 ;

(S. ^ A )
spectral index between Aj and A 2 (S.
rotation of polarization
ization pposition angles between Aj and A 2 :
(degrees)

A

;

<J>

;

wavelength (usually in cm)
-2
mean Faraday dispersion: i[i = K n H.. L (rad m )
-13
ell
__
K = 2.62 x 10 ; n = thermal electron density (cm ) ;
H.. = uniform magnetic field component along the line of sight
(Gauss); L = length of the line of sight through the source
(cm). (In Chapter VI I(J E R M . )
b

a

;

noise level (mJy/beam)

§

;

field tangling parameter, see Chapter VI

DP* 1 , Aj. < A 2 ;

depolarization: DP* 1 = P A (%)/Px (%).
We follow the convention by Burn (1966) that Aj < A2 because
than DP can be easily interpreted for simple Faraday dispersion models. For example for a slab configuration with a uniform field DP is a sine-function.
Note that the depolarization is called "large" if DP is
small.

H

;

Hubble constant. In this chapter H = 100 km sec

;
;

^ T T ^anc*
_3
thermal electron density (cm )

P, (%)

;

percentage polarization at wavelength A

q

;

deacceleration parameter. In this chapter q = 0.5

j

foreground rotation measure:
RM_ = A<j>-1 (Ao-Xi)
(rad m )

:

redshift

Z

,&

n

Galactic

Mpc

^TT)

e

r

>;
^

A2

J?

%
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CHAPTER X

VLBI observations of a mixed selection of extra-galactic objects.
W.J.M. van Breugel
R.T. Schilizzi
iz: 2 )
3)
E. Huramel
V.K. Kapahi 2 > A )

0

Abstract.
VLBI observations at 6 cm are reported of several weak radio
cores of normal and Seyfert galaxies, of radio sources which have
jets or a head tail morphology as well as some stronger cores of
flat spectrum galaxies from the NRAO-Bonn "SA" survey. Nearly all
sources were detected at an angular resolution of approximately
15 milliarcseconds. Some of the sources are resolved at this level.

1) Sterrewacht Leiden, P.O. Box 9513, 2300 RA Leiden, the Netherlands
2) Netherlands Foundation for Radio Astronomy, P.O. Box 2, 7990 AA
Dwingeloo, the Netherlands

3) Kapteyn Laboratory, P.O. Box 800, 9700 AV Groningen, the Netherlands
4) Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, Indian Institute of Science
Campus, Bangalore 560012, India
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]. Introduction.
In November 1978 we made short VLBI observations at a wavelength of 6 cm
of a mixed selection of objects using the 1.6 km Westerbork Synthesis Radio
Telescope (WSRT) as an adding interferometer (with an equivalent collecting
area of ^ 93 m and a 6"xlO' fan beam response) and the Onsala 25 m telescope.
In March 1979, the program was repeated with the Effelsberg 100 m telescope
as an additional element. The objects observed were chosen from samples being
studied for various reasons in other programmes of the authors and consist of
normal and Seyfert galaxies, radio sources which have jets or a head tail
morphology and some galaxies with strong flat spectrum cores from the NRA0Bonn "S4" survey. The fringe spacings of the VLBI network range from 10 to 40
milliarcseconds at 6 cm wavelength. Several of the nearby objects have structure on this angular scale.

2. The Observations.
A description of the observational and reduction procedures for the
March 1979 observations is given in Schilizzi et al (1979). Similar procedures
were applied to November 1978 observations. Additional corrections to the

Q
if

fringe amplitudes were made to allow for decreases in the antenna performances

j

at low elevations and to allow for the effect of shadowing of antennas at

|'

short spacings at Westerbork. The coherent integration time was 5 minutes.
In Table 1 the correlated flux densities of the various objects are given
for the three baselines. In the first two columns the names of the objects are
given; column 3 gives the morphological type of the galaxies. E = elliptical;
L = lenticular; S = spiral; I = irregular; P = peculiar; Q = quasar; G =
galaxy with unspecified morphology. For the NGC galaxies this description is
taken from de Vaucouleurs et al. (1976) and for the other objects we have followed the current descriptions in the litterature. In columns 4, 5 and 6 the
measured correlated flux densities (in mJy) are given for the three different
baselines. The appropriate east-west and north-south components of the projected baseline U and V (in 10

X) are listed in columns 7, 8 and 9. WE = Wester-

bork-Effelsberg; E0 = Effelsberg-Onsala, WO = Westerbork-Onsala. If a source

,<-'-J
•;:•
.-/•;
.;<'••

was observed but not detected, this is indicated by: <. If a source was not

;•£":

observed on a certain baseline there is a blank in the appropriate column.

-U
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The errors in these flux densities were determined from the ^ 6% uncertainty in the calibration factors and the r.m.s. noise (Schilizzi et al, 1979).
In those cases where a source was not detected, an upper limit of 15, 40, 60
mJy/beam can in general be given for the Westerbork-Effelsberg (WE), the
Effelsberg-Onsala (E0) and Westerbork-Onsala (WO) baselines respectively.

3. Results and Discussion.

Notes on the detected sources are given in Table 2. The comments on the
small angular scale structure refer to our VLBI measurements which are compared
with other VLBI data as well as with the flux densities measured with single
dishes or conventional radio interferometers. Some of the sources have been
mapped with conventional interferometers with sufficient detail and sensitivity
to make comments on the extended structure; these are given in the last column
of Tabla 2.
In general, our VLBI measurements show good agreement with other data when
available from the litterature. However, we find higher flux densities than
have been found with conventional interferometers for the head-tail radio galaxies with weak cores: NGC 1265, 3C 129, IC 711, 1615+35 and 4CT51.29.1.
In principle, extranuclear compact components (typically < 0.015") may
cause confusion of the core flux density if 1) these components lie within the
common primary beams of the telescope, 2) the differential delay of the two
components is small (< 0.25 ysec) and 3) the differential fringe rates of these
components with respect to that of the core, are small enough (typically < 3
milliHertz (mHz) for a 5 m integration) not to be distinguished from the fringe
rate maximum of the core. Maps of these sources made with the VLA and the WSRT
(Owen et al, 1978; Owen et al, 1979; Vallee and Wilson, 1976) have shown the
existence of "knots" near the core which are unresolved at "v 1" (VLA) or ^ 6"
(WSRT) resolution. Since the flux densities of most of these knots are 3-4 mJy,
several such knots with angular sizes < 0.015" would be needed in order to explain the above mentioned excess in correlated flux density.
We note that it is not impossible that several knots of very small angular
size exist in the streamers or jets of head-tail galaxies. High resolution
observations of the radio jet in M87 have shown that several of its knots are
< 0.5" (Wilkinson, 1974). If the knots in the head-tail galaxies are of similar
linear size to those in M87, then angular sizes of < 0'.'08 (NGC 1265), < o'.'lO
(3C 129), and < 0?07 (IC 711 and 1615+35) can be expected.
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In the cases of 3C 129, 1615+35, and probably also IC711, the three criteria
mentioned above are satisfied, and confusion of the correlated core flux densities by several unresolved (< 0.015) knots is indeed possible in our observations, but for NGC 1265, the two criteria are not satisfied and confusion does
not seem likely. In the case of IC 711 there is in addition to the primary
fringe response a second peak in the fringe rate spectrum with a flux density
of 39 ± 8 mJy which lies in the same delay channel as the core component but at
a differential fringe rate of ^ 100 mHz. There is no evidence of compact structure of this flux density within the common primary beams of the telescopes,
apart from the core source (see map by Vallee and Wilson, 1976). The probability that a spurious peak of 5 to 6 a occurs in one of the 50 to 75 independent
sample points per delay channel is ^ 10

(Moran, 1976). Taking all sources to-

gether, we searched ^ 1800 such delay channels, and so a spurious peak of this
signal-to-noise ratio is not unexpected in at least one source. If, however,
we regard its occurrence in the same delay channel as the core source as significant, then the probability of its being spurious is reduced by a factor of
10.
To check our results, it seems worthwhile to reobserve these sources with
the European VLBI network, over a more complete range of projected baseline,
as well as with conventional interferometers with < 1" resolution.
The cores of the nearby "normal galaxies" NGC 2911 and NGC 6500 are resolved; NGC 6500 is one of the few spirals with a flat spectrum central source.
Of the head-tail sources, IC 708 seems to have structure on an angular scale
between 0.05" and 7" (see Table 2 ) . Comparing the structure of this source observed with ^ 7" resolution (Vallee and Wilson (1976)) with that of similar
head-tails which are mapped at -v 1" resolution (e.g. Owen et al. 1979)) it is
likely that the flux density of the core measured by Vallee and Wilson (^ 11A
mJy) partially includes the emission of one or two jets within 'v» 7" from the
nucleus.
Also resolved are the core of the nearby (z=0.2055) quasar AC 34.47 and
most of the "strong flat spectrum galaxies". Several of these sources also
have large scale radio structure. The galaxies appear to be related to BL Lac
objects (Kapahi, 1979) and are potential candidates for searching for superlight expansions.
From our observations it is clear that one can successfully use intermediate baseline VLBI networks to study the structure of a variety of (relatively
nearby) objects at faint flux density levels. Since the nuclei of galaxies are
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generally believed to play a dominant role in the formation and further evolution of extra galactic radio sources, it is of crucial importance to study the
structure of the radio cores in as much detail as possible. Comparison with
the more extended radio and optical emission may reveal more about the physical
processes occurring in the galactic nuclei.
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Normal Galaxies

0239-08

ft

Small scale structure

105?

Unresolved, in agreement with Co^en et al. (1971),
i 0.001" at 3.8 cm, and Shaffer and Marscher
,1979),
0.0034" at 16 cm . The compact component
has a flat radio spectrum (Fosbury et al., 1978) and
is variable (Heeschen and Conklin, 1975; Ekers,
priv. comm.).

P931+10

ti 2911

Elongated or multiple structure. At 6 cm with low
resolution ( 7") Lkers andfc'kers(1973) observed
150 tnJy. At 13 cm Crane (1979) measured a size
of -0.008" (14 + 2 mJyj. The spectrum is flat (Ekers
and Ekers, 1973; Ekers, priv. cam.}.

1122+39

N 3665

321B+3O

N 4278

Resolved? The core has a spectral index of
0.2
(Ekers and F.kers, 1973; Condon and Oressel, 1978;
Hummel, 1980). At 18 cm Shaffer and Harscher (1979)
measure an angular size of - O.0O52" but with
twice the flux of our measurements.

1233+13

N 4552

Unresolved. The core is variable (Sramek, 1975|b};
Ekers, priv. cernn.) and has a spectral index of 0.]
(Sramek, 1975(a); Condon and Dressel, 1978; Hummel,
1980).

1317-12

N 5077

Probably unresolved because interpolation of the
11 cm and 3.7 cm data given by Condon and Dressel
(1978} (NRAO 3C0 ft. telescope) yields 96 mJy at
6 cm using their spectral index of 0.3, which is
similar to the flux density that we have measured.

1754+18

N 6500

Elongated or multiple structure. Interpolation
of the 11 en and 3.7 cm data given by Condon
and Dressel (1978) yields
151 mJy at 6 cm using their spectral index of 0.2,
which is similar to what we find on the E0 baseline at PA
-14°.

Large scale

structure

Extended component of -11" at 21 cm (Hummel,
1980) and -21" at 11 cm (Heeschen, 1968 and
1970)

Small double structure {' 30" at PA
Kotanyi,{1979).

-45U)

i

Head-Tail
Radio Galaxies

0315+41

3C 83.1

Probably unresolved. Note that the flux densities
that we find are highc* than found by Owen et al.
(1978) {'-20 mJy, i0.1") and by Ryle and Pooley
(1975) (21 + 3 mJy/ 0.8"), See text.

Well known head-tail radio galaxy ("-91)
(e.g. Mi ley et al., 1975; Owen et al., 1978).

0445+45

3C 129

Our VLBI data indicate that the core is unresolved
since at low resolution (* 7") van Breugel (1980, IV)
measures 34 +_ 4 mJy at 6 cm. Maps made at -I" resolution (Owen et al., 1979) show however that -6 mJy
of the above flux density must be attributed to a one
sided jet and that the core has a flux density of
-- 28 mJy, One of our VLBI observations is consistent
with this, the other marginally. See text.

Well known head-tail radio galaxy (- 30')
(e.g. Hlley, 1973; Owen et al., I979).

1131+49

IC 708

1132+49

IC 711

Vallee and Wilson (1976) measure ^114 mJy at 6 cm
(•• 7") thus there must be some extended emission on
an angular scale between 0.05" and 7".
The core (57 + 8 mJy) has a somewhat higher density
than found by~Vallee and Wilson (1976) (44 + 3 mJy,
< 7") at 6 cm. See also text.

Wide angled head-tail source (-U.5'); together with IC 711,member of Abel 1 cluster
A 1314 (Vallee and Wilson, 1976}
Very long (-v. 14') hea^-tail source (Vallee
and Wilson, 1976; see ^Iso IC 708).

1615+35

N 6109

Ekers et al. (1978) measure ^ 54 mJy {< ?") and
Owen et al. (1979) \ 25 mJy {-' 1"). One of our
VLBI observations is consistent with the latter
result. The other is somewhat too high.

Long head-tail source (-v- U'J (Ekers et al.

2335+27

3C 465
N 7720

Unresolved, in agreement with walker et al. (I976)
(300 mJy, i 0.05" at 6 cm).

Hide angled head-tail source (->. 8.5') (e g
van Breugel, 1980 (II)).

$&).

;"-'> *T
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Table 2 (continued)

Radio Galaxies
Quasars, Seyferts

Large scale structure

CC55+30

N 315

Unresolved. VLBI flux agrees with Bridle et ai. (1979)
who measure 620 mjy (^ 1") at 6 cm.

Giant radio source (r- 30') with a very
long jet (e.g. ßridle et al., 19?9).

0841+32

4C31.32

Unresolved. At lower resolution van Breugel (1980,
II) measures 55.0 + 1.5 mJy {•, 7") at 6 cm.

Radio source (• 6') with a one sidel jet
(van Breugel, 1980 (II)).

1200+52

4CT51.29.1

Harris et al. (1980) find 46 mJy at 6 cm (-, 7"). Owen
et al. (1979) report 22 mJy (-. I"). Our value Ü
consistent with that of the former authors.

Complex head-tail orone sided jet radio
galaxy (Miley and Harris, 1977; Owen et al.
1979).

1722+34

4C34.47

Resolved in a position angle comparable to that of the
whole source. Conway et al. (1977) find 508 mJy (• 7")
at 6 cm. The core is probably variable, (Van Breugel,
Driv. c a m . ) .

Identified with a QSO, this radio source has
the largest angular size ( 4') in its
class (Conway et al., 1977).

2229+39

3C 449

May be unresolved {< 0.05") since Perley et al. (1979)
report 37 _+ 1 mJy {< 0.4") at 6 cm.

Twin jet radio source (Perley et al. 1979).

Strong "Flat
Spectrum" Galaxies

0258+35

Small scale structure

Large scale structure

Weak source. Pauliny-Toth et al. (1978) measure
926 ± 20 mJy (c 217) at 6 cm with the Effelsberg
100 rr telescope. Aperture synthesis maps are
required to man the missing flux.
Host of the flux density is probably from an unresolved component, although some weak emission
may be in larger scale structure. Kapah1 (1979)
measures 456 + 30 mOy (* 2") at 6 cm.

An extended, steep spectrum component has been
found at 21 cm 87" from the core at PA = -28°
(Kepahi, 1979).

Most of the flux density is probably from an unresolved component. Since Kapahi (1979) measures
1114 _+ 30 mJy (; 2"} at 6 cm, some ">- 500 mJy must
be in another component within 2" of the core.
Unresolved. Kapahi (1979) measures 576 +_ 30 mJy
(< 2") so that weak emission must exist beyond
tfie core, but within 2".

0733+59

Resolved (^ 0.02"). Kapahi (1979) measures 5785
+ 60 mjy (t 2") so that some emission must exist
Beyond the core but within 2".
Resolved ('vn.ftf"). Kapahi (1979) measures 615
+ 30 mJy (e 2"),so that some emission must exist
beyond the core but within 2".
Resolved (^ 0.02"). Pauliny-Toth et al. (1978)
measure 1420 + 30 mOy (c 2.7'), so that some
emission ^ust exist beyond the core but within 2.71.
VLBI observations at 6 cm (Weiler and Johnston, 1980)
with a 1OBA baseline show a correlated flux density
of 390 mJy in a milliarcsecond structure.

Unresolved. Pauliny-Toth et al. (1978) measure
521 + 8 mJy (< 2.7') so that some emission must
exist beyond the core but within 2.7',

3C 371

Resolved (-v 0.02"). Cohen et al. (1971) measured
500 i 60 mJy (< O.001") at 3.8 cm, which is considerably less than our value at 6 cm, giving
further evidence of resolution effects on these
scales. Recent VIA observations at 6 cm (Perley
and Johnston, 1979) shew a seoondarv caifionent of
normal spectral index with 100 + 20 nJy, 3.25" *_ 0.2"
away in PA = -120 £ 20 . There also may be structure
on scales of ^ 10" not shown in their map.
The low resolution map at 21 an by Högban and
Carlsson (1974) shows weak extended emission in
approximately the same FA.

Pauliny-Tbth et al. (1978) measure
2230 + 80 rtfy (<^ 2'7) , which taken
toqether with our VLBI results confirms the existence of extended
emission outside the core region of
0.02".
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CHAPTER XI

Concluding Summary

At the beginning of the research described in this thesis it was shown that
radio jets are a rather common phenomenon in radio galaxies (Chapter II). Jets
could be disguised as trails in head-tail sources» bridges in double sources or
simply remain undetected because of lack of resolution and sensitivity. It was
natural to associate these jets with the channels which had previously been suggested to supply energy to the extended radio lobes.
The observations of optical emission (Chapter III) suggested that a contin9
15
uous non-thermal spectrum extending from 10 to 10
Hz is a common property of
jets. Because significant amounts of interstellar matter were also observed in
each of the galaxies surveyed it seems that models for jets which involve an
interaction with this medium may be most appropriate.
We also obtained new information about the overall structure of extended
radio sources from the detailed multifrequency study with the WSRT which formed
the major part of this thesis. Several conclusions bearing on this research are
of interest.

1. The curvature and wiggles observed in several jets suggested that either
a. instabilities are occurring in the jets or b. the nucleus precesses or c. the
parent galaxy moves around a companion or d. the parent galaxy has recently
merged with another galaxy. Two sources with (one-sided) wiggling jets were studied, one of which had no nearby companion galaxy (Chapter V) so that tidal interaction on the parent galaxy seems excluded. In the other case (Chapter VII) there
was a nearby companion, but simple energy considerations for the jet and the
entire source based on the assumption of tidal interaction between the galaxies,
showed that this is not necessarily the most plausible explanation for the
wiggles.
On the other hand it is well known that motion of the parent galaxies can

,
|

have important consequences for the morphology, especially in the case of thehead-taSg
sources. One such wide-angled tailed source was studied in Chapter VI. Since the tails?*;
also havewiggles and the parent galaxy has a double nucleus it was suggested t

^

merging of two pre-existing galaxies may have partially caused the peculiar mor- ^^
phology of this source. Further studies to unravel the actual cause for the
curvature and wiggles in jets and tails is important for the understanding of
the energy production and transport mechanisms in radio galaxies.
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2. The spatial distribution of the radio spectrum of the sources mentioned
above as well as those presented in Chapter IX, show that reacceleration and/or
fast replenishment of relativistic particles must occur in many places of the
radio galaxies: in the jets and hot spots as well as throughout large parts of
the lobes. The fine structure observed in the wide double source 3C 310 (Chapter
IV) may provide some clues for possible in-situ acceleration mechanisms. There
is some evidence for diffusion of aged particles in the large head-tail galaxy
3C 129 (Chapter X ) .

3. For the interpretation of the polarization data it appeared necessary
to include the effects of magnetic field tangling. Data at many wavelengths is
required to do this properly. It is encouraging however that using simple models,
values for the foreground rotation measure are found which are consistent with
those found in the literature or with these derived by other means. An interesting
aspect of a detailed analysis of multiwavelength polarization data is that indicative values may be obtained for the inclination angle along the line of sight
of structures with well aligned magnetic fields (such as jets).
At the boundaries of radio galaxies the depolarization was found to be generally small and the polarization position angles in these regions were used to
determine the foreground rotation measures.
In the central regions of the sources including the jets with the notable exception of 3C 66B, significant amounts of ionized thermal gas mixed with the radio
_2
emitting regions were found. Typical particle densities range from 10
10

cm

. In one case (4CT 74.17.1) plausible arguments showed that the gas

density in the jet may be an order of magnitude larger than that of the surrounding medium (Chapter VII). In 3C 66B the situation at the beginning of the jet
must be very complex. The lack of depolarization here could indicate that the
radio emission and ionized gas are hot mixed but since there is appreciable
rotation of the polarization position angles a magneto-ionic medium external to
the jet must exist.

4. In all the sources studied here the projected magnetic field was directed along the boundaries. In the head-tail sources it was directed along the
tails and in the jets the field was sometimes parallel at the beginning changing
to perpendicular further out. In the one-sided jet source 4CT 74.17.1 it was
parallel along the entire jet. At the jet boundaries the magnetic field was often
found to be parallel, in particular at places where the jets bend. At these places the
percentage polarization is relatively high. These results strengthen the existing
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hypothesis that the magnetic field structure in radio galaxies is determined by
expansion of the source and shearing along the boundaries,

5. The pilot observations with very long baseline interferometers (VLBI)
showed that many of the nuclei of several nearby sources have structure on the
scale of milliarcseconds (Chapter X) which allows the™ to be mapped with the
European VLBI network.

During the coining few years many new results will become available that may
provide important clues to the understanding of the origin and evolution of radio
galaxies.
Observations with the improved WSRT, the new Jodrell Bank 127 km array, the
Cambridge 151 MHz array and the VLA will set useful constraints on the physical
parameters in radio galaxies.
Very long baseline interferometers will penetrate with increasing sensitivity and mapping capability the places where the radio galaxies originate: the
nuclei of galaxies.
Modern optical detectors (ISIT vidicon video cameras, CCD's) and the Space
Telescope will allow the exploration of radio galaxies at optical wavelengths.
Finally, X-ray observations such as those that are being made with the
Einstein satellite will be used to determine or constrain the physical parameters
of the intergalactic medium within which the radio galaxies evolve, thus providin
information on the boundary conditions of these sources.
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Samenvatting

In dit proefschrift wordt hoofdzakelijk het onderzoek beschreven van een
aantal uitgebreide radio bronnen die zijn waargenomen met de Westerbork Synthese Radio Telescoop.
De oorsprong en evolutie van radio bronnen, waarvan de grotere en sterkere geassocieerd zijn met elliptiese

me'':wegstelsels, is nog slecht bekend.

De radio straling is gedeeltelijk gepolariseerd en is het gevolg van de beweging van geladen deeltjes (elektronen) met relativistiese snelheden in *?.en
magneetveld. Deze straling wordt synchrotron straling genoemd. Uit het radio
spektrum kan worden afgeleid dat (de energie van) deze deeltjes stroom voortdurend moet worden aangevuld. Het bestaan in sommige bronnen van nauwe, langgerekte strukturen (radio jets) die gericht zijn vanuit de kern van een melkwegstelsel naar de verder naar buiten gelegen radio lobben, ziet men als een
sterke aanwijzing dat dit inderdaad gebeurt.
Bij het begin van het onderzoek dat hier wordt beschreven werd het duidelijk dat zulke radio jets vrij algemeen zijn (Hoofdstuk II). Ze kunnen voorkomen in allerlei vormen en maten, en bijvoorbeeld een S-vormige struktuur
hebben of sterk gebogen zijn. Ze bleven tot nu toe onopgemerkt door een nog
ontoereikende kombinatie van oplossend vermogen en gevoeligheid van radio teleskopen.
Het bestuderen van zulke radio jets is belangrijk om te kunnen begrijpen
hoe en in welke vorm de vereiste energie wordt getransporteerd. Het dichtsbijzijnde melkwegstelsel met een radio jet is het reuze elliptiese stelsel M 87.
Hiervan is tevens al meer dan 60 jaar bekend dat het ook een optiese jet bezit.
Het bleek dat deze jets met elkaar samenvallen en verder dat de optiese straling ook sterk gepolariseerd is. Het lag dus voor de hand om te veronderstellen dat deze straling ook niet thermies van oorsprong is en optiese synchrotron straling is. Dat betekende echter dat de stralings energie-verliezen van
de relativistiese deeltjes enorm hoog zijn en dit heeft verregaande konsekwenties voor modellen van zulke jets.
Door het beschikbaar komen van moderne, zeer gevoelige optiese detektoren
werd het mogelijk om te gaan zoeken naar optiese jets die geassocieerd zijn
met de radio jets in verder weg staande radio bronnen. Dit onderzoek, gedaan
in samenwerking met Dr. G.K. Miley en Dr. H. Butcher, leidde tot de ontdekking
van twee nieuwe optiese jets (Hoofdstuk III). Het suggereert dat een kontinu
niet-thermies spektrum van radio tot optiese golflengten een algemene eigen-
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schap van jets is. Omdat we in de betreffende melkwegstelsels ook in ruime
mate interstellaire materie hebben waargenomen lijkt het dat modellen voor
jets die gebaseerd zijn op interaktie met dit medium het meest van toepassing
zijn.
Om meer te weten te komen over de fysiese omstandigheden in radio bronnen
heb ik een veertiental uitgebreide (in hoekmaat) radio bronnen waargenomen met
de Westerbork Synthese

Radio Teleskoop. Op diverse golflengten (6 cm, 21 cm

en 49 cm) werd de totale en gepolariseerde intensiteit van een bron in kaart
gebracht. De onderlinge vergelijking van de totale intensiteit op de verschillende golflengten levert informatie op over de ruimtelijke verdeling van het
radio spektrum (spektraal index verdeling). Hieruit kan worden afgeleid waar
in de bron relativistiese deeltjes worden geproduceerd en of in. situ versnelling of verversing van deze deeltjes plaatsvindt.
Informatie over de aanwezigheid van geïoniseerd gas en de magneetveld
struktuur wordt verkregen door het analyseren van de struktuur en golflengte
afhankelijkheid van de gepolariseerde radio straling.
Door radio bronnen te selekteren met een grote hoekraaat (•£ 200 boogsekonden) zijn de meeste dichtbij en hebben een relatief lage radio lichtkracht.
Van deze is bekend dat ze in het algemeen een gekompliceerde struktuur hebben
en verschillende bevatten radio jets.
Veel van de hier bestudeerde radio bronnen zijn geassocieerd met melkwegstelsels die één of zelfs meer begeleiders hebben. Net als bij kop-staart radio
bronnen, waarvan de morfologie het gevolg is van de snelle beweging van het
melkwegstelsel door een intergalakties medium, kan de baanbeweging van een
stelsel de oorzaak zijn van de merkwaardige struktuur die soms wordt waargenomen. Door het introduceren van een reeks aannamen omtrent de precieze beweging
wordt het in principe mogelijk de evolutie van een radio bron te rekonstrueren.
Voor enige afzonderlijke konklusies gebaseerd op de bijzondere vorm van een
aantal van deze radio bronnen die in detail zijn geanalyseerd, wordt verwezen
naar de Engelse konklusies aan het einde van de Hoofdstukken IV t/m VII.
In Hoofdstuk VIII worden de gegevens gepresenteerd van tien radio bronnen
die zijn waargenomen op verschillende golflengten in totale en gepolariseerde
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intensiteit. Een voorlopige analyse van vier van deze bronnen wordt beschreven
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in Hoofdstuk IX en
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omvat de spektraal index verdeling, diverse polarisatie

parameters inklusief de bepaling van de voorgrond rotatie maat en de magneet-
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veld struktuur.
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In het hierna volgende worden de voornaamste karakteristieke kenmerken en konklusies samengevat voor deze bronnen en die welke in meer detail werden geanalyseerd.
De spektraal index verdelingen tonen aan dat in. situ versnelling en/of
snelle verversing van de relativistiese deeltjes plaats moet vinden op vele
plaatsen in radio bronnen: zowel aan het begin als aan het einde van jets en
in grote delen van de radio lobben. Er zijn aanwijzingen dat diffusie plaats
vindt van relativistiese deeltjes naar gebieden gelegen tussen afzonderlijke
koncentraties van radio straling in het lange kop-staart stelsel 3C 129.
Voor een juiste interpretatie van de polarizatie gegevens blijkt het
noodzakelijk te zijn rekening te houden met het effekt van een niet uniforme
magneetveld struktuur. Dit geldt in mindere mate voor reuze radio stelsels.
Hoewel polarizatie gegevens nodig zijn op vele golflengten om zo'n analyse
goed te kunnen doen is het bemoedigend dat met simpele drie-parameter modellen
waarden gevonden kunnen worden voor de voorgrond rotatie maat die onderling
konsistent zijn en overeenkomen met die welke in de literatuur worden gevonden
en die zijn afgeleid op een andere manier. Een interessant aspekt van zo'n
analyse is dat soms een ruwe schatting kan worden verkregen van de inklinatie
hoek met de gezichtslijn van radio strukturen die een goed bepaald magneetveld
hebben (zoals kop-staart stelsels of jets).
Aan de randen van radio bronnen is het percentage polarizatie relatief
hoog en vrijwel onafhankelijk van de golflengte (althans tussen 6 cm en 21 cm).
Hiervan is gebruik gemaakt om de voorgrond rotatie-maat in de richting van een
bron te bepalen.
In de meer centrale delen van de bronnen is in ruime mate geïoniseerd
thermies gas aanwezig dat vermengd is met de gebieden waar de radiostraling
vandaan komt. Dit geldt ook voor de radio jets met als opmerkelijke uitzondering het begin van de radio jet in 3C 66 B. Vergelijking met de tot nog toe
schaarse polarizatie gegevens van andere radio jets zou erop kunnen duiden dat
intrinsiek sterke radio jets weinig of geen depolarizatie (vermindering van
het percentage polarizatie bij langere golflengten) vertonen. Een mogelijke
verklaring hiervoor is dat (nog?) geen vermenging van thermies gas met rela-
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tivistiese deeltjes en magneetvelden heeft plaatsgevonden. In 3C 66 B is de
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situatie echter erg gekompliceerd omdat er wel een aanzienlijke rotatie van
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het polarizatie vlak is tussen verschillende golflengten. Dit betekent dat er
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buiten de jet thermies gas met magneetveld aanwezig is. Er zijn diverse aan-
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wijzingen dat dit inderdaad zou kunnen, niet in de laatste plaats omdat een
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dergelijke situatie ook. bestaat in M 87.
In alle bronnen is het magneetveld gericht langs de rand. In de kop-staart
stelsels is het gericht langs de staart en in de jets is het soms parallel aan
de jet gericht en draait daarna naar loodrecht. Langs de randen van de jets is
het magneetveld vaak weer parallel, in het bijzonder op de plaatsen (in de
buitenbocht) waar de jets afbuigen. Hier is ook het polarizatie percentage relatief hoog. Al deze gegevens versterken de reeds eerder geopperde hypothese
dat de magneetveld struktuur in radio bronnen wordt bepaald door expansie van
de bron samen met afschuiving van het magneetveld aan de randen.
Tenslotte heb ik tezamen met anderen deelgenomen in het onderzoek naar
"de uiteindelijke energiebron" van de uitgebreide radio bronnen met behulp van
radio interferometers met zeer lange basislijnen (VLBI). Hierbij werd voor een
groot aantal struktuur gevonden met een schaalgrootte van enkele milli-boogsekonden (Hoofdstuk X ) . Dit betekent dat deze radio kernen in kaart gebracht
kunnen worden met behulp van het Europese VLBI netwerk.
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S tud i eover z i cht
Op verzoek van de Faculteit der Wiskunde en Natuurwetenschappen volgt hier
een overzicht van mijn studie. Na het behalen van het einddiploma HBS-B aan
het Rythovius College te Eersel (Noord-Brabant) begon ik in 1965 mijn studie
aan de Technische Hogeschool Eindhoven in de afdeling Technische Natuurkunde.
In 1972 behaalde ik mijn ingenieurs diploma in de vakgroep Theoretische Natuurkunde bij prof. L.J.F. Broer. Mijn afstudeer onderwerp was behoudswetten. Na
het vervullen van mijn militaire dienstplicht begon ik in augustus 1974 met
mijn studie aan de Rijksuniversiteit Leiden in de vakgroep Sterrenkunde van
de Faculteit der Wiskunde en Natuurwetenschappen. In 1975 had ik een gedeeltelijk student assistenschap bij de Leidse Sterrewacht om te assisteren bij
sterrenkundige praktika en in 1976 had ik een aanstelling in het kader van de
regeling voor Tijdelijke Arbeids Plaatsen van het Ministerie van Sociale Zaken.
Tijdens mijn doktoraal onderzoek heb ik extra galaktiese radio bronnen bestudeerd met behulp van de Synthese Radio Teleskoop in Westerbork onder begeleiding van Dr. G.K. Miley en Prof. Dr. H. van der Laan.
Na het beëindigen van dit onderzoek behaalde ik in maart 1977 het doktoraal diploma sterrenkunde met als bijvakken natuurkunde en wiskunde. Daarna was
ik tot eind december 1979 in dienst van Z.W.O. in welke periode een groot gedeelte van dit proefschrift tot stand kwam.
Sinds maart 1980 was ik voor een periode van ongeveer een half jaar in dienst
bij de Rijksuniversiteit Leiden om dit werk af te maken.
In het kader van dit onderzoek heb ik twee dienstreizen gemaakt naar
Kitt Peak National Observatory in Tucson, Arizona (U.S.A.) ten behoeve van
optiese waarnemingen en enkele dienstreizen naar het Max Planck Instituut voor
Radio Astronomie in Bonn, Duitsland ten behoeve van de reduktie van radio waarnemingen met zeer lange basislijn interferometers.
Ter afsluiting van dit studieoverzicht nog een opsomming van internationale
konferenties en zomerscholen waaraan ik heb deelgenomen en waar ik in vijf
gevallen voordrachten heb gehouden:
1975: Zomerschool over Plasma Fysika, Culham (Engeland)
1976: YERAC*, Torun (Polen)
1977: YERAC, Dwingeloo
1978: URS!** , Helsinki (Finland)
jfoung European Radio Astronomers Conference
**Union Radioscientifique Internationale
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1979: Zomerschool over Hoge Energie Astrofysika, Erice, Sicilie (Italie)
1979: IAU* General Assembly, Montreal (Canada)
1980: ESO** workshop on two dimensional photometry, Noordwijkerhout

International Astronomical Union
**European Southern Observatory
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Dankbetuiging.

Het is ontnogelijk om iedereen te bedanken die heeft bijgedragen aan de
totstandkoming van dit proefschrift omdat het promotie-reglement van de Rijksuniversiteit Leiden dit niet toelaat.
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STELLINGEN
behorende bij het proefschrift
"Structure in Radio Galaxies"

1, Teneinde een beter inzicht te krijgen in de struktuur en de fysiese omstandigheden in exlragalaktiese radio bronnen moeten radio polarizatie
waarnemingen gedaan worden op veel meer verschillende golflengten dan tot
nu toe mogelijk is.

2, De recente ontwikkeling van nieuwe optiese detektoren maakt het thans
mogelijk om opties onderzoek te doen van de struktuur van extragalaktiese
radio bronnen ook buiten de kernen van de met zo'n radio bron
geassocieerde melkwegstelsels.

3, De vaak gehoorde stelling van Amerikaanse astronomen dat het Europese vakblad "Astronomy and Astrophysics" niet de moeite waard is om te lezen doet
wat merkwaardig aan vooral als men ziet dat een dubieus artikel van Europese auteurs juist in het Amerikaanse vakblad "Astrophysical Journal" wordt
gepubliceerd. ( Reich et al. : 1980, Astroph. J. 236, L61 )

4, Het klakkeloos en bovendien onnodig overnemen van formules uit Pacholczyk's
boek "Radio Galaxies" kan domme fouten opleveren.
( Fabbiano et al. : 1980, Astroph. J. 230, L67 )

5, Een mogelijke alternatieve verklaring voor het ontstaan van jets in radio
bronnen kan worden gevonden door de bestudering van de struktuur van het
kielzog van vliegende vogels : "

the spatial structure of the wake

of an actively flying bird is represented by a series of thick and more or
less deformed vortex rings with an intense and winding jet which passes
through the rings' holes ". ( Kokshaysky, 1979, Nature 279, 146 : Tracing
the wake of a flying bird)

6- Voor een aantal van de waarnemingen met de Westerbork Synthese Radio Teleskoop ( WSRT ) die zijn beschreven in dit proefschrift, ware het beter geweest indien de voorzitter van de Programma Commisie niet was gaan wandelen
in het bos bij de WSRT.
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7. Politiek is theater. Hiermee dient rekening te worden gehouden bij het ontwerpen van gebouwen ten behoeve van de uitbreiding van de Tweede Kamer.

8. De stelling van minister-president van Agt dat het met de taalhygiëne in
de Tweede Kamer, en ook daarbuiten, slecht is gesteld is juist en wordt met
name aangetoond door zijn eigen woordgebruik. ( Zie : Brief van van Agt ia
" Voor de duvel niet bang ", J.Tromp en P. Witteman ; uitg. De Haan )

9. De hardnekkigheid waarmee de Gemeente Leiden regelmatig na een weekeinde
een betonnen verkeerspaaltje vernieuwd op de hoek van de Prinsesse Kade
en de Haarlemmerstraat is hartverwarmend. Het belooft veel goeds voor de
aanpak van meer serieuze problemen na voltooiing van deze klaarblijkelijk«
vingeroefeningen.

10. Indien de volgende stelling waar is dan kunnen we beter ophouden met de
Sterrenkunde : "Je moet er geweest zijn om erover te kunnen oordeler".

11. Een onbewezen stelling kan beter achterwege blijven.

Wil van Breugel

Leiden, 1 oktober 1980

